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The pages in the Learn from Home Workbook series have been taken from a variety of 
Prim-Ed Publishing’s teacher copymasters. These copymasters are hugely popular with 
teachers and contain a lot of extra material and pages for a teacher’s use. This extra 
material is not needed for the purposes of this workbook series. Therefore, there may be 
page number references on the workbook pages which do not correspond to the pages 
within the workbook. Owing to the tight timeline in which we had to get this book to print, 
we did not have the opportunity to edit these page numbers. Rest assured that these 
page number references do not affect the activities that your child has to do.



ENGLISH

The English work this week includes two reading comprehensions (text reading, with questions 
and word study activities following the text), grammar, narrative writing and activities asking 
your child to proofread and edit some text passages.

Reading Comprehension

The two texts are based on two different 
styles of writing – a myth and a fairy tale. 
We suggest that your child only attempts one 
text in a single session/lesson. It is a good 
idea to read through each text with your child, 
ensuring that they can read the words fluently. 
Once they have read the passage through, 
at least once, they can turn their attention 
to the comprehension questions (on the 
‘Comprehension’ page). These questions are 
based on different strategies to help your 
child understand the text. The page entitled 
‘Word Reading’ is based on the text, but 
this time the focus is on the words used in 
the text. Activities here will ask your child to 
think about standard English, root words, 
suffixes, synonyms, antonyms, homophones 
and compound words. At the bottom of each 
page is a ‘My learning log’ section. This is to 
encourage your child to ‘self-assess’ their own 
performance in relation to the activities.

Grammar

The two pages on grammar are on common, 
proper, collective and abstract nouns. 
Examples are given on each page, though 
you should encourage your child to find other 
examples of these types of nouns for objects 
and people.

Writing

The genre (style) of writing that the three 
pages focus on is narrative writing. The three 
pages here will guide your child step-by-step 
in writing their own narrative passage. The 
first page is a text written in the narrative 
style. Your child should read this and then 
use the second page to analyse the way 
the text has been written. Use the language 
of ‘examining narrative’, so that your child 
understands that they are now going to look 
at the way the text is written. There are five 
parts to analyse here: Title; Orientation; 
Complication and Events; Resolution; and 
Conclusion. By discussing and answering the 
questions on each of the five parts, your child 
will begin to see the text structure. The third 
page then encourages your child to plan out 
their own narrative. Your child is then taken 
through the five parts again, so that he/she 
can apply what he/she has learned from the 
example on the first page. Once the plan has 
been created, your child can then write (or 
type) their version.

Proofreading and Editing

The proofreading and editing pages will 
encourage your child to read texts and 
identify errors. On each page, there are 
activities on punctuation, spelling and 
grammar. These three areas will help your 
child focus on the text and find ways to 
correct and improve it.
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MATHS

The maths work for this week is based on activities on number, measurement and geometry. 
It is recommended that the three sections are distributed throughout the week, so as not to 
overwhelm your child with maths work.

Number

The number work focuses on counting in sixes, 
sevens and nines; multiples; and expanded 
column addition. You can help your child 
with these by providing them with concrete 
materials to count. Some children benefit from 
having a physical number strip or 100 square 
(easily found using an online image search). 
Your child could check their answers to the 
addition activity using a calculator, then go 
back and recalculate any incorrect answers. 
Check that your child understands what the 
worksheet is requiring them to practise before 
they begin.

Measurement

This work is on length. The focus is on length 
and decimals, and equivalent lengths. For 
the challenge activities, a measuring tape or 
ruler will be needed. A lot of practical activity 
can be done on this around the home, using 
objects that your child can measure and 
convert. It is always a good idea to encourage 
your child to make connections to real-world 
examples.

Geometry

Work on tessellation and tangrams is covered 
here. Again, use real-world examples, both 
in the home and in the local environment; for 
example, your child could hunt for tessellating 
patterns in their home.

SCIENCE

The theme for this week’s science activities is magnetism and electricity. For the first activity, 
your child will need a magnet; for example, a fridge magnet, and various easy-to-find 
household items. The second activity needs a magnet, paper clip, paper plate, small metal 
object and a jar of water. The third activity is about static electricity and includes fun activities 
for your child to do with a pen, cloth, sheet of paper, woollen jumper, balloon and comb. The 
final activity asks your child to look at electrical appliances in their home. Working on these 
science lessons presents a good opportunity to use correct vocabulary and language.
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ENGLISH

The English work this week includes two reading comprehensions (text reading, with questions 
and word study activities following the text), grammar, recount writing and activities asking your 
child to proofread and edit some text passages.

Reading Comprehension

The two texts are based on two different styles 
of writing – a historical timeline and a recipe. 
We suggest that your child only attempts one 
text in a single session/lesson. It is a good 
idea to read through each text with your 
child, ensuring that they can read the words 
fluently. Once they have read the passage 
through, at least once, they can turn their 
attention to the comprehension questions (on 
the ‘Comprehension’ page). These questions 
are based on different strategies to help your 
child understand the text. The page entitled 
‘Word Reading’ is based on the text, but 
this time the focus is on the words used in 
the text. Activities here will ask your child to 
think about root words, definitions, syllables, 
verbs, command verbs, prefixes, suffixes 
and homophones. At the bottom of each 
page is a ‘My learning log’ section. This is to 
encourage your child to ‘self-assess’ their own 
performance in relation to the activities.

Grammar

The two pages on grammar are on verbs and 
command verbs. Examples are given on each 
page, though you should encourage your 
child to think of other verbs they can do with 
their body; for example, stroll, jump, sprint, 
squeal and dance.

Writing

The genre (style) of writing that the three 
pages focus on is recount writing. The three 
pages here will guide your child step-by-step 
in writing their own recount passage. The first 
page is a text written in the recount style. 
Your child should read this and then use the 
second page to analyse the way the text has 
been written. Use the language of ‘examining 
recount’, so that your child understands that 
they are now going to look at the way the text 
is written. There are four parts to analyse here: 
Title; Orientation; Events; and Conclusion. 
By discussing and answering the questions on 
each of the four parts, your child will begin 
to see the text structure. The third page then 
encourages your child to plan out their own 
recount. Your child is then taken through the 
four parts again, so that he/she can apply 
what he/she has learned from the example 
on the first page. Once the plan has been 
created, your child can then write (or type) 
their version.

Proofreading and Editing

The proofreading and editing pages will 
encourage your child to read texts and identify 
errors. On each page, there are activities on 
punctuation, spelling and grammar. These 
three areas will help your child focus on the 
text and find ways to correct and improve it.
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MATHS

The maths work for this week is based on activities on number, measurement and geometry. 
It is recommended that the three sections are distributed throughout the week, so as not to 
overwhelm your child with maths work.

Number

The number work focuses on multiples, 1000 
more or less, adding and subtracting. You can 
help your child with these by providing them 
with concrete materials to count or take away. 
Some children benefit from having a physical 
number strip or 100 square (both easily found 
using an online image search). Your child 
could check their answers using a calculator, 
then go back and recalculate any incorrect 
answers. Check that your child understands 
what the worksheet is requiring them to 
practise before they begin.

Measurement

This work is on length, mass and capacity. 
The length activity requires your child to 
convert metres to kilometres and use the four 
operations to solve length word problems. 
The second activity looks at equivalent mass 
and capacity measurements. The challenge 
activity needs your child to use kitchen or 
bathroom scales. A lot of practical activity 
can be done on this around the home, using 
objects that your child can measure or weigh. 
It is always a good idea to encourage your 
child to make connections to real-world 
examples.

Geometry

Work on 2-D shape is covered here. The first 
activity asks your child to name 2-D shapes 
and know the difference between the different 
types of triangle. The second activity extends 
the first, as your child will need to sort and 
draw 2-D shapes according to the number 
and size of sides and corners. Again, use real-
world examples, both in the home and in the 
local environment; for example, how many 
types of triangle can your child find?

SCIENCE

The theme for this week’s science activities is forces. Your child will need to look at objects 
to decide if they move with a push or pull force, test objects to see if they slide or roll down 
a ramp, and predict and test whether objects float or sink. Working on these science lessons 
presents a good opportunity to use correct vocabulary and language.
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ENGLISH

The English work this week includes two reading comprehensions (text reading, with questions 
and word study activities following the text), grammar, procedure writing and activities asking 
your child to proofread and edit some text passages.

Reading Comprehension

The two texts are based on two different 
styles of writing – a folk tale and a legend. 
We suggest that your child only attempts one 
text in a single session/lesson. It is a good 
idea to read through each text with your 
child, ensuring that they can read the words 
fluently. Once they have read the passage 
through, at least once, they can turn their 
attention to the comprehension questions (on 
the ‘Comprehension’ page). These questions 
are based on different strategies to help your 
child understand the text. The page entitled 
‘Word Reading’ is based on the text, but this 
time the focus is on the words used in the 
text. Activities here will ask your child to think 
about definitions, standard English, synonyms, 
antonyms, homophones, prefixes, suffixes 
and sounds in words. At the bottom of each 
page is a ‘My learning log’ section. This is to 
encourage your child to ‘self-assess’ their own 
performance in relation to the activities.

Grammar

The two pages on grammar are on adjectives. 
Examples are given on each page, though you 
should encourage your child to think of other 
adjectives to describe household objects or 
family members.

Writing

The genre (style) of writing that the three 
pages focus on is procedure writing. The three 
pages here will guide your child step-by-step 
in writing their own procedure passage. The 
first page is a text written in the procedure 
style. Your child should read this and then 
use the second page to analyse the way the 
text has been written. Use the language of 
‘examining procedure’, so that your child 
understands that they are now going to 
look at the way the text is written. There 
are five parts to analyse here: Title; Goal; 
Materials; Method; and Test. By discussing 
and answering the questions on each of the 
five parts, your child will begin to see the text 
structure. The third page then encourages 
your child to plan out their own procedure. 
Your child is then taken through the five parts 
again, so that he/she can apply what he/she 
has learned from the example on the first 
page. Once the plan has been created, your 
child can then write (or type) their version.

Proofreading and Editing

The proofreading and editing pages will 
encourage your child to read texts and identify 
errors. On each page, there are activities on 
punctuation, spelling and grammar. These 
three areas will help your child focus on the 
text and find ways to correct and improve it.
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MATHS

The maths work for this week is based on activities on number, measurement and geometry. 
It is recommended that the three sections are distributed throughout the week, so as not to 
overwhelm your child with maths work.

Number

The number work focuses on place value, 
expanded notation, inverses and checking 
calculations. You can help your child with 
these by providing them with concrete 
materials to count or take away. Some children 
benefit from having a physical number strip 
or 100 square (both easily found using an 
online image search). Check that your child 
understands what the worksheet is requiring 
them to practise before they begin.

Measurement

This work is on time and perimeter. The time 
activity requires your child to match equivalent 
time measurements, convert times and answer 
time word problems. The second activity 
asks your child to work out the perimeters 
of squares and rectangles. A lot of practical 
activity can be done on time around the 
home; for example, working out the length 
of favourite TV programmes in minutes and 
hours. It is always a good idea to encourage 
your child to make connections to real-world 
examples.

Geometry

Work on angles is covered here. The first 
activity asks your child to identify right angles 
in drawings and everyday objects. The second 
activity extends this by asking your child to 
identify 45°, 90° and 180° angles in a picture 
and everyday objects. Again, use real-world 
examples, both in the home and in the local 
environment.

SCIENCE

The theme for this week’s science activities is materials. Your child will need to decide what 
given objects are made of and why these materials were chosen, test materials for absorbency, 
learn about natural and manufactured materials to build a home, and change food by heating, 
for which parental assistance will be needed. Working on these science lessons presents a 
good opportunity to use correct vocabulary and language.
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ENGLISH

The English work this week includes two reading comprehensions (text reading, with questions 
and word study activities following the text), grammar, report writing and activities asking your 
child to proofread and edit some text passages.

Reading Comprehension

The two texts are based on two different styles 
of writing – an explanation and a flow chart. 
We suggest that your child only attempts one 
text in a single session/lesson. It is a good 
idea to read through each text with your 
child, ensuring that they can read the words 
fluently. Once they have read the passage 
through, at least once, they can turn their 
attention to the comprehension questions (on 
the ‘Comprehension’ page). These questions 
are based on different strategies to help your 
child understand the text. The page entitled 
‘Word Reading’ is based on the text, but 
this time the focus is on the words used in 
the text. Activities here will ask your child to 
think about definitions, prefixes, suffixes, root 
words, occupations, synonyms, antonyms 
and compound words. At the bottom of each 
page is a ‘My learning log’ section. This is to 
encourage your child to ‘self-assess’ their own 
performance in relation to the activities.

Grammar

The two pages on grammar are on adjectives 
and adverbs. Examples are given on each 
page, though you should encourage your 
child to think of adverbs to describe actions; 
for example, singing – tunefully, beautifully, 
awfully; running – speedily, competitively, 
slowly, etc.

Writing

The genre (style) of writing that the three 
pages focus on is report writing. The three 
pages here will guide your child step-by-
step in writing their own report passage. The 
first page is a text written in the report style. 
Your child should read this and then use the 
second page to analyse the way the text has 
been written. Use the language of ‘examining 
report’, so that your child understands that 
they are now going to look at the way the 
text is written. There are four parts to analyse 
here: Title; Classification; Description; and 
Conclusion. By discussing and answering 
the questions on each of the four parts, your 
child will begin to see the text structure. The 
third page then encourages your child to plan 
out their own report. Your child is then taken 
through the four parts again, so that he/she 
can apply what he/she has learned from the 
example on the first page. Once the plan has 
been created, your child can then write (or 
type) their version.

Proofreading and Editing

The proofreading and editing pages will 
encourage your child to read texts and identify 
errors. On each page, there are activities on 
punctuation, spelling and grammar. These 
three areas will help your child focus on the 
text and find ways to correct and improve it.
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MATHS

The maths work for this week is based on activities on number, measurement and geometry. 
It is recommended that the three sections are distributed throughout the week, so as not to 
overwhelm your child with maths work.

Number

The number work focuses on rounding 
numbers and addition word problems. 
You can help your child with these by 
providing them with concrete materials to 
count. Some children benefit from having a 
physical number strip or 100 square (both 
easily found using an online image search). 
Your child could check their answers to the 
activities using a calculator, then go back and 
recalculate any incorrect answers. Check that 
your child understands what the worksheet is 
requiring them to practise before they begin.

Measurement

This work is on area and perimeter. The first 
activity is about the square centimetre and 
asks your child to calculate the area of shapes 
by counting the squares. The second activity 
asks your child to calculate both the area and 
perimeter of shapes by counting. If 1-cm grid 
paper is available, a lot of practical activity can 
be done on this around the home. It is always 
a good idea to encourage your child to make 
connections to real-world examples.

Geometry

Work on angles is covered here. The activities 
ask your child to recognise different types of 
angles, order angles by size and recognise 
angles in shapes. Again, use real-world 
examples, both in the home and in the local 
environment; for example, look for different 
angles in the home.

SCIENCE

The theme for this week’s science activities is caring for my locality. Your child will need to 
go on a minibeast hunt and record their findings, and complete activities about saving water 
and recycling. Working on these science lessons presents a good opportunity to use correct 
vocabulary and language.
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. (b) explain a natural feature  
 2. Scotland and Northern Ireland 
 3. Possible answer: When Finn saw how big Benandonner really 

was up close he became worried and afraid. 
 4. Possible answer: Finn and Oonagh pretended Finn was their 

baby so Benandonner would be worried about how big Finn 
was compared to himself. 

 5. Possible answer: No, because giants aren’t real and there is 
a geographical explanation for how the columns came to be 
there. 

 6. Possible answers: 
(a) brave, cocky, cheeky, strong, large 
(b) huge, aggressive, dim, red hair
(c) clever, quick-witted, kind 

 7. Possible answer: Finn saw his greatest enemy Benandonner.

Word Reading 

 1. (a) small (b) boy (c) oh no 
 2. (a) thunder (b) approach (c) reluctant

(d) realise (e) suck (f) quick
 3. (a) column (b) wife (c) journey
 4. (a) enormous, thunderous

(b) Teacher check
 5. Teacher check
 6. (a) sea (b) tired (c) blanket

(d) stone (e) hurled/heaved (f) run
(g) bonnet (h) drink (i) mistake

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C6 Pupils should rewrite the myth in their own words and in 
the correct sequence.

C13 Describe how the two giants felt at the end of the myth. 
Pupils should justify their inferences with evidence from 
the text.

WR1 Call out (or write on the board) the following words and 
have pupils write down the root words:

roamed, leaving, thunderous, spotted, loudly, placing, 
quickly, decided

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	 activities	 on	 page	 7	 focus	 on	 Standard	 English,	 root	
words, word origins, the suffix ‘-ous’, definitions of words and 
synonyms.

Introduction

•	 Reread	the	text,	but	first	explain	to	pupils	that	the	focus	will	be	
on words. While reading, ask pupils to find and circle any words 
that are names. Explain that the names (i.e. proper nouns 
that start with a capital letter) might be nationalities, people, 
countries or places. After circling, sort the names into these four 
groups.

Development

•	 Look	at	words	with	 the	suffix	‘-ous’.	Discuss	 that	sometimes	
there is not an obvious root word; for example, ‘poisonous’ has 
the root word ‘poison’, but there is no root word for ‘jealous’. 
Explain that whilst ‘-ous’ can be added to many root words, 
‘-our’ is changed to ‘-or’ before ‘-ous’ is added; for example, 
humorous, glamorous.

•	 Ensure	 pupils	 are	 familiar	 with	 the	 terms	 ‘synonym’	 and	
‘antonym’. Give some examples (happy: synonym is glad, 
antonym is sad). Elicit some examples from the pupils. Pupils 
suggest sentences for pairs of synonyms and antonyms, to be 
written onto the board; for example, happy = glad/sad. Ben was 
glad he had homework, but Krista was sad.

•	 Discuss	the	word	reading	activities	on	page	7,	then	allow	pupils	
to complete the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 Provide	 pupils	with	words	 that	 have	 antonyms;	 for	 example,	
quick, happy, tired. Ask pupils to think of antonyms, and list 
them on the board.

•	 Less	able	pupils	should	be	provided	with	a	list	of	words	from	
the text, and asked to write antonyms for them; for example, 
long, enemy, large, man, wife, loud.

•	 More	able	pupils	should	find	their	own	words	in	the	text,	and	
then write antonyms for them.

Review

•	 As	 a	 class,	 compare	 the	 antonyms.	Did	 pupils	 have	different	
antonyms for the same word? For example, for the word ‘large’, 
pupils might have thought of ‘small’, ‘tiny’, ‘little’ or other 
words.

Assessment and Answers
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. Teacher check - answers will vary.
 2. Teacher check - answers will vary.
 3. Very worried and upset 
 4. Possible answer: Because the pig was sick, and it was her 

only hope of making any money to support her family. 
 5. (a) Possible answer: the word ‘foolish’ implies that the 

woman will have to pay a great price to the fairy.
  (b) Possible answer: if the woman can guess the fairy’s 

name, she may not lose her son.
 6. Teacher check - answers will vary.
 7. (a) Possible answer: having difficulties in the future.

(b) Possible answer: sad stories.
(c) Possible answer: feeling relieved and unburdened.

Word Reading 

 1. (b) superior
 2. (a) a long stick used as support when walking 

(b) a person’s body shape 
(c) a prolonged, high-pitched cry of pain

 3. (a) normally, tightly, gratefully, smartly
(b) joyously (c) Teacher check

 4. (a) wail (b) heard (c) right 
(d) son (e) there (f) some
(g) heal (h) through (i) for

 5. (a) goodwife (b) anything 
(c) myself (d) lighthearted

 6. (a) hard (b) ugly (c) lighter 
(d) future (e) old (f) smartly 
(g) quick (h) husband (i) worse

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C5 Present the following list of words to the pupils and ask 
them to write each in a sentence:

distraught, cottage, crooked, velvet, sprinkle, protest, 
spiteful, lighthearted

C14 Ask the pupils to predict what might have happened to 
Whuppity Stoorie at the end of the text.

Pupils should continue the story, writing in the same 
style. They should add at least one more paragraph to tell 
what Whuppity Stoorie did next.

WR2 Present the following list of words to the pupils and ask 
them to write a suitable homophone – a word with the 
same sound, but different spelling and meaning:

berry, break, here, whether, scene, mist, piece, meddle

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	 activities	 on	 page	 13	 focus	 on	 dictionary	 use,	 the	 suffix	 ‘-ly’,	
homophones, compound words and antonyms.

Introduction

•	 Reread	the	text,	but	first	explain	to	pupils	that	the	focus	will	be	on	
words. While reading the text, ask pupils to circle any compound 
words. Remind pupils that compound words are two words joined 
together to create a new word.

Development

•	 Look	at	words	with	the	suffix	‘-ly’.	Tell	pupils	that	this	suffix	is	added	
to an adjective to form an adverb. Explain that usually the suffix is 
added straight onto the end of most root words; for example, sadly, 
finally. However, there are exceptions, which should also be explained 
to the pupils: 

(1) If the root word ends in ‘-y’ with a consonant letter before it, the 
‘y’ is changed to ‘i’, but only if the root word has more than one 
syllable; for example, happily. 

(2) If the root word ends with ‘-le’, the ‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly’; for 
example, simply.

(3) If the root word ends with ‘-ic’, ‘-ally’ is added rather than just ‘-ly’; 
for example, basically. An exception is ‘publicly’. 

(4) The words truly, duly and wholly.

•	 Ensure	 pupils	 are	 familiar	 with	 the	 term	 ‘homophone’.	 Give	 some	
examples (berry/bury, scene/seen, plain/plane). Elicit some examples 
from the pupils. Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of homophones, 
to be written onto the board; for example, main/mane = He is walking 
down the main road./That horse has a beautiful mane.

•	 Ensure	pupils	are	familiar	with	the	terms	‘synonym’	and	‘antonym’.	
Give some examples (happy: synonym is glad, antonym is sad). Elicit 
some examples from the pupils. Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of 
synonyms and antonyms, to be written onto the board; for example, 
happy = glad/sad. Ben was glad he had homework, but Krista was 
sad.

•	 Discuss	the	word	reading	activities	on	page	13,	then	allow	pupils	to	
complete the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 In	pairs,	pupils	should	find	and	 list	words	with	an	‘-ly’	suffix.	They	
should then attempt to sort them according to the following table 
headings.

•	 More	 able	 pupils	 should	 aim	 to	 create	 a	 longer	 list	 than	 less	 able	
pupils.

‘-ly’ suffix Examples

‘-ly’ added onto end of root word carefully, kindly, sadly

‘y’ changes to ‘i’ before adding ‘-ly’ happily, merrily, prettily

‘-le’ of root word changes to ‘-ly’ gently, simply, humbly

‘-ally’ is added to root words ending in ‘-ic’ basically, frantically

Review

•	 As	a	class,	compare	pupils’	lists	of	‘-ly’	words.

Assessment and Answers

Week 1

The Myth of the 

Giant’s Causeway Whuppity Stoorie
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Parts of speech
Nouns

Focus

Common and proper nouns

Definitions

•	 Nouns are words used to name people, places, 
things, feelings and ideas.

•	 Common nouns name general, rather than specific, 
people, places, ideas and things.

 Example: The words in bold in the following 
sentence are nouns (in this context):

The boy started walking towards the building, 
but stopped when he saw the black cat cross his 
path.

•	 Proper nouns are words used to name very specific 
people, places or things and begin with capital 
letters.

 Example:

William started walking towards Viddle’s 
Bookshop, but stopped when Toffee, the black 
cat, crossed Station Street right in front of him.

Explanation 

•	 The	word	‘noun’	comes	from	the	Latin	‘nomen’,	
which	means	‘name’.	Nouns	are	often	called	
naming words.

•	 While	most	nouns	can	be	categorised	as	either	
common or proper nouns, there are two further 
main categories of nouns—collective; e.g. herd, and 
abstract; e.g. fear. 

•	 Some	words	used	as	nouns	can	also	be	verbs	or	
adjectives, depending on the context in which they 
are used.

 Example:

We water (verb) our garden at night to conserve 
water (noun).

•	 Common	nouns	are	not	capitalised	unless	they	begin	
a	sentence	or	start	a	title.	Some	words	that	would	
appear to need capitalisation, such as the names of 
the seasons (winter, summer, spring and autumn), 
are no longer capitalised because, through long 
usage, they have come to be considered common 
nouns. Cardinal directions (north, south, east and 
west); words for relatives (mum, aunty)—unless 

used as part of the name, such as Aunty Maude; and 
names of subject areas (maths, science) are also no 
longer considered proper nouns.

•	 Names	of	games	or	activities	are	common	nouns.	

 Example:

swimming, running, football 

•	 Trade	names	are	usually	capitalised;	e.g.	Apple™.

Worksheet information

•	 Explain	the	worksheet	task	to	the	pupils.	They	work	
individually to identify and sort the nouns in the 
newspaper headlines, adding some of their own to 
the table.

•	 The	four	nouns	in	the	second	headline	can	be	
arranged in the grid so that they can be read both 
horizontally and vertically.

Ideas for further practice

•	 Pupils	listen	to	and	follow	the	lyrics	of	a	song,	then	
write the nouns and proper nouns they hear.

•	 Using	a	list	of	common	and	proper	nouns,	pupils		
choose one to act out in a game of charades.

•	 Pupils	create	a	team	presentation	that	will	explain	
to the rest of the class the differences between 
common and proper nouns.

•	 Pupils	practise	sorting	proper	and	common	nouns	in	
an interactive online activity at  
<http://www.ezschool.com/Games/NounSort2.
html>.

Answers

2.	Proper	nouns:	Fluffy	the	Dragon,	Cinderella,	
Princess,	Hapland,	Three	Blind	Mice.

 Common nouns: disaster, police, sheep, 
resuscitation,	newt,	idea,	gate,	king,	slipper,	finger,	
shoes

3.	idea,	newt,	king,	gate k i n g

i d e a

n e w t
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Parts of speech
Nouns

Focus

Collective and abstract nouns

Definitions

•	 Collective nouns are words used to name groups of 
people, animals and things.

 Example:

crowd, pack, class, bunch

•	 Abstract nouns are words used to name ideas, 
feelings, events or qualities that cannot be seen, 
heard, smelled, tasted or touched.

 Example:

generosity, joy, enlightenment, honesty

Explanation

•	 A	collective	noun	represents	a	single	group	made	up	
of more than one person or a thing; e.g. a committee, 
team, or family cannot consist of one member, at 
least two people must compose the unit. They can 
be considered singular or plural.	When	referring	to	
the collective group, singular tends to be used when 
all members of the collective noun are doing the 
same thing at the same time.

 Example:

The team is flying to France for the finals. 

	 However,	when	referring	to	the	individual	members	
of the team acting, the plural can be used.

 Example:

The team are reconsidering their futures.

•	 ‘Terms	of	venery’	are	collective	nouns	for	types	of	
game and other wild animals, such as a murder of 
crows and a parliament	of	rooks.

•	 Abstract	nouns	can	be	either	count	(meeting,	
experience) or non-count nouns (love, charity). 

Worksheet information

•	 If	pupils	have	not	been	previously	introduced	to	
abstract nouns, it will be necessary to introduce 
the	concept	before	starting	this	worksheet.	Perhaps	
give	them	a	list	for	a	‘treasure	hunt’,	such	as	‘book,	
pencil,	paper,	happiness,	youth’.	Pupils	go	on	the	
hunt and will finish having been unable to find the 
abstract nouns on their list. Explain to them that an 

abstract noun is not something that we can touch, 
hear,	smell	or	see.	It	is	usually	a	thought,	idea,	event,	
concept, emotion or feeling.

•	 Some	further	examples	include:	advice,	afterthought,	
anger, beauty, business, confidence, enjoyment, 
freedom, friendship, fun, happiness, health, 
help, history, honesty, importance, information, 
intelligence,	justice,	knowledge,	law,	love,	luck,	
opportunity, patience, peace, pride, progress, 
responsibility, sleep, time, traffic, travel, trouble, 
truth, violence, vocabulary and wealth.

•	 Give	each	pupil	a	copy	of	the	worksheet	and	read	
the explanation and examples of abstract nouns. 
Pupils	select	two	to	write	and	draw	a	symbol	for.	
This will reinforce the concept that an abstract noun 
cannot be seen or touched; they may find it hard to 
decide upon an image.

•	 For	Question	2,	pupils	write	an	abstract	noun	for	
each concrete noun.

•	 To	complete	the	worksheet,	pupils	rearrange	the	
boxes, without changing the order of the letters 
inside the boxes, to find the collective noun for the 
person, place or thing.

Ideas for further practice

•	 After	reading	aloud	to	the	pupils,	or	shared	reading,	
ask	pupils	to	list	some	of	the	names	of	any	feelings,	
events, ideas or thoughts the characters in the story 
may have had or felt.

•	 Pupils	paint	an	abstract	noun,	using	the	colours	they	
feel	best	represent	it.	Different	paintings	of	the	same	
noun can be presented as simply the way different 
people see it, with each representation having equal 
value.

•	 Pupils	investigate	and	create	abstract	artworks.

Answers

	1.–2.	 Teacher	check

 3. (a) a host of angels 
  (b) an orchestra of musicians
  (c) a string of ponies 
  (d) a quiver of arrows 
  (e) a gaggle of geese
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• varied and 
interesting 
adjectives; 
e.g. rugged, 
precious

• appropriate 
paragraphing

• a range of 
conjunctions to 
connect text; 
e.g. until, and

• descriptive 
language; e.g. 
pursued, cast 
him adrift

• past tense; 
e.g. carried, 
wrapped

1 Narratives TEACHERS NOTES

Conclusion – 
indicating what has 
changed

Title

Orientation – 
who, when, where, why

Trefin

Ceridwen was a witch who lived many, many years ago in the wild, rugged 
mountains of North Wales. She had a beautiful daughter, Cerys, and an 
ugly son, Avagon. Ceridwen decided to brew for her son a magic potion 
of Inspiration and Knowledge. This would give him the power to know all 
the secrets of the future and people would think he was clever instead of 
laughing at his ugliness.

Gwyn, a young servant boy, stirred the boiling mixture every day until, at 
last, just three powerful drops of the magic potion remained. These precious 
drops contained all the magic and wisdom Avagon would ever need. But 
on the final day, the drops splashed on to Gwyn’s hand and scalded him. He 
licked his hand to soothe the pain and immediately saw all the secrets of the 
past, present and future. Gwyn fled in terror.

Ceridwen chased after the frightened boy, determined to kill him. Gwyn 
changed into a swift hare, but she changed into a sprinting greyhound and 
ran even faster. He dived into a river and became a darting fish, but she 
turned into a slinky otter and still pursued him. He took flight and became a 
scurrying fieldmouse, but Ceridwen became a preying owl. He dived into a 
field of wheat and became a golden grain. Ceridwen became a pecking 
hen and swallowed the golden grain.

Ceridwen carried the grain for nine months until Gwyn was born again. She 
had planned to kill him but he was so beautiful, she could not. Instead, she 
wrapped him in blankets and cast him adrift on the sea in a small boat, to 
die or survive.

The child was rescued by a prince named Ethen, who called him Trefin. 
Trefin lived in the prince’s court. Having tasted the drops of Inspiration and 
Knowledge, he became the greatest poet in all Wales, even though he was 
still a child.

Complication 
and events

Structural and language features are shown on the left and right of the text below.

Teacher information

• Discuss what a narrative is and explain that a myth is an 
example of a narrative. Suggest well-known myths from 
around the world for pupils to read.

• Read and discuss the narrative on page 3 with the pupils.

• Identify the different sections and explain that a framework 
gives the narrative order and helps the reader to 
understand the story.

• Emphasise the language features listed to the right of the 
text above.

• Work through the analysis on page 4 with the pupils.

• Plan a similar narrative, writing ideas for each section within 
the framework and discuss and model how the plan is 
transformed into a coherent piece of text.

• Pupils use page 5 to plan and then write an ancient myth 
narrative.

• Publish pupils’ work in a class book to be read by and to 
others. (Publish/Purpose/Audience)

• Pupils choose a scene from the story to illustrate and use 
as a background for display. (Display)

Resolution –
to the complication

Answers

Page 4

1.	Trefin

2. (a) (wild, rugged mountains of) North Wales

 (b) past

 (c) Ceridwen, the witch

 (d) To give her son great powers of wisdom, so people 
would no longer laugh at him.

3. (a) Gwyn accidentally took the potion that was meant for 
Avagon.

 (b) Teacher check

4. (a) By chasing Gwyn, hoping to kill him.

 (b) She cast him adrift in a small boat.

5. He was rescued by Prince Ethen and became the greatest 
poet in Wales.
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The beach
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings 
• Full stops
• Commas in a list
• Grammatical commas

Grammar

• Adjectives

Writing

• Sentences

Spelling

• Confused words: clothe/cloth, son/sun, 
shore/sure

• Misspelt words

Vocabulary 

• Similes

Teacher information

 This description of a beach describes its physical characteristics.

Answers

Glorious, white sand covered the ground like a jewel-
studded carpet. The hot sun, slowly moving towards the 
horizon, caused each grain to sparkle like a diamond. The 
ocean lay like a vast expanse of shiny, turquoise cloth, 
glittering in the early evening sun. The surf 
was active but not angry. The next breaker rose like a 
curved wall as it travelled towards the shore.

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold type.

 (b) The 5 commas are circled.

2. Spelling errors are in italic type.

 (a) cloth, sun, shore

 (b) carpet, moving, angry, towards

3. (a) (i) glorious, white (ii) glittering (iii) active, (not) angry

  (iv) curved (v) early

4. (a) Similes are underlined

  … like a jewel-studded carpet.

  … like a diamond.

  … like a vast expanse of shiny, turquoise cloth.

  … like a curved wall.

5. (a) Teacher check

Common and Proper Nouns Collective and Abstract Nouns

Narrative

The Beach

Week 1
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Elephants can fl y!
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Capital letters for proper nouns
• Full stops
• Grammatical commas
• Apostrophes for possession

Grammar

• Apostrophes for possession
• Verb tense – present, past, future

Spelling

• Confused words: two/too/to, male/mail, 
which/witch, fl ew/fl u

• Misspelt words

Writing

• Paragraphs

Teacher information

 A recount is a retelling of events in time order.

Answers

This morning, London’s Heathrow Airport was the 
centre of a massive operation. Two fully grown 
Indian elephants were fl own in from Mumbai, 
India as part of a worldwide breeding programme.

The elephants, a young female named Trisha and Rajah, a ten-year-old male, 
will be housed in specially constructed compounds at London Zoo. They will join 
Misha, a long-time resident and a favourite with the zoo’s many visitors.

Martin Jones, the coordinator of the ambitious project, told reporters that the 
elephants, which travelled in specially designed crates, fl ew very well.

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold type.

 (b) The 10 commas are circled.

 (c) Words with apostrophes are underlined.
 London’s, zoo’s

 (d) To show ownership

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
 Two, male, many, which, fl ew

3. (a) (i) the elephants’ tails (ii) the children’s visit (iii) Trisha’s compound

 (b) past tense: was, were fl own, told, travelled, fl ew

  future tense: will be housed, will join

 (c) the past tense

4. (a) 3

 (b) Teacher check. Paragraph 1 explains what happened at Heathrow Airport.

Elephants Can Fly!
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How a thermometer works
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Full stops
• Commas in a list

Grammar

• Indefi nite articles, ‘a’ or ‘an’
• Plural nouns

Spelling

• Confused words: an/a, roll/role, 
maid/made, 

• Misspelt words

Teacher information

 An explanation analyses how something works, is made or how or why things happen.

Answers

A thermometer is an instrument used to measure heat. an

Thermometers are made from a glass tube with a scale  made
on the outside, and fi lled with a liquid, usually mercury. usually

Mercury is the liquid which is most often used, because it  often
always changes in the same way, when the same temperature  temperature
is applied. It fi lls a glass bulb which is connected to a thin sealed which
tube, also partially fi lled with mercury. When the glass tube is  fi lled
warmed, the mercury expands and rises to the same point in  point
the tube whenever the same amount of heat is applied. amount

Thermometers are used for many purposes, including many
medicine, science and in cooking. They play an important  an
role in our lives. role

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold type.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
 an, made, usually, often, temperature, which, fi lled, point, amount, many, an, role

3. (a) Plural nouns are underlined.
 Thermometers, purposes, lives

 (b) a: thermometer, glass, scale, liquid, thin

  an: instrument, important

 (c) Teacher check. It is diffi cult to say two consecutive vowel sounds.

How a Thermometer Works

Week 1
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Counting in 6s, 7s and 9s

TEACHER INFORMATION
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N
Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Count	on	as	a	class	in	sixes,	sevens	and	nines,	starting	

from	zero.

•	 Use	a	class	number	board.	Count	from	zero	in	a	given	
number,	forwards	and	backwards.

Main teaching activity
Counting	in	sixes,	sevens	and	nines	(page	3)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Make	a	number	line	around	the	perimeter	of	the	

classroom	or	playground.	Pupils	stand	on	the	number	
line	and	follow	instructions;	for	example,	‘walk	
forward	7’.

•	 Complete	number	sequences;	for	example,	228,	234,	
240,	 ,	 	.	Explain	the	sequences.

•	 Give	each	pupil	a	hundred	square.	Count	by	sixes,	
sevens	and	nines	and	colour	all	the	even	numbers	in	
blue	and	the	odd	numbers	in	red.

Answers
1.	 (a)	 sixes	 (b)	 sevens	 (c)	 nines

2.	 (a)	 24,	30,	36,	42,	48,	54,	60
	 (b)	 28,	35,	42,	49,	56,	63,	70
	 (c)	 36,	45,	54,	63,	72,	81,	90
	 (d)	 54,	45,	36,	27,	18,	9,	0
	 (e)	 36,	30,	24,	18,	12,	6,	0
	 (f)	 42,	35,	28,	21,	14,	7,	0

Challenge:		 (a)		42	
	 	 (b)	 63
	 	 (c)	 18,	36,	54

Objective
•	 Count	in	multiples	of	6,	7	and	9.

Multiples

TEACHER INFORMATION
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N
Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Count	on	as	a	class	in	sixes,	sevens,	nines,	25s	and	

1000s,	starting	from	zero.

•	 Use	a	class	number	board.	Count	from	zero	in	a	given	
number,	forwards	and	backwards.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	this	
copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Multiples	(page	5)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objectives
•	 Make	a	number	line	around	the	perimeter	of	the	

classroom	or	playground.	Pupils	stand	on	the	number	
line	and	follow	instructions;	for	example,	‘walk	
forward	7’.

•	 Complete	number	sequences;	for	example,	228,	234,	
240,	 ,	 	.	Explain	the	sequences.

•	 Give	each	pupil	a	hundred	square.	Count	by	sixes,	
sevens,	nines	and	25s	and	colour	all	the	even	
numbers	in	blue	and	the	odd	numbers	in	red.

Answers
1.	 (a)	 x	2		 (b)	 x	6	
	 (c)	 x	3		 (d)	 x	5	
	 (e)	 x	6		 (f)	 x	10
	 (g)	 x	4		 (h)	 x	25
	 (i)	 x	9		 (j)	 x	7

Challenge: 	 Teacher	check

Objectives
•	 Count	in	multiples	of	6,	7,	9	and	25.

•	 Solve	number	and	practical	problems	that	involve	all	of	the	above	and	with	increasingly	large	positive	numbers.

Expanded Column Addition

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

TEACHER INFORMATION
N

Number

36 www.prim-ed.com  Prim-Ed Publishing Primary Maths

Objective
•	 Add	numbers	with	up	to	4	digits	using	the	formal	written	methods	of	columnar	addition.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Practise	rapid	recall	of	addition	facts	for	each	

number	to	10.

•	 Discuss	methods	for	completing	TU	+	TU	sums,	
without	and	with	trading.	Extend	to	HTU	+	HTU	
sums.

•	 Demonstrate	the	expanded	method	in	columns	
for	completing	TU	+	TU	sums.	Extend	this	to	
HTU	+	HTU	sums.

Main teaching activity
Expanded	column	addition	(page	37)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Transfer	addition	sums	to	a	vertical	layout;	for	

example,	change	235	+	412	=	647	to

	 	 235
	 +	 412
	 	 647

•	 Practise	TU	+	TU	sums,	using	pencil	and	paper	
methods,	without	and	with	trading.	Extend	to	
HTU	+	HTU	sums.

•	 Solve	word	problems	involving	TU	+	TU	sums;	for	
example,	Jane	drove	64	km	and	Bob	drove	25	km.	
How	far	did	they	drive	altogether?	Extend	to	HTU	
+	HTU	problems.

Answers
1.	 (a)	61	 (b)	65	 (c)	94	 (d)	96
	 (e)	127	 (f)	129

2.	 (a)	597	 (b)	691	 (c)	818	 (d)	894
	 (e)	921	 (f)	1442

Challenge:	 (a)	99	 (b)	161
	 	 	 (c)	985	 (d)	781

Lengths and Decimals

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Objective
•	 Convert	between	different	units	of	measure.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Know	that:	1	kilometre	=	1000	metres,	1	metre	=	100	

centimetres	and	0.5	metres	=	50	centimetres.

•	 Respond	to	questions;	for	example,	What	object	is	
about	half	a	metre	long/tall?	What	object	is	about	
half	a	centimetre	long/tall?

•	 Practise	reading	scales	on	rulers,	metre	sticks	and	
tape	measures.

Main teaching activity
Length	and	decimals	(page	3)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Draw	objects	to	match	various	lengths;	for	example,	

0.5	cm,	0.5	m.

•	 Use	a	ruler	to	measure	and	draw	lines	to	the	nearest	
half	centimetre;	for	example,	8.5	cm.

•	 Convert	mixed	units	to	metres/centimetres	and	vice	
versa;	for	example,	8	m	25	cm	=	8.25	m	or	825	cm.

Answers
	1.	 (a)	1.25	m	 (b)	2.13	m	 (c)	4.3	m	 (d)	2.78	m

	 	 (e)	3.42	m	 (f)	5.99	m

	2.	 (a)	3	m	10	cm	 (b)	1	m	80	cm

	 	 (c)	2	m	20	cm	 (d)	5	m	4	cm

	 	 (e)	7	m	20	cm	 (f)	4	m	10	cm

	3.	 (a)	1.18	m	 (b)	1.15	m	 (c)	1.2	m	 (d)	1.16	m

	 	 (e)	1.22	m	 (f)	1.12	m	 (g)	1.25	m	 (h)	1.19	m

	4.	 (a)	1.5	cm	 (b)	1.9	cm	 (c)	3.2	cm	 (d)	4.8	cm

	 	 (e)	6.5	cm	 (f)	9.6	cm	 (g)	11.2	cm	 (h)	13.4	cm

Challenge:	 Teacher	check

Equivalent Lengths

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Objective
•	 Convert	between	different	units	of	measure.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	millimetre,	centimetre,	metre,	

kilometre,	mile.

•	 Ask	verbal	equivalence	questions;	for	example,	10	
millimetres	is	the	same	as	how	many	centimetres?		
3⁄4	of	1	kilometre	is	how	many	metres?

•	 Convert	centimetres	to	metres,	and	vice	versa;	for	
example,	190	cm	=	1.9	m.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	this	
copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Equivalent	lengths	(page	5)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Match	abbreviations	written	onto	cards	(mm,	cm,	

m,	km,	g,	kg,	mL,	L)	to	words	also	written	onto	cards	
(millimetres,	centimetres,	metres,	kilometres,	grams,	
kilograms,	millilitres,	litres).

•	 Match	equivalent	measures	written	on	cards;	for	
example,	100	cm	=	1	m.	Play	‘Snap’	with	these	cards.

•	 Play	‘Equivalent	measures	bingo’.

•	 Convert	centimetres	to	metres,	and	vice	versa;	for	
example,	190	cm	=	1.9	m.

•	 Measure	the	heights	of	five	tall	objects.	Record	their	
heights	in	cm	and	m.	List	the	objects	in	order	from	
shortest	to	tallest.

Answers
	1.	 (a)	mm	 (b)	cm		 (c)	m		 (d)	km

	2.	 (a)	10		 (b)	100	 (c)	1000

	3.	 (a)	millimetres,	centimetres,	metres,	kilometres

	 	 (b)	millimetres,	centimetres,	metres,	kilometres,	miles

	4.		1⁄10	of	1	km	=	100	m,	1⁄4	of	1	km	=	250	m,		
1⁄2	of	1	km	=	500	m,	3⁄4	of	1	km	=	750	m,		
1⁄10	of	1	m	=	10	cm,	1⁄4	of	1	m	=	25	cm,		
1⁄2	of	1	m	=	50	cm,	3⁄4	of	1	m	=	75	cm

	5.	 (a)	1.8	m	 (b)	2.37	m		 (c)	5.04	m		

	 	 (d)	9.2	m	 (e)	105	cm	 (f)	659	cm		

	 	 (g)	840	cm	 (h)	75	cm		 (i)	350	cm

Challenge:	 Teacher	check

Tessellation

TEACHER INFORMATION
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Objective
•		 Compare	and	classify	geometric	shapes	based	on	their	properties.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Look	at	2-D	shapes	in	a	variety	of	fabric	and	

wallpaper	designs.	Discuss	the	shapes	used	and	how	
the	pattern	has	been	created.	

•	 Identify	2-D	shapes	in	the	classroom;	for	example,	
the	clock	face	is	a	circle,	the	maths	book	cover	is	a	
rectangle.

•	 Go	for	a	walk	around	the	school	and	look	for	shape	
patterns;	for	example,	the	rectangular	tessellation	
of	the	bricks,	the	circular	design	on	the	staffroom	
curtains,	the	symmetry	of	the	entrance	door.

Main teaching activity
Tessellation	(page	51)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Draw	around	a	2-D	shape	onto	thin	card.	Cut	it	out	

and	use	it	as	a	template	to	create	a	pattern.	

•	 Use	pattern	blocks	to	create	tessellating	or	
symmetrical	patterns.

•		 Investigate	combining	two	shapes	to	create	a	
different	shape;	for	example,	combining	two	squares	
will	make	a	rectangle.

•		 Use	a	programmable	robot	to	draw	2-D	shapes.

•		 Continue	patterns	made	up	of	2-D	shapes;	for	
example,	square,	circle,	triangle,	square,	circle,	…,	…,	
…

•		 Use	pinboards	and	elastic	bands	to	make	2-D	shapes.	
Describe	the	patterns	and	pictures	made.

•		 Use	plastic	2-D	shapes	as	templates	to	draw	pictures	
made	up	from	2-D	shapes;	for	example,	a	house	or	a	
rocket.

•		 Construct	2-D	shapes	by	paper	folding.	Look	at	the	
lines	of	symmetry	on	shapes	created.

Answers
1.	 The	following	shapes	should	be	coloured:	triangles,	

rectangles,	diamonds	and	squares.

2.		 Teacher	check

Challenge: 	 Teacher	check

Tangrams

TEACHER INFORMATION
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Objective
•	 Compare	and	classify	geometric	shapes,	including	quadrilaterals	and	triangles,	based	on	their	properties	and	sizes.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Look	at	2-D	shapes	in	a	variety	of	fabric	and	

wallpaper	designs.	Discuss	the	shapes	used	and	how	
the	pattern	has	been	created.	

•	 Identify	2-D	shapes	in	the	classroom;	for	example,	
the	clock	face	is	a	circle,	the	maths	book	cover	is	a	
rectangle.

•	 Go	for	a	walk	around	the	school	and	look	for	shape	
patterns;	for	example,	the	rectangular	tessellation	
of	the	bricks,	the	circular	design	on	the	staffroom	
curtains,	the	symmetry	of	the	entrance	door.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	this	
copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Tangrams	(page	53)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Draw	around	a	2-D	shape	onto	thin	card.	Cut	it	out	

and	use	it	as	a	template	to	create	a	pattern.	

•	 Use	pattern	blocks	to	create	tessellating	or	
symmetrical	patterns.

•		 Investigate	combining	two	shapes	to	create	a	
different	shape;	for	example,	combining	two	squares	
will	make	a	rectangle.

•		 Use	a	programmable	robot	to	draw	2-D	shapes.

•		 Continue	patterns	made	up	of	2-D	shapes;	for	
example,	square,	circle,	triangle,	square,	circle,	…,	…,	
…

•		 Use	pinboards	and	elastic	bands	to	make	2-D	shapes.	
Describe	the	patterns	and	pictures	made.

•		 Use	plastic	2-D	shapes	as	templates	to	draw	pictures	
made	up	from	2-D	shapes;	for	example,	a	house	or	a	
rocket.

•		 Construct	2-D	shapes	by	paper	folding.	Look	at	the	
lines	of	symmetry	on	shapes	created.

Answers
	1.	 Teacher	check

	2.	 Teacher	check

Challenge:	 Teacher	check

Magnetic Attraction
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Magnets	(different	sizes	and	shapes;	e.g.	bar,	horseshoe),	paperclips,	pencils,	buttons,	
spoons,	leaves,	safety	pins,	keys,	soft	drink	cans.

Preparation 

•	 Magnetism	activities	can	be	set	up	in	class	stations	for	small	groups	to	rotate	through	
if	material	supplies	are	limited.

•	 Pupils	can	be	organised	into	small	groups.

The lesson
Stimulus

•	 Ask	the	pupils	if	they	have	magnets	or	objects	that	are	magnetic	at	home.	Discuss	
their	responses.

What to do

•		In	groups,	the	pupils	are	given	a	tray	with	an	assortment	of	materials	on	it.	

•	 The	first	tester	chooses	an	object.	The	group	decides	what	the	object	is	made	from.	
Some	adult	assistance	may	be	required	here.	The	pupils	make	a	prediction	as	to	
whether	the	object	will	be	attracted	to	a	magnet.	They	complete	the	first	two	parts	
of	the	worksheet.	

•	 The	pupil	places	the	magnet	next	to	the	object.	Is	it	attracted?	The	pupils	complete	
the	last	column	of	the	table.

•	 Pupils	can	sort	the	objects	into	those	that	are	and	are	not	attracted	to	magnets.	
Pupils	should	be	able	to	identify	that	materials	made	from	metal	are	attracted	to	
magnets.	

•	 Materials	like	aluminium	cans,	paper,	plastic,	wood	or	corks	are	not	attracted	or	
repelled	by	magnets.

•	 Based	on	what	was	discovered,	have	pupils	predict	two	or	more	materials	they	think	
would	be	magnetic	and	nonmagnetic.	If	possible,	test	these	predictions	and	discuss	
the	reason	behind	their	decisions.

After the lesson
Answers

•	 Answers	will	 vary	 depending	 on	 objects	 tested,	 but	 generally	metal	 objects	 are	
attracted.	Materials	like	aluminium,	paper,	plastic,	wood	or	rocks	neither	attract	
nor	repel.

Additional activities

•	 Find	 buried	 treasures.	 In	 a	 small	 sand	 tray	 or	 box,	 hide	 a	 variety	 of	 magnetic	
materials.	Secure	small	bar	or	button	magnets	to	the	end	of	a	stick	or	ruler	with	
tape.	Pupils	 can	only	use	 the	magnetic	 sticks	 to	find	 the	objects.	Tell	 them	 the	
number	of	items	buried	and	see	who	can	find	the	most	or	who	can	find	them	all	in	
the	fastest	time.

•	 Make	fish	shapes	on	sturdy	card.	Attach	a	small	magnet	to	a	piece	of	string	and	tie	
the	string	to	a	pole	or	stick	to	make	a	fishing	rod.	Place	a	paperclip	on	the	nose	of	
each	fish.	How	many	fish	can	pupils	catch?	Make	it	a	spelling	or	maths	activity	by	
attaching	words	or	sums	to	the	fish	to	match	to	certain	sounds	or	numbers.

•	 Test	other	objects	around	the	room	or	outdoors	that	are	attracted	to	a	magnet.	
Predict	the	outcome	and	test	for	results.

Display ideas

•	 Make	a	 large	 chart	 classifying	drawings,	pictures	or	words	of	 things	which	are	
attracted	to	or	unaffected	by	magnets.

•	 Research	toys	or	other	objects	we	use	that	contain	magnets.	Draw	and	explain	how	
the	magnets	work	for	each	item	(e.g.	magnet	sculptures,	door	bells,	door	latches,	
telephones,	computers,	some	trains/tracks,	tape	recorders).	Display	the	reports.

Objectives

•	 use	magnets	of	different	
shapes	and	sizes	in	
purposeful	play	to	explore	
their	effects	on	different	
materials

•	 investigate	that	magnets	
attract	magnetic	materials,	
such	as	iron	and	steel

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	
experimenting

•	 Analysing	(sorting,	classifying	
and	interpreting)

•	 Recording	and	
communicating

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

•	 Making

Background information

Metals	containing	iron	and	steel	
are	attracted	to	a	magnet.

Aluminium	 and	 copper	 do	 not	
contain	any	iron	and	so	are	not	
attracted	to	magnets.	This	is	why	
soft	 drink	 cans	 do	 not	 stick	 to	
magnets.	

Al l 	 magnets 	 have	 a	 force	
concentrated	at	their	two	poles	
(north	 and	 south).	 All	magnets	
have	 the	 ability	 to	 attract	 or	
repel	certain	objects.	This	ability	
is	produced	by	the	arrangement	
of	 atoms	within	 the	magnetic	
material.	

Magnetism and electricity ~ Activity 1Magnetic attraction

Magnetic Problems
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Before the lesson

Materials needed

•	 Problem	1	–	paper	plates,	magnet,	paperclip.	

•	 Problem	2	–	narrow	jar,	paperclips,	paper	towels,	magnet,	water.

Preparation 

•	 Organise	the	class	into	small	groups.

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Working	with	groups	and	the	materials	supplied,	pupils	are	to	plan	and	design	
ways	of	solving	each	problem	using	their	prior	knowledge	of	magnets	and	their	
properties.

What to do 

•	 Allow	pupils	time	to	study	the	problem	and	the	materials	given.

•	 Discuss	possible	ways	to	solve	the	problems	and	test	the	best	idea.

•	 Pupils	 record	 their	 success	 rate	 and	 what	 may	 be	 needed	 to	 improve	 the	
experiment.

•	 They	attempt	 the	next	problem	using	 the	same	group	strategy	and	discuss	
possibilities.

•	 The	pupils	test	an	idea	and	record	the	results.

•	 Discuss	the	differences	in	the	way	the	groups	approached	the	problems.	Are	
there	ways	to	improve	the	methods	used?	What	worked?	Why?	What	didn’t	
work?

•	 Discuss	with	the	pupils	how	many	paper	plates	can	be	put	between	the	paperclip	
and	magnet	before	the	magnetic	attraction	stops.	How	many	paperclips	can	be	
moved	around	or	out	of	the	jar	of	water?

After the lesson

Answers

•	 Answers	will	vary.

Additional activities

•	 Can	the	pupils	think	of	other	problems	to	solve	using	magnets?	How	could	it	
be	done?	For	example,	an	object	buried	in	the	sand;	moving	an	object	through	
water.

•	 Test	a	variety	of	materials	to	see	what	a	magnetic	force	will	pass	through.	Use	
cloth,	cardboard,	paper,	aluminium	foil,	glass,	rice	etc.	Experiment	by	placing	
different	 layers	over	a	magnet	to	see	which	forms	a	barrier	and	which	still	
allows	magnetic	forces	to	pass	through.	Which	materials	stopped	a	magnet	
from	working?	Make	a	list.

Display ideas

•	 Make	a	‘challenge’	poster	that	could	be	placed	around	the	school.	Write	questions	
on	it	such	as	‘How	can	you	make	a	paperclip	“walk”	around	a	paper	plate	without	
touching	it?’	Pupils	who	think	they	know	the	solution	must	find	a	pupil	from	
the	class	and	explain	it	to	him/her.

Objectives

•	 investigate	that	magnets	attract	
magnetic	materials,	such	as	iron	
and	steel

•	 investigate	that	magnets	attract	
certain	materials	through	other		
materials

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

•	 Planning

•	 Evaluating

Background information

Magnets	will	attract	objects	
through	some	materials,	while	
other	materials	will	form	a	barrier.

Magnetism	will	pass	through	materials	
that	are	not	magnetic.	When	pupils	
are	 allowed	 to	 experiment	 with	
magnets	 and	 objects	 they	 soon	
discover	they	can	make	objects	move	
without	 actually	 touching	 them.	A	
magnet	 can	move	 the	 paperclip	
from	the	water	by	sliding	the	magnet	
up	 the	 outside	 of	 the	 jar.	 As	 the	
paperclip	 is	magnetically	attracted,	
it	will	 follow.	Window	cleaners	 use	
magnets	on	either	 side	of	 large	or	
difficult	windows	(like	aquariums	or	
high	rise	buildings)	to	clean	them.

Magnetism and electricity ~ Activity 2Magnetic problems

Static Electricity
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Plastic	pens,	plastic	combs,	cloth,	access	to	a	wet	area	with	tap,	wool	or	woollen	
jumper	or	woollen	scarf,	balloons,	paper,	scissors,	two	magnets,	nylon	thread,	
sticky	tape.

Preparation 

	 Set	up	three	stations	with	materials.

	 Station	1:	pens,	cloth,	small	squares	of	paper.

	 Station	2:	combs,	cloth,	tap,	sponges	to	clean	up	mess.

	 Station	3:	blown-up	balloons,	wool	or	woollen	jumper.

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Ask	the	pupils	if	they	have	ever	‘zapped’	anyone	by	accident.	Where	has	this	
happened?	What	shoes	were	they	wearing?	What	covering	did	the	floor	have?	
(Usually	rubbing	rubber	shoes	along	a	carpet	will	create	static	electricity.	Some	
pupils	may	suggest	getting	in	and	out	of	a	car	as	well.)

What to do

•	 Organise	the	pupils	into	groups.	Pupils	go	to	each	station	and	use	the	materials	
available	to	test	if	they	can	create	electricity.	

•	 Pupils	move	to	the	next	station	and	so	on.

•	 Pupils	record	their	findings	on	the	worksheet.

•	 Explain	to	the	class	that	electricity	is	always	trying	to	move	from	one	thing	to	
another.	When	it	cannot	move	for	some	reason,	it	is	called	static	electricity.	

•	 Either	in	groups	or	as	a	whole-class	demonstration,	follow	the	steps	in	Question	
2.	

	 Note:	The	balloons	should	be	hanging	at	the	same	height.	Tie	the	balloons	2.5	
centimetres	apart.

•	 Rub	 the	balloons	 together	with	 a	woollen	 scarf	or	 jumper.	What	happens?	
Pupils	draw	the	results	on	the	worksheet.

After the lesson

Answers 

1.	(a)	 The	pieces	of	paper	are	attracted	to	the	pen.

	 (b)	 The	stream	of	water	moves	towards	the	comb.

	 (c)	 The	person’s	hair	lifts	towards	the	balloon.

2.	(a)	 The	balloons	pull	apart.

	 (b)	 Teacher	check

Additional activities 

•	 Give	 the	pupils	 a	 table	 for	 them	to	place	 in	 their	books.	The	pupils	 record	
whenever	they	are	affected	by	static	electricity.	They	describe	the	events	and	
the	materials	involved.

Display ideas

•	 If	available,	use	a	digital	camera	to	take	photographs	of	the	pupils	completing	the	
experiments.	Display	the	photographs	under	the	heading	‘Static	electricity’.

	

Magnetism and electricity ~ Activity 3Static electricity

Objective

•	 explore	the	effects	of	static	
electricity

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating	

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

Background information

Electricity	 is	 always	 trying	 to	move	
from	one	thing	to	another.	If	it	cannot	
move	 for	 some	 reason,	 it	 is	 called	
static	 electricity.	 There	 are	 several	
ways	 that	 you	 can	 create	 static	
electricity,	and	see	its	effects.

Note:	These	experiments	are	most	
successful	if	they	are	done	on	a	dry	
day.

Electricity
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Some	household	appliances	to	display.

Preparation 

•	 Display	the	appliances	at	the	front	of	the	classroom.

•	 Pupils	will	need	to	answer	Question	2	at	home.	They	can	then	complete	the	
worksheet.

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Show	the	class	a	variety	of	appliances.	Rank	the	appliances	according	to	the	
importance	of	their	use.	For	example,	a	refrigerator	is	more	important	than	a	
blender.	Have	pupils	discuss	the	appliances	they	have	at	home.	

What to do

•	 Pupils	draw	three	appliances	and	label	them.

•	 Ask	the	class	to	consider	how	many	light	bulbs	they	have	at	home.	Some	may	be	
able	to	try	and	count	them.	They	write	a	prediction	in	the	first	box	in	Question	
2.

•	 Repeat	this	with	the	predicted	number	of	power	points	at	home.

•	 Pupils	will	need	to	go	home	and	count	the	light	bulbs	and	sockets	and	complete	
the	second	boxes	in	Question	2	the	following	day.

•	 Pupils	complete	Question	3	on	the	worksheet.

•	 Ask	the	class	what	they	know	about	electricity.	Write	their	ideas	on	the	board.	
How	do	they	know	it	is	dangerous?	What	signs	have	they	seen	before?	Where	
have	they	seen	them?

•	 Pupils	complete	Question	4	on	the	worksheet.

After the lesson

Answers 

1.	Teacher	check.

2.–3.	Answers	will	vary.

4.	The	sign	means	that	electricity	is	near	(usually	high	voltage).	Pupils	should	stay	
right	away	from	areas	where	the	signs	are.	The	signs	may	be	warning	of	high	
voltage	electricity	in	mains	boxes	or	on	electric	fences.

Additional activities 

•	 Ask	the	class	to	count	how	many	appliances	they	have	at	home.	

•	 The	following	day,	do	a	whole-class	total	of	home	appliances.

•	 Cross-curricular	activity	–	maths:	Graph	the	number	of	appliances	recorded	by	
class	members	(e.g.	power	points,	toasters,	TVs,	DVD	players	etc.).	A	whole-
class	pictograph	can	be	completed.	Pupils	can	draw	and	colour	the	appliances	
for	the	graph.

Display ideas

•	 Pupils	collect	pictures	of	the	appliances	they	have	at	home	and	use	them	to	
create	a	collage.

Objectives

•	 become	aware	of	the	uses	of	
electricity	in	school	and	at	home

•		 identify	some	household	
appliances	that	use	electricity

•	 become	aware	of	the	dangers	of	
electricity

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating

Background information

Electricity	provides	us	with	heat;	 it	
powers	many	appliances;	it	provides	
us	with	light;	aids	in	communication;	
and	 is	 used	 by	 all	 members	 of	
modern	 society.	 We	 could	 not	
function,	as	we	do	now,	without	the	
heat	energy	produced	by	electricity	
or	 the	 energy	 it	 provides	 in	 other	
ways.

Electricity	 can	be	 very	 dangerous.	
Even	 almost	 discharged	 batteries	
have	 the	 capacity	 to	burn	 or	 start	
a	fire.	

Magnetism and electricity ~ Activity 4Electricity

Week 1
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. Athens 
 2. They were considered to be Pagan. 
 3. Teacher check
 4. Teacher check
 5. Teacher check 
 6. It was the first Olympic building and it was built specifically 

for fencing competitions.
 7.  Teacher check

Word Reading 

 1. (a) donation – a contribution; gift
  (b) revival – restoration to use or health 
  (c) sponsored – gave help or money to carry out a task
  (d) pagan – an irreligious person
 2. (a) consider    (b) offer
      (c) excavate     (d) Greece
      (e) Rome          (f) revive
 3. stadium, spectator, archery, marathon
 4. (a)	No										 (b)	Yes
      (c) No        (d) No
 5. (a) recorded      (b) used
      (c) held               (d) competed
      (e) loaned (f) banned

 

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C2 Ask pupils to create a timeline of the events that 
happened yesterday. 

C18 Ask the pupils to write a synopsis of the timeline. The 
synopsis needs to include one sentence to explain what 
happened at each point on the timeline.

WR2 Call out (or write on the board) the following words and 
have pupils write the root of each word:

banned, commemorating, fencing, donation, revival, 
countries

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	 activities	 on	 page	 19	 focus	 on	 root	 words,	 dictionary	
definitions and word usage, syllables and the past tense.

Introduction

•	 Reread	the	text,	but	first	explain	to	pupils	that	the	focus	will	be	
on words. While reading, ask pupils to find and circle any words 
that are names; i.e. start with upper case letters. After circling, 
sort the names into groups, to tell what kind of names they are; 
for example, for example, countries, cities, names of people.

Development

•	 Remind	 pupils	 how	 to	 use	 a	 dictionary	 efficiently;	 i.e.	
alphabetical order and retrieval by 1st, 2nd, and 3rd letters. 
Give each pupil, or pair of pupils, a dictionary. Practise finding 
words from the text before they attempt question 1 on page 19. 
They might also need to use the dictionary for question 4. 

•	 Question	2	is	on	root	words.	The	root	of	a	word	is	the	part	of	
the word that does not have any endings added on to it. Orally 
discuss how to find the roots of words. Discuss words such as 
beginning (begin), looked (look), quickly (quick) and action (act). 
Remind them that some words change quite a bit when a suffix 
is added on; for example, attention (attend). 

•	 Making	 the	 past	 tense	 is	 the	 focus	 of	 question	 5.	 Show	 the	
pupils that the ‘-ed’ ending is most frequently used, though 
there are occasions in which the root changes (think – thought).

•	 Discuss	 the	 word	 reading	 activities	 on	 page	 19,	 then	 allow	
pupils to complete the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 Have	 the	 pupils	 put	 the	 words	 in	 questions	 1	 and	 2	 into	
sentences. 

•	 In	pairs	have	pupils	search	the	text	for	words	with	three,	four	or	
five syllables.  

Review

•	 As	a	class,	compare	pupils’	lists	of	syllables.	Did	any	pair	find	
the most words? 

Assessment and Answers
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. (e) the first paragraph
 2. … give instructions for making toad-in-the-hole. 

(Pupils may also add: to give some background 
information about the recipe.)  

 3. Answers will vary.
 4. Seasoned	flour	is	flour	flavoured	with	salt	and	pepper.
 5. 65 minutes approximately
 6. Answers may suggest that the sausages and batter 

will burn or stick to the casserole dish.  
 7. Answers may state that it is easy to read them when 

they are in a list or it separates what is required from 
the steps in the ‘Method’ that show how to make the 
dish.  

 8. (a)	 sausage—minced	pork	or	other	meat	in	a	skin	
that is cylindrical shaped 

	 	 (b)	 recipe—a	set	of	instructions	for	preparing	a	dish	
that includes the ingredients required 

	 	 (c)	 gravy—a	sauce	made	by	mixing	fat	and	meat	
juices with stock and other ingredients

	 	 (d)	 equipment—the	necessary	items	for	a	particular	
purpose 

	 	 (e)	 utensil—a	tool,	container	or	other	article,	
especially for household use  

 9. Cooks may use other containers of a similar size.

Word Reading 

 1. approximate, -ly, beat, -en, brown, -ed, season, -ed, 
main, -ly

 2. (a) evaluate (b) poke (c) main
(d) mash (e) prepare (f) tradition

 3. (a) casserole (b) recipe (c) pepper
 4. (a) pre- (b) previous to, before
 5. (a) delicious (b) mainly, approximately

(c) preparation, evaluation
 6. (a) read (b) hole (c) some

(d)	 plain	 (e)	 flour	 (f)	 pour
 7. whisk, make, pour, cover, coat, place, preheat, heat, 

add, place, cook, serve

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C3 Ask the pupils to write at least one reason why 
each section of the recipe is organised in this way 
– Ingredients, Equipment and Utensils, Method.

C5 Write a list of words on the board, and ask pupils 
to write them in alphabetical order:

coat, cups, cover, centre, casserole, cook

WR1 Call out (or write on the board) the following 
words and have pupils write down the suffixes:

evaluation, mashed, traditional, poking, mainly, 
delicious, beaten

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	activities	on	page	25	focus	on	a	variety	of	suffixes,	root	words,	the	prefix	
‘pre-’, homophones and command (imperative) verbs.

Introduction

•	 Reread	 the	 text,	 but	 first	 explain	 to	 pupils	 that	 the	 focus	will	 be	 on	words.	
While reading, ask pupils to find and circle any words that are used to give 
instructions or commands. Tell pupils these words are called imperative or 
command verbs. Ask pupils to list the command verbs they found. Why are they 
often at the start of sentences?

Development

•	 Look	at	words	with	the	suffix	‘-ous’.	Discuss	that	sometimes	there	is	not	an	
obvious root word; for example, ‘poisonous’ has the root word ‘poison’, but 
there is no root word for ‘jealous’. Explain that whilst ‘-ous’ can be added to 
many root words, ‘-our’ is changed to ‘-or’ before ‘-ous’ is added; for example, 
humorous, glamorous.

•	 Look	at	words	with	 the	suffix	‘-ly’.	Tell	pupils	 that	 this	suffix	 is	added	 to	an	
adjective to form an adverb. Explain that usually the suffix is added straight 
onto the end of most root words; for example, sadly, finally. However, there are 
exceptions, which should also be explained to the pupils: 

 (1) If the root word ends in ‘-y’ with a consonant letter before it, the ‘y’ is 
changed to ‘i’, but only if the root word has more than one syllable; for 
example, happily.

 (2) If the root word ends with ‘-le’, the ‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly’; for example, 
simply.

 (3) If the root word ends with ‘-ic’, ‘-ally’ is added rather than just ‘-ly’; for 
example, basically. An exception is ‘publicly’.

 (4) The words truly, duly and wholly.

•	 Discuss	and	list	words	which	end	with	the	suffix	‘-ion’,	specifically	the	spelling	
‘-tion’. This spelling is used if the root word ends in ‘t’ or ‘te’; for example, 
invention, injection, action, hesitation, completion. Sort the words according 
to whether the root word ends in ‘t’ or ‘te’. There are some exceptions; for 
example, the words ‘attend’ and ‘intend’ both end in ‘d’, but add the ‘-tion’ 
suffix to become ‘attention’ and ‘intention’. 

•	 Ensure	pupils	are	 familiar	with	 the	 term	‘homophone’.	Give	 some	examples	
(berry/bury, scene/seen, plain/plane). Elicit some examples from the pupils. 
Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of homophones, to be written onto the 
board; for example, main/mane = He is walking down the main road./That 
horse has a beautiful mane.

•	 Discuss	the	word	reading	activities	on	page	25,	then	allow	pupils	to	complete	
the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 Tell	 pupils	 that	 the	 prefix	 ‘pre-’	means	 ‘previous	 to’	 or	 ‘before’.	Ask	 pupils	
to find the word beginning with this prefix in the text (preheat). Ask them to 
explain what ‘preheat’ means. Pupils should use a dictionary to find more 
words starting with this prefix. They should write the words in a sentence, 
using the correct context.

•	 More	able	pupils	should	find	more	words	with	the	prefix	‘pre-’	and	write	more	
complicated sentences.

Review

•	 As	a	class,	compare	the	sentences.

Assessment and Answers

The History of the Olympics Make Toad-in-the-Hole
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Parts of speech
Verbs

Focus

Finite	verbs,	the	verbs	‘to	be’	and	‘to	have’

Definition

•	 Verbs are words which show actions or states of 
being or having.

 Example:

The strong wind blew rubbish all over the 
playground. (action)

Sarah is the best player in the football team. 
(being)

We have a new teacher for music. (having)

Explanation

•	 Verbs	must	have	someone	‘doing’	the	action.	This	is	
the subject of the sentence.

	 In	the	examples	above,	the	actions	are	done	by	‘The	
strong	wind’,	‘Sarah’	and	‘We’.

•	 The	verbs	to be and to have have many forms 
which change with the subject and the tense—see 
the chart below.

•	 Every	sentence	must	contain	a	verb.

•	 Some	verbs	have	more	than	one	part.

 Example:

‘is exhausted’, ‘is harmless’, ‘can kill’

•	 Verbs	can	be	finite	or	non-finite.	Finite	verbs	change	
in form to match their subject or to indicate tense.

 Example:

go, goes, went

	 Non-finite	verbs	do	not	change.	They	include:	

 – present participles – e.g. parking 
– past participles – e.g. parked 
– infinitives – e.g. to park

Worksheet information

•	 Discuss	any	unfamiliar	words	with	the	pupils,	then	
allow them to read the text independently unless 
assistance is required.

•	 Explain	the	definition	of	a	verb	and	the	words	which	
indicate being or having. The pupils complete 
Question	1.	

•	 Questions	2	to	4	require	pupils	to	select	their	own	
action verbs and use are (verb of being) and have 
(verb of having) to write their own short reports 
about	snakes.

•	 Pupils	need	to	be	aware	that	some	verbs	use	is, are, 
will, can etc. to form part of a more complex verb.

Ideas for further practice

•	 Once	the	short	snake	report	is	completed,	a	pupil	
can be selected to read his/hers to the class as a 
short oral presentation.

•	 Pupils	select	sentences	from	their	snake	report	
which contain are or have and rewrite them using 
different action verbs or from a personal point of 
view,	imagining	themselves	as	a	snake.

•	 Pupils	view	the	movements	of	a	mongoose	or	a	
snake	on	DVD	or	a	science	programme	and	attempt	
to recreate these in dance movements or actions.

Answers

	 1.	 (a)	 Teacher	check

  (b) being verbs include are, are found, is;
   having verbs include have

	 	 (c)	 hunt,	live,	dig,	kill,	dodge,	strikes,	tires,	seize,	
crush, eat

	2.–4.	 Teacher	check

The verb ‘to be’ The verb ‘to have’

Person Pronoun Present Past Present Past

First I am was have had

Second you are were have had

Third he/she/it is was has had

First we are were have had

Second you are were have had

Third they are were have had
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Parts of speech
Verbs

Focus

 Command verbs (imperatives)

Definition

•	 Command verbs are used to order, command or 
instruct. 

 Example:

Button your jacket because it’s cold outside today.

Set the table for tea, please.

Finish doing your homework and then you can 
watch television.

Explanation

•	 Verbs	can	describe	actions	(‘doing’	words)	and	must	
have someone doing the action. (Refer to pages 6 
and 7.)

•	 Command	verbs	are	commonly	used	when	writing	
procedures and are often the first word in the 
sentence.

•	 Command	verbs	do	not	have	a	stated	subject	
(anyone	or	anything	doing	the	action).	It	is	
understood	that	the	person	doing	the	action	is	‘you’.

Worksheet information

•	 Non-sudsy	soap	powders	are	usually	high-efficiency	
powders used in front-loading washing machines.

•	 It	is	not	expected	that	the	procedure	will	actually	be	
carried out.

•	 Pupils	can	read	the	definition	and	the	procedure	
independently with minimal assistance.

•	 Explain	the	definition	if	necessary	and	give	other	
examples	to	the	pupils.	Ask	the	pupils	to	supply	
examples as well. 

•	 The	pupils	can	complete	Questions	1	and	2	
independently.

•	 Question	3	should	be	completed	in	pairs.

Ideas for further practice

•	 Read	the	instructions	and	rules	of	a	board	game	to	
see whether command verbs have been used.

•	 Pupils	copy	a	favourite	recipe	to	contribute	to	a	class	
cookbook.

 The command verbs could be highlighted.

•	 Play	games	such	as	‘May	I?’	where	pupils	are	given	
instructions	for	actions	or	movements.	For	example,	
‘Jane, take three steps forward’.

Answers

	 1.	 (b)	Mix,	Add,	Stir,	Add,	Refrigerate

	 2.	 (a)	 Hold	 (b)	 Step,	slide

	 	 (c)	 Brush,	tie	 (d)	 Hand

	 	 (e)	 Put

	 3.	 Teacher	check
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• appropriate 
paragraphing

• vocabulary 
to suggest 
passing of 
time; e.g. In 
the morning, 
Later on

• past tense; 
e.g. went, 
strolled

1 Recounts TEACHERS NOTES

Conclusion – 
indicating what has 
changed

Title

Orientation – 
who, when, where, why

Whistlestop tour

Dear Grandma Alice
I must tell you about the wonderful capital cities tour we did as part of our 
August holiday in Europe. Mum, Dad and I had the best time! We didn’t stay 
in any hotels because, after dinner each night, we took a train to the next 
city, arriving there early the following morning.

Day 1: Amsterdam, Netherlands. Our first stop was Anne Frank’s house where 
she wrote her diary while she and her family were hiding from the Germans. 
It was so sad. Mum and I both cried. Dad was very quiet too. After lunch, 
we visited the Van Gogh museum. Did you know he was Amsterdam’s most 
famous artist? Later on, we went to the Bloemenmarkt, a world famous 
floating flower market. The flowers were stunning but we didn’t think it was a 
good idea to buy any!
Day 2: Brussels, Belgium. In the morning, we strolled through the Grand Place, 
a 13th century market. I loved the medieval Town Hall with its crooked spire, 
topped with a statue of archangel St Michael slaying the devil! At midday, 
we joined a tour around the Royal Palace before enjoying a relaxing picnic 
lunch in Brussels Park. Dad and I both fell asleep while Mum read her book. 
Our last visit of the day was to Mini Europe, which has 300 doll-sized versions 
of Europe’s most famous monuments. It was so cool!
Day 3: Paris, France. In the morning, we climbed the Eiffel Tower. The view 
of the city was amazing! Later on, we took a boat trip on the River Seine, 
followed by a drive along the famous Champs Elysee, and then passed the 
Arc de Triomphe, where the Tour de France finishes each year. We ended the 
day by attending a service at the Sacré-Coeur Church.
Day 4: Vienna, Austria. Our last day! In the morning, we wandered around 
Marie Antoinette’s childhood home, the Schonbrunn Palace. It’s quite 
magnificent. We lazed in the gardens for a while before going to the Spanish 
Riding School to see the Lipizzaner horses practising their dressage. Then after 
dinner,  it was off to the airport!

Well, Grandma, we’re back home now and I’m busy with my diary and 
photographs because I’m writing a book about my holiday. I’ve collected 
lots of maps and leaflets from the places we visited. I’ve never enjoyed a 
holiday so much! When I grow up, I want to travel the world!
With love from Sally

Events – 
in order with detail

Structural and language features are shown on the left and right of the text below.

Teacher information

• Discuss what a recount is, explaining that a letter is only 
one example.

• Read and discuss the recount on page 15 with the pupils.

• Identify the different sections and ensure pupils understand 
how the text fits into each one.

• Emphasise the language features listed to the right of the 
text above.

• Work through the analysis on page 16 with the pupils.

• Plan a similar recount, writing ideas for each section within 
the framework and discuss and model how the plan is 
transformed into a coherent piece of text.

• Pupils use page 17 to plan and then write a recount in the 
form of a letter to a friend about a holiday experience.

• Pupils collect pictures and photographs of the places they 
visited, using them as a background for displaying their 
letters. (Display)

• In a small authors circle, pupils read their letters, giving 
a brief description of their holiday destination. (Purpose/
Audience)

Answers

Page 16

1. Teacher check

2. (a) Capital cities tour

 (b) Europe

 (c) Dad, Mum, Sally

 (d) By train

3. (a) (i) 3 (ii) 6 (iii) 2 (iv) 5 (v) 4 (vi) 1

 (b) Answers may include: after dinner, after lunch, later on, 
in the morning, at midday

4. She is writing a book about her holiday and wants to travel 
the world when she’s older.
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Using a washing machine
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Full stops
• Question marks
• Colons – recognition

Grammar

• Command verbs
• Words used as verbs or nouns

Spelling

• Confused words: to/too/two, of/off, 
your/yore

• Misspelt words

Vocabulary

• Compound words

Teacher information

 This procedure explains precisely how to use a washing machine.

Answers

Requirements:
• water
• washing machine
• electricity supply
• items to be washed
• detergent
Method:
• Separate light and dark 

coloured items.
• Place a load in machine without 

overloading.
• Add correct amount of 

detergent.
• Close machine.
• Set load size.
• Choose correct water temperature.
• Select washing programme.
• Check water is turned on.
• Insert machine plug into socket.
• Turn on electricity supply.
• Start machine.
Evaluation:
• Was your washing clean?

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold 
type, colons are circled.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
to, Separate, of, your

3. (a) Command verbs are underlined.
Separate, Place, Add, Close, Set, 
Choose, Select, Check, Insert, 
Turn on, Start

 (b) 11 command verbs

 (c) play, sleep, drink

 (d) Teacher check

4. (a) without, overload(ing)

Verbs Command Verbs

Recount

Using a Washing Machine

Week 2
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My Siamese cat
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Capital letters for proper nouns
• Capital letters for the pronoun ‘I’
• Full stops
• Commas in a list

Grammar

• Pronouns
• Adjectives

Spelling

• Confused words: one/won, by/buy, tail/tale
• Misspelt words

Writing

• Paragraphs

Teacher information

 Descriptions describe the characteristics, components or functions of specifi c living or non living 
things.

Answers

When I went to look at a litter 
of fi ve kittens, they all looked so cute 
that I cuddled them all. One kept 
coming back to me. The owners 
said that he had obviously chosen me 
and that he was the one I 
should buy, so I did.

His full name is Kwanlee Cheong Hoi, 
but we call him Cheong. He is white 
with chocolate-brown ears, face 
and tail and bright blue 
eyes. Like all Siamese cats, he is sleek 
and elegant and he walks in a proud 
and aloof manner.

Cheong chose me and he makes it 
very clear that he is in charge. He has 
trained me well, issuing his orders 
for food or attention in a very loud 
voice which is hard to ignore, 
especially when I am speaking 
on the telephone.

When Mum picks up her keys, he races 
to the car and stretches out along the 
back window ledge ready to enjoy 
the drive.

Cheong is a wonderful 
pet and an important 
part of my life.

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold 
type.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
litter, kept, was, one, buy, white, 
tail, bright, proud, manner, loud, 
when, telephone, ready, enjoy

3. (a) Pronouns are in bold italic type.

 (b) he – his
  she – hers
  we – ours
  they – theirs
  it – its

 (c) Adjectives may include: cute, 
white, chocolate-brown, bright, 
blue, sleek, elegant, proud, aloof, 
loud, wonderful, important

 (d) Teacher check

4. (a) Paragraph 2.

My Siamese Cat
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Wonderwings
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Full stops
• Question marks
• Exclamation marks
• Commas in a list
• Grammatical commas

Grammar

• Indefi nite articles, ‘a’ or ‘an’

Spelling

• Confused words: soar/saw
• Misspelt words

Vocabulary

• Similes

Teacher information

 A discussion text is written to persuade others to think or do something. Discussions use persuasive 
language. The advertisement is written to persuade people to buy a product or service.

Answers

Imagine soaring high in the sky, experiencing the thrill of fl ight ... 

Have you ever wished you had the ability to fl y like a bird? To just fl ap your arms 
and take off into the open sky? Well, with WONDERWINGS, now you can!

Aerodynamically designed, non-polluting, fully tested WONDERWINGS can help 
you take to the skies. Simply strap them onto your back, and you’re up, up and 
away! So simple, anyone can try it. It’s easy!

100% feather-lined WONDERWINGS sold 
out in other countries within days of being 
advertised—don’t miss out!

With WONDERWINGS, you can soar like an 
eagle. Order your pair today!

1. Missing punctuation is in bold type.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
fl ight, ability, feather, countries, soar, eagle

3. (a) a bird, an eagle

 (b) (i) a penguin (ii) an owl

  (iii) an ant (iv) a kitten

4. (a) Teacher check

Wonderwings

Week 2
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More Multiples

TEACHER INFORMATION
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N
Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Count	on	as	a	class	in	sixes,	sevens,	nines,	25s	and	

1000s,	starting	from	zero.

•	 Use	a	class	number	board.	Count	from	zero	in	a	given	
number,	forwards	and	backwards.

Main teaching activity
More	multiples	(page	7)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Make	a	number	line	around	the	perimeter	of	the	

classroom	or	playground.	Pupils	stand	on	the	number	
line	and	follow	instructions;	for	example,	‘walk	
forward	7’.

•	 Complete	number	sequences;	for	example,	228,	234,	
240,	 ,	 	.	Explain	the	sequences.

•	 Give	each	pupil	a	hundred	square.	Count	by	sixes,	
sevens,	nines	and	25s	and	colour	all	the	even	
numbers	in	blue	and	the	odd	numbers	in	red.

Answers
1.	 (a)	 1000,	4000,	5000	
	 (b)	 125,	50,	25	
	 (c)	 12,	18,	36,	48	
	 (d)	 72,	63,	54,	36
	 (e)	 28,	49,	63,	70

2.	 (a)	 27,	36,	45,	54,	63
	 (b)	 28,	35,	42,	49,	56	
	 (c)	 18,	24,	30,	36,	42	
	 (d)	 125,	150,	175,	200,	225	
	 (e)	 7000,	6000,	5000,	4000,	3000	
	 (f)	 99,	90,	81,	72,	63	
	 (g)	 77,	70,	63,	56,	49

Challenge:	Teacher	check

Objective
•	 Count	in	multiples	of	6,	7,	9,	25	and	1000.

1000 More or Less

TEACHER INFORMATION
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N
Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Objectives
•	 Find	1000	more	or	less	than	a	given	number.

•	 Solve	number	and	practical	problems	that	involve	all	of	the	above	and	with	increasingly	large	positive	numbers.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Counts	forwards	and	backwards	in	1000s	from	any	

given	number.

•	 Hold	up	a	card.	Children	say	number	that	is	1000	
more	or	less.

•	 Answer	oral	questions;	for	example,	Which	number	
is	greater:	7612	or	6712?	What	is	1000	more	than	
963?

Main teaching activity
1000	more	or	less	(page	9)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objectives
•	 Complete	the	missing	numbers	in	written	number	

sequences	to	extend	the	sequence;	for	example,	
2502,	2602,	 ,	 ,	2902,	 .

Answers
1.	 (a)	 4651,	2651	 (b)	 6250,	4250	
	 (c)		9463,	7463		 (d)	 5024,	3024	
	 (e)		3981,	1981		 (f)		8509,	6509	
	 (g)		2569,	569		 (h)		7360,	5360
		 (i)		 10	547,	8547		 (j)		 3880,	1880	
	 (k)		2090,	90		 (l)		 10	543,	8543

2.		 (a)		1567,	2567,	3567,	4567,	5567
	 (b)		9924,	10	924,	11	924,	12	924,	13	924
	 (c)		7320,	8320,	9320,	10	320,	11	320
	 (d)		10	663,	11	663,	12	663,	13	663,	14	663
	 (e)		7421,	6421,	5421,	4421,	3421
	 (f)		5057,	4057,	3057,	2057,	1057
	 (g)		14	212,	13	212,	12	212,	11	212,	10	212
	 (h)		11	604,	10	604,	9604,	8604,	7604

3.		 1265,	10	265,	11	265,	20	265,	25	265,	30	265

4.		 21,	621,	1921,	14	021,	19	021,	28	021

Challenge: 	 140	000,	110	000,	100	000,	80	000,		
70	000,	50	000,	30	000,	10	000

Adding with Trading

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

TEACHER INFORMATION
N

Number
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Objective
•	 Add	numbers	with	up	to	4	digits	using	the	formal	written	methods	of	columnar	addition.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Practise	rapid	recall	of	addition	facts	for	each	

number	to	10.

•	 Use	Base	10	material	to	illustrate	addition	with	
trading.

•	 Discuss	methods	of	completing	TU	+	TU	sums,	
without	and	with	trading.	Extend	to	HTU	+	TU,	HTU	
+	HTU	and	ThHTU	+	ThHTU	sums.

Main teaching activity
Adding	with	trading	(page	39)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Transfer	addition	sums	to	a	vertical	layout;	for	

example,	change	35	+	63	=	98	to

	 	 35

	 	 +	63	 	
	 	 98
	

	

•	 Practise	TU	+	TU	sums,	using	pencil	and	paper	
methods,	without	and	with	trading.	Extend	to	HTU	
+	TU,	HTU	+	HTU	and	ThHTU	+	ThHTU	sums.

•	 Solve	word	problems	involving	TU	+	TU	sums;	for	
example,	Jane	drove	64	km	and	Bob	drove	25	km.	
How	far	did	they	drive	altogether?

Answers
1.	 (a)	51	 (b)	44	 (c)	72	 (d)	72
	 (e)	757		 (f)	391		 (g)	884		 (h)	983	
	 (i)	993		 (j)	776		 (k)	605		 (l)	630	
	 (m)	900		 (n)	805		 (o)	861		 (p)	954

2.	 Teacher	check

Challenge:	(a)	114	(b)	97	(c)	721	(d)	932

Subtraction with Trading

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

TEACHER INFORMATION
N

Number
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Objective
•	 Subtract	numbers	with	up	to	4	digits	using	the	formal	written	methods	of	columnar	subtraction.

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Transfer	subtraction	sums	to	a	vertical	layout;	for	

example,	change	495	-	263	=	232	to

	 	 495

	 	 –	263	 	
	 	 232
	

	

•	 Practise	TU	-	TU	sums,	using	pencil	and	paper	
methods,	without	and	with	trading.	Extend	to	HTU	
-	TU,	HTU	-	HTU,	and	ThHTU	-	ThHTU	sums.

•	 Solve	word	problems	involving	TU	–	TU	sums;	for	
example,	Jane	drove	64	km	and	Bob	drove	25	km.	
How	much	further	did	Jane	drive?

Answers
1.	 (a)	18	 (b)	7	 (c)	26	 (d)	17
	 (e)	428		 (f)	733		 (g)	728		 (h)	326	
	 (i)	445		 (j)	256		 (k)	119		 (l)	127	
	 (m)	521		 (n)	303		 (o)	127		 (p)	118

2.	 Teacher	check

Challenge:	Teacher	check

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Practise	rapid	recall	of	subtraction	facts	for	each	

number	to	10.

•	 Use	Base	10	material	to	illustrate	subtraction	with	
trading.

•	 Discuss	methods	of	completing	TU	-	TU	sums,	
without	and	with	trading.	Extend	to	HTU	-	TU,	HTU	
-	HTU,	and	ThHTU	-	ThHTU	sums.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	
this	copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Subtracting	with	trading	(page	45)

Length Problems

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	add,	subtract,	multiply,	divide,	

kilometre,	metre,	centimetre,	millimetre	total,	length,	
width.

•	 Orally	convert	metres	to	kilometres,	and	vice	versa.

•	 Discuss	simple	word	problems	based	on	‘real	life’	
and	length	and	other	measures	(mass	and	capacity).	
Discuss	methods	of	working	them	out	and	give	the	
answer.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	this	
copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Length	problems	(page	7)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Match	cards	with	amounts	written	in	metres	to	

corresponding	cards	with	the	same	amounts	written	
in	kilometres.

•	 Solve	‘real	life’	and	measures	word	problems	with	
one-step.	Extend	to	word	problems	with	two-steps.

•	 Solve	measures	word	problems	that	involve	simple	
fractions;	for	example,	A	bottle	of	pop	contained	one	
litre.	Kevin	drank	a	quarter	of	the	pop.	How	much	pop	
did	Kevin	drink?	How	much	pop	was	left?

•	 Write	one-	and	two-step	‘real	life’	and	measures	word	
problems	for	a	partner	to	solve.	Put	the	problems	into	
a	book	and	give	them	to	another	class	to	solve.

Answers
	1.	 (a)	1	km	 (b)	1.25	km	 (c)	2.5	km	 (d)	2.75	km	

(e)	4.6	km	 (f)	5.84	km	 (g)	7.2	km	 (h)	12.38	km	
(i)	15.899	km

	2.	 (a)	2.3	m	 (b)	125	cm		 (c)	625	cm	 (d)	205	km	
(e)	5000	m

Challenge: 	 Teacher	check

Objective
•	 Convert	between	different	units	of	measure;	for	example,	kilometre	to	metre.

Equivalent Masses and Capacities

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Match	abbreviations	written	onto	cards	(mm,	cm,	

m,	km,	g,	kg,	mL,	L)	to	words	also	written	onto	cards	
(millimetres,	centimetres,	metres,	kilometres,	grams,	
kilograms,	millilitres,	litres).

•	 Match	equivalent	measures	written	on	cards;	for	
example,	1000	g	=	1	kg.	Play	‘Snap’	with	these	cards.

•	 Play	‘Equivalent	measures	bingo’.

•		 Convert	grams	to	kilograms	and	millilitres	to	litres,	
and	vice	versa;	for	example,	5000	g	=	5	kg.

•	 Measure	the	masses	of	five	school	bags.	Record	their	
masses	in	g	and	kg.	List	the	school	bags	in	order	from	
lightest	to	heaviest.

•	 Measure	the	capacities	of	five	containers.	Record	
their	capacities	in	mL	and	L.	List	the	containers	in	
order	from	smallest	to	largest	capacity.

Answers
	1.	 (a)	g	 (b)	kg		 (c)	mL		 (d)	L

	2.	 (a)	1000		 (b)	1000

	3.		millilitre,	pint,	litre

	4.		1⁄10	of	1	kg	=	100	g,	1⁄4	of	1	kg	=	250	g,	
1⁄2	of	1	kg	=	500	g,	3⁄4	of	1	kg	=	750	g,		
1⁄10	of	1	L	=	100	mL,	1⁄4	of	1	L	=	250	mL,		
1⁄2	of	1	L	=	500	mL,	3⁄4	of	1	L	=	750	mL

	5.	 (a)	4	kg	 (b)	7.5	kg	 (c)	8.75	kg	 (d)	2500	g	
(e)	5800	g		 (f)	6100	g		 (g)	7400	g

	6.	 (a)	3	L	 (b)	4.25	L	 (c)	9.5	L	 (d)	6700	mL		
(e)	7500	mL		(f)	4200	mL		 (g)	6600	mL

Challenge:	 Teacher	check

Objective
•	 Convert	between	different	units	of	measure.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	gram,	kilogram,	millilitre,	litre,	

pint.

•	 Ask	verbal	equivalence	questions;	for	example,	1000	
millilitres	is	the	same	as	how	many	litres?	3⁄4	of	1	
kilogram	is	how	many	grams?

•	 Convert	grams	to	kilograms	and	millilitres	to	litres,	
and	vice	versa;	for	example,	5000	g	=	5	kg.

Main teaching activity
Equivalent	masses	and	capacities	(page	9)

2-D Shapes

TEACHER INFORMATION
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Objective
•	 Compare	and	classify	geometric	shapes,	including	quadrilaterals	and	triangles,	based	on	their	properties	and	sizes.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	correct	names	of	2-D	shapes,	including	

pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon, polygon, 
quadrilateral, equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle.

•	 Use	the	vocabulary: right angle, equal, curved, 
straight, side, corner.

•	 Classify	2-D	shapes	in	the	classroom;	for	example,	
Who	can	see	a	shape	that	is	a	circle/hexagon/
octagon?

•	 Play	‘What	am	I?’.	Teacher	says	a	description	of	a	
2-D	shape	and	pupils	have	to	name	the	shape;	for	
example,	I	have	three	sides.	Two	of	my	angles	are	
equal.	What	am	I?

•	 Answer	‘yes’	or	‘no’	questions	about	a	2-D	shape;	for	
example,	Does	it	have	three	equal	sides?	Does	it	have	
a	curved	side?	Are	all	the	sides	equal	lengths?

•	 Compare	different	triangles	and	quadrilaterals	by	
comparing	sides	and	angles.

Main teaching activity
2-D	shapes	(page	55)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Sort	2-D	shapes	according	to	features;	for	example,	

the	number	of	sides/corners	or	whether	the	sides	are	
straight/curved.

•	 Play	the	‘feely-bag’	game,	where	blindfolded	pupils	
have	to	identify	a	2-D	shape	in	a	bag,	using	the	sense	
of	touch	only.

•	 Collect	a	range	of	triangles.	Write	a	description	
for	each	one	and	then	ask	a	partner	to	match	each	
description	to	a	triangle.	Repeat	for	quadrilaterals.

•	 Use	different	triangles	as	templates.	Draw	around	
them	to	make	triangular	patterns.	Repeat	for	
quadrilaterals.

•	 Sort	a	set	of	2-D	shapes	and	display	them	on	a	Venn	
or	Carroll	diagram,	according	to	their	properties.

Answers
	1.	heptagon,	triangle,	octagon,	square,	pentagon,	circle,	

hexagon,	rectangle

	2.	All	shapes,	apart	from	the	circle	and	oval	should	be	
coloured

	3.		(a)	 isosceles	triangle:	A	triangle	with	two	sides	the	
same	length	and	two	angles	the	same	size.	

	 	 (b)	 equilateral	triangle:	A	triangle	with	three	sides	
the	same	length	and	three	angles	the	same	size.

Challenge:	 Teacher	check	

Week 2
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Describing 2-D Shapes

TEACHER INFORMATION
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Objective
•	 Compare	and	classify	geometric	shapes,	including	quadrilaterals	and	triangles,	based	on	their	properties	and	sizes.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	correct	names	of	2-D	shapes,	including	

pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon, polygon, 
quadrilateral, equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle.

•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	right angle, equal, curved, 
straight, side, corner.

•	 Classify	2-D	shapes	in	the	classroom;	for	example,	
Who	can	see	a	shape	that	is	a	circle/hexagon/
octagon?

•	 Play	‘What	am	I?’.	Teacher	says	a	description	of	a	
2-D	shape	and	pupils	have	to	name	the	shape;	for	
example,	I	have	three	sides.	Two	of	my	angles	are	
equal.	What	am	I?

•	 Answer	‘yes’	or	‘no’	questions	about	a	2-D	shape;	for	
example,	Does	it	have	three	equal	sides?	Does	it	have	
a	curved	side?	Are	all	the	sides	equal	lengths?

•	 Compare	different	triangles	and	quadrilaterals	by	
comparing	sides	and	angles.

Main teaching activity
Describing	2-D	shapes	(page	57)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Sort	2-D	shapes	according	to	features;	for	example,	

the	number	of	sides/corners	or	whether	the	sides	are	
straight/curved.

•	 Play	the	‘feely-bag’	game,	where	blindfolded	pupils	
have	to	identify	a	2-D	shape	in	a	bag,	using	the	sense	
of	touch	only.

•	 Collect	a	range	of	triangles.	Write	a	description	
for	each	one	and	then	ask	a	partner	to	match	each	
description	to	a	triangle.	Repeat	for	quadrilaterals.

•	 Use	different	triangles	as	templates.	Draw	around	
them	to	make	triangular	patterns.	Repeat	for	
quadrilaterals.

•	 Sort	a	set	of	2-D	shapes	and	display	them	on	a	Venn	
or	Carroll	diagram,	according	to	their	properties.

Answers
	1.	 (a)	hexagon,	6,	6	 (b)	square,	4,	4		

(c)	circle,	1,	0		 (d)	pentagon,	5,	5		
(e)	triangle,	3,	3		 (f)	heptagon,	7,	7		
(g)	rectangle,	4,	4		 (h)	octagon,	8,	8

	2.	 (a)	equilateral	triangle	 (b)	square	
(c)	heptagon		 (d)	isosceles	triangle		
(e)	pentagon		 (f)	rectangle

Challenge: 	 Teacher	check	

Push or Pull?
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Collect	a	variety	of	objects	that	require	a	push,	pull	or	both	to	move	or	work;	
for	example,	toy	cars,	pram,	wheelbarrow,	torch,	ring-top	can,	peg,	cradle,	
pull-along	toy,	spinning	top,	hula	hoop.

•	 LEGO™	wheels	and	axles,	buttons,	bottle	tops,	 lids	of	various	sizes,	empty	
matchboxes,	various	sized	boxes,	yoghurt	containers,	small	juice	containers,	
aluminium	foil,	dowelling,	pencils,	wool,	string,	sticky	tape,	craft	glue,	cardboard	
tubes,	elastic	bands,	staplers,	materials	and	fabrics,	different	types	of	paper.

•	 A	windy	day	or	a	fan,	photographs	or	pictures	of	yachts	on	water.

Preparation 

•	 Divide	class	into	small	groups	with	sufficient	variety	of	materials	to	use	for	
their	‘toy’.	Pre-cut	cardboard	circles	and	holes	in	the	middle	of	lids	for	axles	
etc.	Have	scissors,	retractable	safety	knives	etc.	to	cut	extras	for	pupils.

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Show	pupils	a	tissue	box,	a	torch	and	a	rolling	pin.	Ask	them	how	they	can	
make	them	move	(or	work).	Allow	three	volunteers	to	show	the	class.

What to do 

•	 Discuss	the	movements	each	pupil	used.	Was	it	a	push	or	a	pull?	Challenge	pupils	
to	suggest	things	in	the	classroom	that	need	a	push	or	a	pull;	for	example,	a	
chair,	door,	computer	keyboard.

•	 Ask	how	a	drawer	can	be	made	to	move.	(Pull	to	open,	push	to	close.)

•	 Allow	pupils	to	experiment	with	the	provided	collection	of	objects,	as	well	as	
others	they	find	inside	and	outside	the	classroom.	Discuss	how	some	things	
need	a	push	to	start,	but	also	need	a	twist	(e.g.	key	in	lock)	or	spin	(spinning	
top).

•	 Complete	Question	1	on	the	worksheet	to	consolidate	knowledge.

•	 In	their	groups,	ask	pupils	to	study	the	objects	provided.

•	 Tell	the	pupils	they	are	going	to	design	a	yacht	that	moves	on	land	by	wind,		
using	these	objects.	In	planning	the	yacht,	they	will	need	to	think	about	how	
it	will	catch	the	wind	to	move.

•	 Encourage	all	pupils	to	add	ideas	to	the	design.	One	or	two	pupils	can	sketch	
the	design	on	scrap	paper.

•	 Pupils	construct	their	yacht	as	a	group.	Each	group	demonstrates	 its	yacht	
moving	to	the	class.	Note:	A	windy	day	or	fan	is	necessary	here.

•	 Pupils	evaluate	their	yacht	in	Questions	4	and	5	on	the	worksheet.

After the lesson

Answers 

•	 Teacher	check.

Additional activities

•	 Bring	toys	from	home	to	study	how	each	moves.	These	could	include	motorised	
(battery-operated)	toys,	wind-up	toys	and	those	that	do	not	contain	motors.	

Display ideas

•	 Display	each	group’s	yacht	with	an	explanation	written	by	the	pupils	attached	
to	it.

Objectives

•	 explore	how	objects	may	be	
moved	by	pushing	and	pulling

•	 become	aware	of	and	explore	
how	moving	water	and	moving	
air	can	make	things	move

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating		

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

•	 Planning

•	 Making

•	 Evaluating

Background information

Pushing	or	pulling	can	make	objects	
start	or	stop	moving,	slow	down	or	
change	direction.	This	is	known	as	a	
force.	The	stronger	the	push	or	pull	
the	greater	its	effect	on	changing	the	
movement	of	an	object.

The	 shape	 of	 the	 part	 of	 a	 toy	 in	
contact	with	the	ground	determines	
how	 it	 can	 move.	 For	 example,	
wheels	 and	 toys	with	 spherical	 or	
cylindrical	shapes	can	roll;	toys	with	
curves	will	rock	etc.

Forces ~ Activity 1Push or pull?

Down the Ramp
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Ramp	–	strong	cardboard	or	strong	board,	wooden	blocks	or	books	to	prop	
ramp.

•	 Variety	 of	 objects	 to	 test	 for	 rolling/sliding—tennis	 balls,	 ping-pong	 balls,	
erasers,	toy	cars,	marbles,	paperclips,	plastic	counters,	modelling	clay	(form	
into	strips	and	balls),	different-shaped	blocks,	pencils,	cotton	reels,	plastic	cups,	
stones,	empty	matchboxes,	ice	cubes,	feathers,	straws,	leaves,	buttons,	rice,	
grains	etc.

Preparation 

•	 Divide	class	into	small	groups	with	materials	for	the	ramp	and	a	selection	of	
objects	to	test.	Ensure	those	objects	on	the	copymaster	are	included.

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Present	pupils	with	two	toy	cars	–	one	with	wheels	that	turn	and	the	other	with	
fixed	wheels.	Ask	volunteers	to	get	the	cars	to	move	on	a	level	surface.	How	
much	push	or	pull	was	needed?	Did	they	roll,	slide	etc.?	Predict	what	would	
happen	on	a	ramp	and	then	test.

What to do 

•	 Discuss	the	results	of	the	stimulus.

•	 In	groups,	 test	a	range	of	objects	to	see	 if	 they	roll	or	slide	down	a	ramp.	
(Construct	as	outlined	in	‘Materials	needed’	section.)

•	 Repeat	with	a	steeper	ramp.

•	 Discuss	the	following:

	 Did	the	objects	roll	or	slide	further?	Did	some	roll	or	slide	at	this	height	and	
not	the	previous	height?	What	objects	rolled	or	slid	best?	Were	they	rough,	
smooth,	rounded,	heavy,	light	etc.?

After the lesson

Answers 

1.–3.	Teacher	check

4.			 The	higher,	steeper	ramp	will	make	the	marble	roll	further.

Additional activities 

•	 Try	different	surfaces	on	the	ramp	such	as	carpet,	plastic,	sandpaper	or	water.	
How	does	each	affect	the	rolling	and	sliding	of	objects?

•	 Change	the	length	of	the	ramp	and	see	how	this	affects	the	rolling	and	sliding	
of	objects.

Display ideas

•	 Pupils	can	draw	or	paste	pictures	on	charts	labelled	‘Things	that	Roll’,	‘Things	
that	Slide’	and	‘Things	that	Stay	Still’.

Objective

•	 observe	and	investigate	the	
movement	of	objects	such	as	
toys	on	various	materials	and	
surfaces

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Estimating	and	measuring

•	 Analysing	(sorting	and	
classifying)

•	 Recording	and	communicating	

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

Background information

Objects	at	 rest	 tend	to	stay	at	 rest	
unless	a	force	(push,	pull)	starts	them	
moving	 on	 a	 level	 surface.	 They	
tend	 to	 keep	moving	 in	 a	 straight	
line	unless	the	force	is	at	an	angle.	
How	well	objects	roll	down	a	ramp	
depends	on	the	shape	and	mass	of	
the	 object	 and	 the	 texture	 of	 the	
object	and/or	the	ramp.

Forces ~ Activity 2Down the ramp!

Float or Sink?
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Objective

•	 investigate	how	forces	act	on	
objects

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Analysing	(sorting	and	
classifying)

•	 Recording	and	communicating

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

•	 Planning

•	 Making

Background information

Objects	 that	 are	 light	 for	 their	 size	
will	 float	 and	 those	heavy	 for	 their	
size	will	sink.	For	example	–	a	plastic	
plate	floats	but	a	china	plate	the	same	
size	sinks.	It	depends	on	the	density	
of	the	material	it	is	made	of.

Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Bucket	 or	 large	 container	 of	 water;	 objects	 such	 as	 leaves,	 paper,	 sticks,	
counters,	marbles,	stones,	coins,	seeds,	paperclips,	fruit,	tissues,	cotton	wool,	
corks,	plastic	blocks,	aprons/shirts	to	protect	clothes,	modelling	clay.

Preparation 

•	 Divide	class	into	groups.	Use	towels,	plastic	sheets	etc.	to	cover	tables.	Distribute	
objects	and	a	large	container	of	water	among	groups.	

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Encourage	pupils	to	collect	objects	from	home,	school,	indoors	and	outdoors	
to	use	for	the	lesson.

What to do 

•	 In	groups,	pupils	take	turns	to	see	which	objects	will	sink	or	float.	Ask	them	
to	make	a	prediction	before	trying	each	one.

•	 Pupils	complete	Question	1	on	the	worksheet.

•	 Gather	pupils	in	one	group.	Discuss	the	results	of	the	activity.	Why	did	some	
objects	sink	quickly	and	others	slowly?	Did	all	big	objects	sink?	Did	all	small	
objects	float?	Why?	Why	not?	Pupils	complete	Question	2	on	the	worksheet.	
Some	pupils	may	need	guidance	while	writing.

•	 Read	the	statement	from	Question	3.	Ask	the	class	if	they	think	it	is	true.	In	
groups,	pupils	use	modelling	clay	to	test	the	hypotheses.	They	record	their	
results	on	the	worksheet.	Look	at	each	group’s	hollowed-out	object.	Which	
was	the	most	successful	at	floating?	Why?	Discuss.

After the lesson

Answers 

•	 Teacher	check.

Additional activities 

•	 Look	at	pictures	of	boats	and	their	hull.	Discuss	how	an	object	made	of	metal	
can	float.	

Display ideas 

•	 Display	pictures	of	the	boats	above.

Forces ~ Activity 3Float or sink?

Week 2
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. (c) warn children of danger.
 2. Possible answer: Mr and Mrs Miacca don’t pronounce the 

letter ‘h’ and they cut some words. Their speech is informal.  
 3. Possible answer: so the reader can get a sense of the 

characters’ accents.
 4. Possible answers:  

(a) brave, cheeky, clever, confident, fast 
(b) frightening, big, dangerous, rough 
(c) trusting, obedient, naive 

 5. Possible answers:
(a) Tommy’s mother would have felt very worried and 

concerned for her son’s safety. She may have reported 
him missing to the police and/or sent out search parties to 
look for him. 

(b) Mrs Miacca would have felt surprised and then tricked 
and disappointed when Tommy didn’t return with the 
pudding. She might have tried to lie to Mr Miacca so she 
didn’t have to admit that she let Tommy go.

(c) Mr Miacca would have felt angry, hungry and frustrated to 
find Tommy gone not once but twice. He may have been 
angry with his wife the first time, and he might have gone 
looking for Tommy both times.

Word Reading 

 1. (b) lifted
 2. (a) herbs (b) them (c) husband
 3. (a) tough (b) relieved (c) thoughtful

(d) bad (e) clever (f) huge
 4. (a) street (b) frightening (c) huge

(d) scarcely (e) pudding (f) wise/clever
 5. (a) boy (b) dear (c) course

(d) pause (e) right (f) meat
(g) sure (h) some (i) him
(j) ate (k) not

 6. –ly: scarcely, usually, quickly, promptly
-ed: turned, snapped, dropped, hoisted, pulled, pinched, 
compared, commented, bothered, exclaimed, called, 
appeared, answered, asked, explained, tired, relieved, 
escaped, boiled, ordered, chopped, added, bolted

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C3 Pupils should write a review of the folk tale, stating what 
they like and dislike about it.

C13 Ask the pupils to write how they think Tommy felt during 
the different parts of the story. They should justify their 
inferences with evidence from the text.

WR1 Present the following list of root words to the pupils. Ask 
them to add the suffix ‘-ly’ to each, reminding them of the 
rules listed in the ‘Development’ section:

final, basic, gentle, prompt, happy, tragic, quick, angry, 
busy, simple, noble, magic

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	 activities	 on	 page	 31	 focus	 on	 definitions	 of	 words,	 Standard	
English, antonyms, synonyms, homophones and the suffixes ‘-ly’ and 
‘-ed’.

Introduction

•	 Reread	 the	 text,	 but	first	 explain	 to	pupils	 that	 the	 focus	will	 be	on	
words. While reading, ask pupils to circle any words that they think 
have more than two syllables. There are not many.

Development

•	 Ensure	pupils	 are	 familiar	with	 the	 terms	‘synonym’	and	‘antonym’.	
Give some examples (happy: synonym is glad, antonym is sad). Elicit 
some examples from the pupils. Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of 
synonyms and antonyms, to be written onto the board; for example, 
happy = glad/sad. Ben was glad he had homework, but Krista was 
sad.

•	 Ensure	 pupils	 are	 familiar	 with	 the	 term	 ‘homophone’.	 Give	 some	
examples (berry/bury, scene/seen, plain/plane). Elicit some examples 
from the pupils. Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of homophones, to 
be written onto the board; for example, main/mane = He is walking 
down the main road./That horse has a beautiful mane.

•	 Look	at	words	with	the	suffix	‘-ly’.	Tell	pupils	that	this	suffix	is	added	to	
an adjective to form an adverb. Explain that usually the suffix is added 
straight onto the end of most root words; for example, sadly, finally. 
However, there are exceptions, which should also be explained to the 
pupils: 

 (1) If the root word ends in ‘-y’ with a consonant letter before it, the 
‘y’ is changed to ‘i’, but only if the root word has more than one 
syllable; for example, happily.

 (2) If the root word ends with ‘-le’, the ‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly’; for 
example, simply.

 (3) If the root word ends with ‘-ic’, ‘-ally’ is added rather than just ‘-ly’; 
for example, basically. An exception is ‘publicly’.

 (4) The words truly, duly and wholly.

•	 Discuss	the	word	reading	activities	on	page	31,	then	allow	pupils	to	
complete the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 Provide	 pupils	with	words	 that	 have	 synonyms;	 for	 example,	 quick,	
happy, tired. Ask pupils to think of synonyms, and list them on the 
board.

•	 Less	able	pupils	should	be	provided	with	a	list	of	words	from	the	text,	
and asked to write synonyms for them; for example, bad, wise, huge, 
little, thoughtful, good.

•	 More	 able	 pupils	 should	 find	 their	 own	words	 in	 the	 text,	 and	 then	
write synonyms for them.

Review

•	 As	a	class,	compare	the	synonyms.	Did	pupils	have	different	synonyms	
for the same word? For example, for the word ‘wise’, pupils might 
have thought of clever, intelligent, knowing, or other words.

Assessment and Answers
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. To relate two legends; To entertain the reader.
 2. Answers will vary.
 3. Sword 1: in an anvil mounted on a rock; 

Sword 2: in a woman’s hand in the middle of a great 
lake  

 4. Basically honest, but tried to take advantage of a 
situation and Arthur’s ignorance; Respectful of his 
father etc.

 5. puzzled 
 6. Answers will vary.
 7. Answers may include: to add interest; to break up the 

narrative; to tell more about the characters etc. 
 8. There are two titles. 
 9. (a) with fear, anxiety or other emotion; anxiously

(b) a heavy iron block on which metals are 
hammered and shaped 

(c) weeping, wailing; expressing grief

Word Reading 

 1. (a) frantically, excitedly, suspiciously, kindly, 
promptly 

(b) frantically
 2. Possible answers include:

(a) led (b) unkindly, refused
 3. (a) confused/perplexed

(b) cross/annoyed/irritated/irate 
(c) fetch/get
(d) emerged

 4. (a) re-
(b) Teacher check; again, back
(c) Teacher check

 5. young, trouble, country
 6. (a) sent (b) way (c) him (d) which

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C2 Ask the pupils to write a review of the two 
legends. They should provide a synopsis of each 
and state which legend they prefer, and why.

C5 Present the following list of words to the pupils 
and ask them to write a definition for each:

anvil, sword, honest, borrow, struggle, puzzled, 
suspicious, salute

WR2 Present the following words to the pupils and ask 
them to write down a homophone:

knight, mane, scent, witch, reign, male, not, 
groan, ball, site

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	activities	on	page	37	focus	on	the	suffix	‘-ly’,	antonyms,	synonyms,	the	
prefix ‘re-’, words with ‘ou’ and homophones.

Introduction

•	 Reread	the	texts,	but	first	explain	to	pupils	that	the	focus	will	be	on	words.	
While reading the texts, ask pupils to circle any words containing the letters 
‘ou’ (young, house, out, mounted, around, brought, suspiciously, you, would, 
country). Talk about the sounds the ‘ou’ makes in the different words.

Development

•	 Look	at	words	with	the	suffix	‘-ly’.	Tell	pupils	that	this	suffix	is	added	to	an	
adjective to form an adverb. Explain that usually the suffix is added straight 
onto the end of most root words; for example, sadly, finally. However, there 
are exceptions, which should also be explained to the pupils: 

 (1) If the root word ends in ‘-y’ with a consonant letter before it, the ‘y’ is 
changed to ‘i’, but only if the root word has more than one syllable; for 
example, happily.

 (2) If the root word ends with ‘-le’, the ‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly’; for example, 
simply.

 (3) If the root word ends with ‘-ic’, ‘-ally’ is added rather than just ‘-ly’; for 
example, basically. An exception is ‘publicly’.

 (4) The words truly, duly and wholly.

•	 Ensure	pupils	are	 familiar	with	 the	 terms	‘synonym’	and	‘antonym’.	Give	
some examples (happy: synonym is glad, antonym is sad). Elicit some 
examples from the pupils. Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of synonyms 
and antonyms, to be written onto the board; for example, happy = glad/sad. 
Ben was glad he had homework, but Krista was sad.

•	 Explain	 that	 the	 prefix	 ‘re-’	means	 ‘again’	 or	 ‘back’.	 How	 do	 the	words	
‘remove’, ‘refresh’, ‘retrace’ and ‘return’ have these meanings? Can the 
pupils think of any other words with this prefix? How do they mean ‘again’ 
or ‘back’?

•	 The	‘ou’	words	in	question	5	should	be	spoken	out	loud,	so	pupils	can	hear	
the specific phoneme focused upon.

•	 Ensure	pupils	are	familiar	with	the	term	‘homophone’.	Give	some	examples	
(berry/bury, scene/seen, plain/plane). Elicit some examples from the pupils. 
Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of homophones, to be written onto the 
board; for example, main/mane = He is walking down the main road./That 
horse has a beautiful mane.

•	 Discuss	 the	 word	 reading	 activities	 on	 page	 37,	 then	 allow	 pupils	 to	
complete the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 Tell	pupils	that	the	prefix	‘re-’	means	‘again’	or	‘back’.	Ask	pupils	to	find	
words beginning with this prefix in the text (return, remove, request, 
released). Ask them to explain what these words mean. Pupils should use 
a dictionary to find more words starting with this prefix. They should write 
the words in a sentence, using the correct context.

•	 More	 able	 pupils	 should	 find	more	words	with	 the	prefix	‘re-’	 and	write	
more complicated sentences.

Review

•	As	a	class,	compare	the	sentences.

Assessment and Answers

The Legends of

King Arthur's SwordsMr Miacca

Week 3
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Parts of speech
Adjectives

Focus

Common adjectives

Definition

•	 An	adjective	is	a	describing	word.	It	adds	meaning	
to or changes the meaning of a noun or a pronoun. 
Example:

I’m wearing leather shoes. (describes the noun, 
‘shoes’)

The fog is thick. (describes the noun, ‘fog’) Note: 
The adjective does not always come before the 
noun.

She is careless. (describes the pronoun, ‘she’)

Explanation

•	 The	use	of	suitable	adjectives	not	only	makes	
written	or	spoken	language	more	interesting,	it	gives	
the reader or listener a clearer understanding.

Worksheet information

•	 Discuss	adjectives	with	the	pupils.	Ask	them	to	think	
of suitable adjectives to describe classroom objects 
or class members. Encourage them to use the 
adjective in context in a sentence.

 Example:

Tanya has straight hair.

The whiteboard ruler is long.

•	 Discuss	the	explanation	at	the	top	of	the	worksheet	
and the information and hint in Activity 1 about 
identifying adjectives.

•	 Pupils	read	the	paragraph,	identifying	the	adjectives	
and	highlighting	them.	Point	out	that	not	all	nouns	
will have a word that describes them.

•	 After	completing	the	activity,	discuss	how	the	
choice of adjectives helped pupils to imagine what a 
dragonfly	looked	like	and	learn	about	some	aspects	
of its nature.

•	 Pupils	then	use	adjectives	to	answer	the	questions	
in Activity 2.

•	 Pupils	are	required	to	think	carefully	about	their	
choice of adjectives to complete Activity 3.

Ideas for further practice

•	 Identify	the	adjectives	used	to	describe	characters	
in	books.	Some	of	these	adjectives	may	be	found	in	
a phrase and not necessarily in front of a noun. They 
may also be describing a pronoun. 

•	 Use	the	paragraph	about	the	dragonfly	to	brainstorm	
a list of suitable adjectives to describe an animal 
being studied in science.

Answers

 1. Adjectives are in bold print.

  A dragonfly is a flying	insect.	It	gets	its	scary 
name	because	it	looks	like	a	tiny	dragon.	However,	
a dragonfly is a gentle creature and does not bite 
or	sting	people.	It	can	have	a	blue, red or green 
body and white, yellow or black markings.	A	
dragonfly has compound eyes, large wings, and 
strong jaws and sharp teeth for crunching up 
other	insects.	It	is	most	likely	to	be	found	near	
damp places.

 2. (a) flying
  (b) scary
  (c) blue, red, green
	 	 (d)	white,	yellow,	black
  (e) strong, sharp
  (f) damp

 3. (a) (i) long (ii) warm
   (iii) local (iv) icy
   (v) lazy (vi) chilly

  (b) (i) lazy, long, local
   (ii) chilly/icy, chilly/icy, warm
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Parts of speech
Adjectives

Focus

Common adjectives

Definition

•	 An	adjective	is	a	describing	word.	It	adds	meaning	
to or changes the meaning of a noun or a pronoun. 
Example:

I’m holding a green umbrella. (describes the 
noun, ‘umbrella’)

The sun is bright. (describes the noun, ‘sun’) 
Note: the adjective does not always come before 
the noun.

He is worried. (describes the pronoun, ‘he’)

Explanation

•	 The	use	of	suitable	adjectives	not	only	makes	
written	or	spoken	language	more	interesting,	it	gives	
the reader or listener a clearer understanding.

Worksheet information

•	 Discuss	adjectives.	Ask	pupils	to	think	of	suitable	
words to describe classroom objects or class 
members. Encourage them to use the adjective in 
context in a sentence.

 Example:

Leon has brown eyes.

The outdoor mat is dusty.

•	 Discuss	the	explanation	at	the	top	of	the	worksheet.	
Explain	how	to	ask	questions	such	as	‘What	kind?’	
in front of the noun to help guess the adjectives in 
the crossword. The nouns come after the adjectives, 
except	in	10	Across	and	8	Down.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. 7.

8. 9.

10. 11.

12.

B

C L U M S Y

O S T

L H B L A C K

O Y U L P

U S L O

R A I N Y S L

F T I

U M T H I R S T Y

L A R G E N A E

S L E E P I N G

S W G

Y E

Ideas for further practice

•	 In	pairs,	pupils	brainstorm	to	list	words	that	can	be	
used	as	adjectives.	Make	up	clues	similar	to	page	
15.	Use	grid	paper	to	construct	a	crossword	frame.	
When	complete,	swap	crosswords	with	another	pair	
of pupils.

•	 Write	a	paragraph	about	an	object,	using	as	many	
adjectives as possible to describe it.

AnswersAdjectives Adjectives
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• clear concise 
information; 
e.g. 300 mL 
milk, Add 
sugar and 
choc chips

• steps in logical 
order

• instructions 
begin with 
command 
verbs; e.g. 
Sieve, Melt

• the present 
tense is used; 
e.g. combine, 
Cook

1 Procedures TEACHERS NOTES

Title

Materials

Banana and choc chip muffins

This recipe will make 12 banana choc chip muffins.

Ingredients  Equipment
•	 2	cups	self	raising	flour	 •	 large	bowl
•	 1/3	cup	sugar	 •	 microwave	safe	jug
•	 1	cup	choc	chips	 •	 medium	bowl	
•	 60	g	margarine	plus	extra	for	greasing	 •	 fork	 •	 sieve
•	 300 mL milk	 •	 measuring	cups
•	 3	eggs	 •	 measuring	spoons
•	 1	teaspoon	vanilla	essence	 •	 wooden	spoon
•	 2	soft	bananas	 •	 muffin	tray	–	12	muffins

Method
1.	 Preheat	oven	to	210	ºCelsius.	
2.	 Grease	muffin	tray	with	margarine.
3. Sieve	flour	into	large	bowl.
4. Add sugar and choc chips.
5. Melt	margarine	in	a	microwave	safe	jug.
6.	 Add	milk	to	the	melted	margarine	and	stir.
7. Break eggs into cup, making sure there is no shell.
8.	 Add	eggs	to	milk	mix	and	whisk	with	fork	to	combine.
9. Mash bananas with fork in smaller bowl.
10.	 Stir	mashed	banana	and	vanilla	essence	into	milk	mix.
11.	 Make	a	well	in	flour	and	add	milk	mix.
12.	 Gently	combine	mixture	with	wooden	spoon.	Do	not	over	mix,	or	muffins	

will not be light!
13. Cook	on	top	shelf	in	oven	for	about	15	to	20	minutes,	until	golden.
14.	 Test	that	muffins	are	cooked	by	gently	touching	the	top	of	one.	(Make	

sure	your	hands	are	clean!)	Muffin	should	spring	back.	
15.	 Ask	an	adult	to	remove	muffins	from	oven.	Allow	to	cool.

Now	test	your	muffins	by	tasting	them!

Structural and language features are shown on the left and right of the text below.

Teacher information

• Collect a variety of recipe books. Distribute to pupils in 
small groups and give them the task of finding the ‘structure’ 
of a recipe. Groups report back to the class.

• Read the text on page 27 with the class. Use the 
accompanying CD to display the text on a whiteboard. Point 
out and discuss each section of the text with the pupils. 

• Focus on the language of the text. Note that unnecessary 
words (such as ‘the’) are omitted. The steps are written 
simply and clearly and are easy to follow. 

• Work through the analysis on page 28 with the class. 

• Before pupils attempt to plan and write their procedure, 
model this process to the class. Write a procedure for a 
simple recipe such as a sandwich.

• Pupils write their new muffin recipe. Once the work has 
been proofread and edited, pupils publish their recipes 
using a word processor. Collate the recipes and make a 
class recipe book. (Publish/Purpose/Audience)

• Choose a recipe to follow and make during a cooking 
lesson. (Purpose/Context)

• Use a digital camera to take photographs of each step 
of the new recipe being made. Enlarge the procedure 
for the recipe to A3 and attach the photographs to each 
step. Discuss sequencing with the class. (Display/Publish/
Context)

Answers

Page 28

1. Banana and choc chip muffins

2. The goal of the recipe is to make 12 banana choc chip 
muffins.

3. Teacher check

4. (a) (i) 9  (ii) 4 (iii) 15 (iv) 11 (v) 1 (vi) 13

 (b) Answers will vary. Possible answer: It is important that 
the steps are followed in order otherwise the recipe will 
not work. For example, the oven needs to be turned on 
before the mixture is placed in it etc.

 (c) capital letter, full stop

5. The muffins will taste good. 

Goal

Method

Test

Procedure

Week 3
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Silent ‘b’ Silent ‘k’ Silent ’g’ Silent ‘n’

climb know gnome autumn

thumb knight gnat column

lamb kneel gnarled hymn

Swimming gold!
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Capital letters for the pronoun ‘I’
• Capital letters for proper nouns
• Full stops
• Grammatical commas
• Colons – recognition

Grammar

• Verbs – tenses
• Pronouns

Spelling

• Silent letters

Teacher information

 A recount is a retelling of events in time order.

Answers

Saturday 15 March: Today has been the best day of the year so far for me. The club 
swimming championships were held and for the fi rst time I was a competitor. I 
was both excited and scared, all at the same time.

My event was the 200-metre individual medley. As I climbed on 
to the block and waited for the starter’s gun, I imagined I was 
in an Olympic fi nal. I knew I wasn’t the fastest over 50 metres in 
any of the individual strokes, but with the four of them together, 
I had a good chance of winning. My dive felt perfect and I was 
under way. Each stroke felt smooth and strong, but I believe it 
was the hours I spent practising my turns that really made the 
difference. In less than four minutes, the gold was mine.

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold type.

 (b) (i) 9 capitals for sentence beginnings (ii) 12 for the pronoun ‘I’

  (iii) 3 for proper nouns

 (c) The 6 commas are circled.

 (d) The colon is circled.

2. (a) 

3. (a) The past tense verbs with ‘ed’ are underlined.
excited, scared, climbed, waited, imagined

 (b) (i) to hold – held (ii) to know – knew (iii) to have – had

  (iv) to feel – felt (v) to spend – spent

 (c) me, my, mine

Swimming Gold!
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Dinosaur feast
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters at the beginning of each line 
of a poem

• Full stops

Grammar

• Pronouns
• Conjunctions
• Collective nouns

Spelling

• Confused words: threw/through, herd/
heard, prey/pray, two/to/too

• Misspelt words

Vocabulary

• Antonyms

Teacher information

 Narratives tell a story in a sequence of events.

Answers

The dinosaur moved through the forest. through

He sniffed the air to the west. sniffed

He spotted his goal —a herd of beasts, herd

Enjoying their own grassy feast. feast

He lowered his head and started to run, his

On gigantic, bony feet. bony

His gaping jaws took aim and soon, gaping

The prey was his to eat. prey

A bite or two and then the hunter,  two

Began his own meaty feast. meaty

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold type.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
through, sniffed, herd,  feast, his, bony, gaping, prey, two, meaty

3. (a) he, his, their

 (b) and 

 (c) He lowered his head. He started to run.

 (d) a herd

4. (a) (i) west (ii) gigantic

  (iii) started/began (iv) lowered

Dinosaur Feast

Week 3
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Volcanoes
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings 
• Capital letters for proper nouns
• Full stops
• Commas in a list
• Apostrophes for possession
• Colons – recognition

Grammar

• Verb tenses – present and future

Spelling

• Confused words: through/threw, 
some/sum, which/witch, new/knew

• Misspelt words
• Plurals – adding ‘s’ and ‘es’

Teacher information

 An explanation analyses how something works, is made or how or why things happen.

Answers

Volcanoes are places on the Earth’s 
surface through which 
molten rock, called magma, and gas 
from far below the surface erupt.

Volcanic eruptions can be violent, 
spilling hot lava, ash, dust, gas and 
cinders over large areas.

They can trigger tsunamis, earthquakes, 
fl oods, rockfalls and mudfl ows. 
Eruptions have caused some of 
the worst disasters in history, 
killing thousands of people.

Categories of volcanoes include: active, 
dormant (sleeping) and extinct (no 
longer active).

Every time a volcano erupts it becomes 
bigger, because as the lava cools it 
forms a new layer of rock.

Although our understanding of 
volcanoes has increased, predicting 
when they will erupt and limiting 
the damage they cause is still 
diffi cult.

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold 
type.

 (b) The colon is circled.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
through, which, some, history, 
killing, new, when, cause

 (b) (i) volcanoes (or volcanos)

  (ii) disasters

  (iii) eruptions

3. (a) (i) erupted

  (ii) included

  (iii) caused

  (iv) triggered

  (v) were

  (vi) became

 (b) (i) will cause

  (ii) will cool

  (iii) will form

  (iv) will be

Volcanoes

Week 3
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N
Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Complete	the	missing	number	in	the	number	

sentences;	for	example,

	 3785	=	 	+	700	+	80	+	5

•	 Give	a	selection	of	four	single-digit	numbers.	Ask	
pupils	to	make	as	many	four-digit	numbers	using	
these	numbers	as	possible.	Which	is	the	largest	
number?	Which	is	the	smallest?

•	 Write	numerals	in	words	and	vice	versa.

•	 On	a	sheet	divided	into	Th,	H,	T,	U	columns,	write	
given	numbers;	for	example,	7654,	into	the	correct	
columns.

•	 Use	place	value	blocks	to	represent	a	given	
number;	for	example,	9507.

Answers
1.	 (a)	4813	(b)	2569	(c)	4127	(d)	1480

2.	 (a)	5	thousands	 (b)	7	tens
	 (c)	6	ones	 	 (d)	3	tens	
	 (e)	4	hundreds	 (f)	8	ones	
	 (g)	5	hundreds		 (h)	0	hundreds	
	 (i)	6	thousands		 (j)	4	thousands

Challenge:	 Teacher	check

Objective
•	 Recognise	the	place	value	of	each	digit	in	a	four-digit	number	(thousands,	hundreds,	tens	and	ones).

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	unit, one, ten, hundred, 

thousand, ten thousand, digit, numeral, place value.

•	 Read	numbers	shown	on	flashcards;	for	example,	
775,	1345,	4305,	8005,	7890.

•	 Display	a	selection	of	number	cards.	Ask	pupils	
to	find	the	card	showing	different	numerals;	for	
example,	two	thousand,	three	hundred	and	sixty.

•	 Answer	questions	about	numbers	written	on	the	
board;	for	example,	What	does	the	digit	5	in	6543	
represent?	What	is	the	digit	7	in	6874	worth?

•	 Play	‘Find	your	partner’.	Give	out	cards	with	digits	
and	the	equivalent	amount	in	words.	Each	pupil	
has	to	find	their	partner.

Main teaching activity
Place	value	(page	15)

Expanded Notation

TEACHER INFORMATION
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Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objectives
•	 Complete	the	missing	number	in	the	number	

sentences;	for	example,

	 3785	=	 	+	700	+	80	+	5

•	 Give	a	selection	of	four	single-digit	numbers.	Ask	
pupils	to	make	as	many	four-digit	numbers	using	
these	numbers	as	possible.	Which	is	the	largest	
number?	Which	is	the	smallest?

•	 Write	numerals	in	words	and	vice	versa.

•	 On	a	sheet	divided	into	Th,	H,	T,	U	columns,	write	
given	numbers;	for	example,	7654,	into	the	correct	
columns.

•	 Use	place	value	blocks	to	represent	a	given	number;	
for	example,	9507.

Answers
1.	 (a)	4	thousands,	5	hundreds,	2	tens,	7	ones
	 (b)	3	hundreds,	1	ten,	9	ones	
	 (c)	5	thousands,	2	hundreds,	1	one	
	 (d)	9	thousands,	7	hundreds,	4	tens,	6	ones	
	 (e)	3	thousands,	8	tens,	1	one	
	 (f)	1	thousand,	4	hundreds,	5	tens,	2	ones

2.	 (a)	700	+	10	+	2	 (b)	1000	+	600	+	30	+	7	
	 (c)	6000	+	500	+	70	+	2	 (d)	2000	+	300	+	90	+	8
	 (e)	8000	+	90	+	3		 (f)	3000	+	200	+	10	+	4
	 (g)	5000	+	800	+	5		 (h)	7000	+	600	+	30	+	5

3.		 (a)	4	x	1000	+	7	x	100	+	1	x	10	+	2	x	1	
	 (b)	7	x	1000	+	9	x	100	+	0	x	10	+	3	x	1	
	 (c)	1	x	1000	+	2	x	100	+	7	x	10	+	4	x	1
		 (d)	9	x	1000	+	6	x	100	+	8	x	10	+	5	x	1	
	 (e)	5	x	1000	+	0	x	100	+	6	x	10	+	1	x	1

4.		 (a)	400,	7	 	 (b)	6000,	40	
	 (c)	8000,	500,	9		 (d)	3000,	900,	20

Challenge:		(a)	63	467	 (b)	24	839

Objectives
•	 Recognise	the	place	value	of	each	digit	in	a	four-digit	number	(thousands,	hundreds,	tens	and	ones).

•	 Solve	number	and	practical	problems	that	involve	all	of	the	above	and	with	increasingly	large	positive	numbers.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	unit, one, ten, hundred, thousand, 

ten thousand, digit, numeral, place value.

•	 Read	numbers	shown	on	flashcards;	for	example,	775,	
1345,	4305,	8005,	7890.

•	 Display	a	selection	of	number	cards.	Ask	pupils	to	find	
the	card	showing	different	numerals;	for	example,	
two	thousand,	three	hundred	and	sixty.

•	 Answer	questions	about	numbers	written	on	the	
board;	for	example,	What	does	the	digit	5	in	6543	
represent?	What	is	the	digit	7	in	6874	worth?

•	 Play	‘Find	your	partner’.	Give	out	cards	with	digits	and	
the	equivalent	amount	in	words.	Each	pupil	has	to	
find	their	partner.

Main teaching activity
Expanded	notation	(page	17)

Inverses

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

TEACHER INFORMATION
N

Number
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Objective
•	 Use	inverse	operations	to	check	answers	to	a	calculation.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary: addition, add, plus, more, sum, 

total, altogether, increase, subtraction, subtract, 
take-away, minus, less, decrease, equals, inverse.

•	 Give	pupils	an	addition	sum;	for	example,	5	+	6	=	
11.	Ask	pupils	to	supply	a	different	addition	sum	
that	uses	the	same	numbers;	for	example	6	+	5	=	
11.

•	 Discuss,	with	examples,	why	addition	can	be	done	
in	any	order,	but	subtraction	cannot.	Understand	
that	when	a	larger	number	is	subtracted	from	a	
smaller	number	the	answer	is	negative.

•	 Give	pupils	an	addition	sum;	for	example,	7	+	8	=	
15.	Ask	pupils	for	a	subtraction	sum	that	uses	the	
same	numbers;	for	example,	15	–	8	=	7.

•	 Give	pupils	a	selection	of	numbers;	for	example,	
5,	9,	14.	Tell	pupils	to	make	two	addition	and	two	
subtraction	sums	using	those	numbers.

Main teaching activity
+/–	inverses	(page	49)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Investigate	whether	more	than	two	numbers	can	

be	added	in	any	order;	for	example,	does	25	+	14	
+	23	give	the	same	answer	as	14	+	23	+	25	and	
23	+	25	+	14?

•	 Give	pupils	a	selection	of	numbers;	for	example,	
5,	9,	14.	Tell	pupils	to	make	two	addition	and	two	
subtraction	sums	using	those	numbers.

•	 Match	cards	with	inverse	sums	written	onto	them;	
for	example,	4	+	7	=	13	would	match	with	13	–	4	
=	7.

•		 Check	addition	sums	by	repeating	the	calculation	
in	a	different	order.

•	 Check	addition	sums	by	using	an	inverse	
subtraction	sum,	and	vice	versa.

Answers
1.	 (a)	7	 (b)	12,	5	+	7	=	12
	 (c)	15,	6	+	9	=	15	 (d)	12,	4	+	8	=	12	
	 (e)	13,	6	+	7	=	13	 (f)	16,	5	+	11	=	16
	 (g)	12,	3	+	9	=	12	 (h)	16,	2	+	14	=	16
	 (i)	38,	15	+	23	=	38	 (j)	48,	16	+	32	=	48

2.	 (a)	14,	8	 (b)	9,	Teacher	check
	 (c)	11,	Teacher	check	 (d)	15,	Teacher	check
	 (e)	26,	Teacher	check	 (f)	39,	Teacher	check
	 (g)	11,	18	 (h)	4,	Teacher	check
	 (i)	7,	Teacher	check	 (j)	12,	Teacher	check
	 (k)	16,	Teacher	check		 (l)	25,	Teacher	check

3.		 (a)	See	example
	 (b)	2	+	7	=	9,	9	–	2	=	7,	7	+	2	=	9,	9	–	7	=	2
	 (c)	15	–	3	–	12,	12	+	3	=	15,	15	–	12	=	3,	3	+	12	=	15	
	 (d)	9	–	8	=	1,	9	–	1	=	8,	1	+	8	=	9,	8	+	1	=	9	
	 (e)	12	+	24	=	36,	24	+	12	=	36,	36	–	24	=	12,		

36	–	12	=	24
	 (f)	19	–	6	=	13,	19	–	13	=	6,	13	+	6	=	19,	6	+	13	=	19

Challenge:	4	+	5	=	9,	5	+	4	=	9,	9	–	4	=	5,	9	–	5	=	4	

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
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Objective
•	 Use	inverse	operations	to	check	answers	to	a	calculation.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary: addition, add, plus, more, sum, 

total, altogether, increase, subtraction, subtract, 
take-away, minus, less, decrease, equals, inverse.

•	 Give	pupils	an	addition	sum;	for	example,	5	+	6	=	
11.	Ask	pupils	to	supply	a	different	addition	sum	
that	uses	the	same	numbers;	for	example	6	+	5	=	
11.

•	 Discuss,	with	examples,	why	addition	can	be	done	
in	any	order,	but	subtraction	cannot.	Understand	
that	when	a	larger	number	is	subtracted	from	a	
smaller	number	the	answer	is	negative.

•	 Give	pupils	an	addition	sum;	for	example,	7	+	8	=	
15.	Ask	pupils	for	a	subtraction	sum	that	uses	the	
same	numbers;	for	example,	15	–	8	=	7.

•	 Give	pupils	a	selection	of	numbers;	for	example,	
5,	9,	14.	Tell	pupils	to	make	two	addition	and	two	
subtraction	sums	using	those	numbers.

Main teaching activity
+/–	inverses	(page	49)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Investigate	whether	more	than	two	numbers	can	

be	added	in	any	order;	for	example,	does	25	+	14	
+	23	give	the	same	answer	as	14	+	23	+	25	and	
23	+	25	+	14?

•	 Give	pupils	a	selection	of	numbers;	for	example,	
5,	9,	14.	Tell	pupils	to	make	two	addition	and	two	
subtraction	sums	using	those	numbers.

•	 Match	cards	with	inverse	sums	written	onto	them;	
for	example,	4	+	7	=	13	would	match	with	13	–	4	
=	7.

•		 Check	addition	sums	by	repeating	the	calculation	
in	a	different	order.

•	 Check	addition	sums	by	using	an	inverse	
subtraction	sum,	and	vice	versa.

Answers
1.	 (a)	7	 (b)	12,	5	+	7	=	12
	 (c)	15,	6	+	9	=	15	 (d)	12,	4	+	8	=	12	
	 (e)	13,	6	+	7	=	13	 (f)	16,	5	+	11	=	16
	 (g)	12,	3	+	9	=	12	 (h)	16,	2	+	14	=	16
	 (i)	38,	15	+	23	=	38	 (j)	48,	16	+	32	=	48

2.	 (a)	14,	8	 (b)	9,	Teacher	check
	 (c)	11,	Teacher	check	 (d)	15,	Teacher	check
	 (e)	26,	Teacher	check	 (f)	39,	Teacher	check
	 (g)	11,	18	 (h)	4,	Teacher	check
	 (i)	7,	Teacher	check	 (j)	12,	Teacher	check
	 (k)	16,	Teacher	check		 (l)	25,	Teacher	check

3.		 (a)	See	example
	 (b)	2	+	7	=	9,	9	–	2	=	7,	7	+	2	=	9,	9	–	7	=	2
	 (c)	15	–	3	–	12,	12	+	3	=	15,	15	–	12	=	3,	3	+	12	=	15	
	 (d)	9	–	8	=	1,	9	–	1	=	8,	1	+	8	=	9,	8	+	1	=	9	
	 (e)	12	+	24	=	36,	24	+	12	=	36,	36	–	24	=	12,		

36	–	12	=	24
	 (f)	19	–	6	=	13,	19	–	13	=	6,	13	+	6	=	19,	6	+	13	=	19

Challenge:	4	+	5	=	9,	5	+	4	=	9,	9	–	4	=	5,	9	–	5	=	4	

Checking Calculations
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Objective
•	 Estimate	and	use	inverse	operations	to	check	answers	to	a	calculation.

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Complete	written	addition	sums	of	three	or	four	

single-digit	numbers,	by	rearranging	and	adding	
the	largest	numbers	first.

•	 Add	groups	of	numbers	in	different	orders;	for	
example,	ages	of	pupils	on	their	table,	ages	of	
their	family	members,	items	on	a	shopping	list,	
class	attendance	for	the	week.

•	 Match	inverse	sums	written	on	cards;	for	example,	
addition	and	subtraction,	multiplication	and	
division	and	doubling	and	halving.

•	 Write	an	inverse	sum	for	a	given	number	fact.

•	 Round	numbers	to	the	nearest	10,	100	or	1000	
before	completing	addition	and	subtraction	sums,	
as	an	estimating	checking	device	to	check	whether	
the	answer	is	likely	to	be	correct.

•	 Check	calculations	using	inverse	operations.

Answers
1.	 (a)	16		 (b)	18		 (c)	23		 (d)	24

2.	 (a)	15,	5	+	5	+	5	=	15		 (b)	20,	35	–	15	=	20		
	 (c)	17,	17	–	8	=	9		 (d)	12,	20	–	8	=	12	
	 (e)	8,	Double	4	=	8		 (f)	16,	16	+	7	=	23

3.	 (a)	40		 (b)	30	–	10	=	20
	 (c)	50	+	40	=	90

4.		 (a)	800		 (b)	800	–	400	=	400	
	 (c)	900	+	300	=	1200

5.	 (a)	5000	+	2000	=	7000		 (b)	6000	–	2000	=	4000	
	 (c)	3000	+	7000	=	10	000

Challenge:	Teacher	check

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Give	pupils	a	selection	of	three	single-digit	

numbers	to	add.	Discuss	whether	it	matters	what	
order	the	numbers	are	added	in.	Discuss	whether	
it	is	easier	to	add	some	numbers	before	others;	for	
example,	larger	numbers	before	smaller	numbers,	
and	why.

•	 Say	an	addition	fact	and	ask	pupils	an	inverse	
subtraction	fact,	and	vice	versa.

•	 Say	a	multiplication	fact	and	ask	pupils	for	an	
inverse	division	fact,	and	vice	versa.

•	 Say	a	number.	Ask	pupils	to	double	or	halve	the	
number.

•	 Round	given	numbers	to	the	nearest	10,	100	or	
1000.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	
this	copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Checking	calculations	(page	51)

Equivalent Units of Time

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Match	equivalent	measures	written	on	cards;	for	

example,	120	minutes	=	2	hours.	Play	‘Snap’	with	
these	cards.

•	 Play	‘Equivalent	measures	bingo’.

•		 Convert	hours	to	minutes	and	vice	versa;	for	example,	
4	hours	=	240	minutes.

•	 Time	how	long	it	takes	pupils	to	run	100	metres.	List	
their	names	from	fastest	to	slowest.

Answers
	1.	 (a)	60	 (b)	60	 (c)	24	 (d)	7	

(e)	28	and	31	 (f)	365	and	366	
(g)	52	 (h)	12

	2.	year,	month,	week,	day,	hour,	minute,	second

	3.	 1⁄2	day	=	12	hours,	2	minutes	=	120	seconds,	
1⁄2	hour	=	30	minutes,	26	weeks	=	1⁄2	year,	
30	seconds	=	1⁄2	minute,	2	hours	=	120	minutes

	4.	 (a)	180	 (b)	120	 (c)	120	 (d)	30	
(e)	48	 (f)	72	 (g)	4	 (h)	3	
(i)	104	 (j)	156	 (k)	48	 (l)	24

Challenge:	 (a)	Casey,	4	days
	 (b)	

Objective
•	 Convert	between	different	units	of	measure;	for	example,	hour	to	minute.

Name Time
Ben 1500	seconds

Tina 0.5	hours

Priya 34	minutes

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	second,	minute,	hour,	day,	week,	

month,	year.

•	 Ask	verbal	equivalence	questions;	for	example,	360	
seconds	is	the	same	as	how	many	minutes?	3⁄4	of	two	
hours	is	how	many	minutes?

•	 Convert	hours	to	minutes	and	vice	versa;	for	example,	
3	hours	=	180	minutes.

Main teaching activity
Equivalent	units	of	time	(page	11)

Perimeter Formal Units

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	perimeter, distance, edge, area, 

surface, covers, centimetres, square centimetres (cm2), 
square metres (m2), square millimetres (mm2).

•	 Demonstrate	how	to	measure	the	perimeter	of	a	
rectangle	drawn	onto	squared	paper.

•	 Demonstrate	how	to	measure	the	perimeter	of	a	small	
object	(e.g.	book)	using	centimetres.

•	 Answer	verbal	questions	involving	perimeters;	for	
example,	The	perimeter	of	a	square	is	24	cm.	What	
length	is	each	side	of	the	square?	How	long	is	the	
perimeter	of	a	4	cm	x	5	cm	rectangle?

•	 Discuss	and	explain	a	short	way	to	work	out	the	
perimeter	of	a	rectangle.

•	 Give	pupils	a	unit	of	measurement;	for	example,	cm,	
m,	km.	Ask	pupils	to	say	perimeters	that	could	be	
measured	using	the	units;	for	example,	cm	=	reading	
book,	m	=	playground.

•	 Respond	to	oral	multiple-choice	questions;	for	
example,	Would	the	perimeter	of	a	dictionary	be	
about	70	mm,	70	cm	or	70	m?

•	 Explain	that	perimeter	can	be	expressed	algebraically	
as	2(a	+	b)	where	a	and	b	are	the	dimensions	in	the	
same	unit.

Main teaching activity
Perimeter	–	formal	units	(page	17)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Estimate,	measure	and	record	the	perimeters	of	small	

objects	using	centimetres.	Record	results	in	a	simple	
table.

•	 Order	perimeters	from	smallest	to	largest,	and	vice	
versa.

•	 Draw	around	a	square.	Measure	the	perimeter	
in	centimetres.	Do	the	sides	all	have	the	same	
measurement?	

•	 Draw	different	rectangles	onto	squared	paper.	
Measure	the	perimeters	and	write	them	into	the	
middle	of	the	shapes.

•	 Draw	two	shapes	with	a	perimeter	of	16	cm.	Which	
has	the	largest	area?

•	 Answer	word	problems	involving	perimeter;	for	
example,	A	rectangular	garden	measures	15	m	by	5	
m.	How	many	metres	of	fencing	are	needed	to	totally	
enclose	the	garden?

Answers
	1.		(a)	16	cm	 (b)	18	cm	 (c)	14	cm

	2.		(a)	12	cm	 (b)	14	cm	 (c)	20	cm	
(d)	14	m	 (e)	12	m	 (f)	20	m

Challenge:		 (a)	3	cm,	3	cm,	12	cm	
	 (b)	2	cm,	4	cm,	12	cm	
	 (c)	3	cm,	4	cm,	14	cm

Objective
•	 Measure	and	calculate	the	perimeter	of	a	rectilinear	figure	(including	squares)	in	centimetres	and	metres.

Week 3
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	right angle, 90˚, 180˚, 360˚, 

quarter turn, half turn, whole turn, degree.

	•		Look	for	right	angles,	half	right	angles	and	straight	
line	angles	in	the	classroom.

•		 Use	geo-strips	to	demonstrate	right	angles	and	
straight	line	angles.	

•	 Order	pictures	of	angles	from	smallest	to	largest,	and	
vice	versa.

Main teaching activity
Angles	(page	63)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Sort	2-D	shapes	according	to	whether	they	have	right	

angles.

•		 Fold	a	piece	of	paper	to	make	a	right	angle.	Use	it	to	
find	right	angles	in	the	classroom.	Write	a	list	of	right	
angles	found.

•		 Use	two	geo-strips	to	make	right	angles,	straight	line	
angles,	angles	smaller	than	a	right	angle	and	angles	
greater	than	a	right	angle.

•		 Look	at	an	assortment	of	angles.	Sort	them	into	two	
groups;	angles	which	are	smaller	than	a	right	angle	
and	angles	which	are	larger.

•		 Draw	and	label	classroom	objects	that	have	right	
angles.

•		 Use	a	set	square	to	draw	angles	of	45˚	and	90˚.

Answers
	1.		Teacher	check

	2.		Right	angles (red)	=	a,	c,	d	and	g

	 	Straight	line	angles (yellow) =	b	and	h

	 	Half	right	angles	(blue) =	e,	f	and	i

Challenge: 	 Square	or	rectangle.

Objective
•	 Compare	and	order	angles	up	to	two	right	angles	by	size.

Identifying Angles

TEACHER INFORMATION
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	right angle, 90˚, 180˚, 360˚, 

quarter turn, half turn, whole turn, degree.

	•	 Look	for	right	angles,	half	right	angles	and	straight	
line	angles	in	the	classroom.

•	 Use	geo-strips	to	demonstrate	right	angles	and	
straight	line	angles.	

•	 Order	pictures	of	angles	from	smallest	to	largest,	and	
vice	versa.

Main teaching activity
Identifying	angles	(page	65)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Sort	2-D	shapes	according	to	whether	they	have	right	

angles.

•		 Fold	a	piece	of	paper	to	make	a	right	angle.	Use	it	to	
find	right	angles	in	the	classroom.	Write	a	list	of	right	
angles	found.

•		 Use	two	geo-strips	to	make	right	angles,	straight	line	
angles,	angles	smaller	than	a	right	angle	and	angles	
greater	than	a	right	angle.

•		 Look	at	an	assortment	of	angles.	Sort	them	into	two	
groups;	angles	which	are	smaller	than	a	right	angle	
and	angles	which	are	larger.

•		 Draw	and	label	classroom	objects	that	have	right	
angles.

•		 Use	a	set	square	to	draw	angles	of	45˚	and	90˚.

Answers
	1.	 Teacher	check

	2.		The	following	shapes	should	be	coloured	red:		
a,	c,	e,	g	and	h.

Challenge: 	 Teacher	check

Objective
•	 Compare	and	order	angles	up	to	two	right	angles	by	size.

Choosing Materials
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Before the lesson

Materials needed

•	 Each	group:	about	four	each	of	10-cm	squares	of	paper	towel,	tissue,	writing	
paper,	magazine	paper,	newspaper,	aluminium	foil;	a	jar	of	water,	teaspoon,	
soft	drink	bottle.

Preparation

•	 Cut	out	10-cm	squares	of	the	paper	towel	for	the	absorbency	test.

•	 Prepare	a	wet	area	for	the	test.

The lesson

Stimulus

•	 Discuss	what	may	happen	if	pencils	were	made	of	glass,	chairs	of	concrete,	
pillows	of	steel	etc.

•	 Spill	 some	 water	 and	 try	 to	 mop	 it	 up	 with	 steel	 wool	 or	 something	
inappropriate.

What to do

•	 Discuss	why	specific	materials	have	been	chosen	to	make	certain	objects.	For	
example,	a	bath	toy	is	often	made	of	plastic	so	it	will	float	and	does	not	absorb	
water.

•	 In	groups,	pupils	complete	Question	1	on	the	worksheet.

•	 As	a	class,	discuss	the	reasons	given	in	the	last	column.

	 Note:	This	could	be	one	lesson	finished.

•	 Demonstrate	the	testing	procedure	to	the	class;	i.e.	one	teaspoon	of	water	to	
be	absorbed.

•	 Pupils	complete	their	testing.	(Each	group	has	about	four	pieces	of	each	material	
to	test,	so	they	can	do	a	test	run	first	before	recording.)

•	 Pupils	complete	the	questions	about	the	test.

After the lesson

Answers

1.	Possible	answers

•	 Soft	drink	bottle	–	plastic	–	transparent	to	see	drink,	flexible	and	will	not	break	
if	dropped.

•	 Window	–	glass	and	wood,	nails,	plastic	–	transparent,	the	light	comes	in,	we	
can	see	in	and	out,	hard.

•	 Shirt	–	cloth	and	plastic	buttons	–	light,	flexible,	dries	quickly	when	washed,	
soft	to	touch	(feels	nice).

2.–	4.

	 Teacher	check.	(Pupils	should	come	to	the	conclusion	that	good	absorbent	paper	
has	open	weave	material	and	is	light	and	dry.

Additional activities

•	 Continue	the	activity	in	Question	1	with	different	objects.	

Display ideas

•	 Set	up	a	display	of	the	materials	and	a	selection	of	the	worksheets.

Objective

•	 identify	and	investigate	
materials	that	absorb	water	and	
those	that	are	waterproof

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	
experimenting

•	 Analysing	(interpreting)

•	 Recording	and	communicating	

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

Background information

Properties	 of	materials	 are	 those	
characteristics	 of	 materials	 that	
determine	their	suitability	for	specific	
applications.	

Through	 this	 unit,	 pupils	 should	
extend	 their	 knowledge	 of	 the	
range	of	materials	we	use	and	of	the	
properties	that	characterise	them.	

This	 knowledge	 should	 help	
them	 recognise	 what	 needs	 to	
be	 considered	when	 a	material	 is	
chosen	for	a	particular	use.

Properties and characteristics of materials ~ Activity  3Choosing materials

Materials to Make a Home
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Paper,	cardboard,	adhesive	tape,	blocks,	plastic,	polystyrene,	lolly	sticks,	toothpicks,		
bubble	wrap,	fabric	and	any	other	available	materials	including	natural	materials	
(sticks,	 leaves	 etc.),	 tissue	 boxes,	 cereal	 boxes,	 cling	 film	 tubes,	 egg	 cartons,	
greaseproof	 paper,	 aluminium	 foil,	 food	wrap,	modelling	 clay,	 large	 butcher’s					
paper	for	designing,	pictures	or	photographs	of	different	animals	and	their	homes	
(optional).

Preparation

•	 Sort	 the	 class	 into	 groups	 of	 five	 or	 six.	 Distribute	 the	 material	 among	 each	
group.

•	 Ask	pupils	to	bring	in	a	model	person	or	toy	(such	as	an	action	figure	doll).

The lesson

Stimulus

•	 Show	pictures	of	different	animals.	Ask	the	class	to	identify	what	types	of	home	
each	animal	has.

What to do

•	 Pupils	look	at	each	of	the	animals	in	Question	1	and	decide	what	type	of	home	
they	have.	They	match	the	animals	to	the	home.

•	 In	pairs,	 the	pupils	discuss	 the	 types	of	materials	 each	of	 the	homes	 listed	 in	
Question	1	are	made	from	and	list	them	in	Question	2.	

•	 Discuss	that	some	materials	are	natural	and	others	are	manufactured.	Write	the	
headings	‘manufactured’	and	‘natural’	on	the	board.	Ask	the	class	to	try	to	list	
as	many	different	materials	for	each	heading	as	possible.	(Refer	to	‘Background	
information’).	

•	 Pupils	consider	the	manufactured	materials	that	are	used	to	build	our	homes	and	
the	properties	that	building	materials	should	have;	for	example,	strong,	sturdy,	
waterproof.

•	 In	pairs,	pupils	decide	what	 type	of	house	 they	would	 like	 to	 construct.	They	
evaluate	the	materials	available,	whether	other	materials	are	required	and	attempt	
to	source	the	materials.

•	 Pupils	plan	and	design	their	house.	They	need	to	consider	constraints	such	as	time,	
materials	available,	cost,	tools	available,	scale	too	large	for	classroom.

•	 Once	designed	and	created,	pupils	comment	on	the	materials	they	chose	and	why.	
They	also	consider	how	they	could	improve	their	house.

After the lesson

Answers

1.	(a)		hermit	crab	–	shell

	 (b)	 beaver	–	lodge

	 (c)	 bee	–	hive

	 (d)	 squirrel	–	nest

	 (e)		mole	–	burrow

Additional activities

•	 Pupils	write	an	explanation	of	why	they	chose	the	materials	for	their	home	and	
how	they	constructed	it	in	polished	form;	attach	to	the	house	for	display.

Display ideas

•	 Display	 the	 pupils’	 model	 homes.	 If	 available,	 use	 a	 digital	 camera	 to	 take	
photographs	of	the	pupils	planning	and	building	their	homes	to	display	with	the	
models.

Objectives

•	 begin	to	explore	how	
different	materials	may	be	
used	in	the	construction	
of	homes	suited	to	their	
environments

•	 begin	to	distinguish	between	
natural	and	manufactured	
materials

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	
experimenting

•	 Recording	and	
communicating

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

•	 Planning

•	 Making

•	 Evaluating

Background information

Properties	of	materials	are	those	
characteristics	 of	materials	 that	
determine	 their	 suitability	 for	
specific	purposes.	Some	materials	
occur	naturally	and	others	do	not.	
Natural	materials	may	come	from	
underground;	 for	 example,	 oil,	
rock,	metals,	slate	or	clay.	Other	
materials	may	come	from	living	
things;	for	example,	wood,	wool,	
cotton,	leather,	silk	or	rubber.

Some	 materials	 come	 from	
natural	elements	that	have	been	
changed,	 for	 example	 sand–
glass,	clay–crockery,	bricks.

Some	materials	are	synthetic	such	
as	nylon,	plastic	and	fibreglass.

Properties and characteristics of materials ~ Activity 4Materials to make a home

2.	Teacher	check.

3.	(a)	 bricks,	 cement,	 plaster,	 timber,	
ceramic	tiles.	

	 (b)		Answers	will	vary.

4.	Teacher	check.

Changing by Heating
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Stimulus:	popcorn,	butter,	electric	frying	pan,	marshmallow,	fork,	candle	flame	
or	oven	hotplate.

•	 Lesson:	eggs,	saucepan,	knife,	uncooked	potato	chip,	oil	for	frying,	frying	pan,	
slice	of	bread,	toaster,	butter,	oven	with	hotplates.

Preparation 

•	 Ensure	all	materials	are	on	hand.	Pupils	should	be	able	to	have	a	clear	view	of	
what	is	happening	without	being	too	near	heating	elements.

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Heat	popcorn	or	toast	marshmallows	and	allow	pupils	to	eat	a	sample.	Discuss	
what	happened	to	the	popcorn	or	marshmallow	–	colour,	size,	shape,	smell	
etc.

What to do 

•	 Allow	selected	pupils	to	help	you	with	each	experiment	while	others	observe.	

•	 Before	each	experiment,	discuss	and	record	descriptions	of	 the	egg,	butter,	
potato	and	bread.	(Crack	the	egg	to	observe	what	it	looks	like	inside	before	
heating.)

•	 After	heating	(and	cooling)	each	substance,	discuss	and	record	new	observations.	
(Peel	and	cut	egg	in	half	so	pupils	see	it	is	hard-boiled.)

•	 Pupils	complete	the	copymaster.

After the lesson

Answers 

•	 (a)	 hard-boiled	 (b)	 toast	 (c)	 chip	 (d)	 melted

Additional activities 

•	 Discuss,	then	write	and	draw	about	the	dangers	involved	in	and	rules	concerning	
the	heating	of	substances.

•	 Participate	in	cooking	activities	such	as	baking	a	cake	and	observe	and	record	
how	the	cake	etc.	changed	during	the	cooking	process.

Display ideas 

•	 Pupils	can	find	or	draw	pictures	to	add	to	a	chart	displaying	what	substances	
looked	like	before	and	after	heating;	for	example,	water	–	steam	from	a	kettle	or	
pot;	raw	sausage	–	barbecued	sausage,	plus	those	used	on	the	copymaster.

Objective

•	 explore	the	effects	of	heating	
and	cooling	on	a	range	of	
liquids	and	solids

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating	

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

Background information

Heating	 a	 substance	 by	 boiling,	
frying,	toasting	etc.	causes	a	chemical	
reaction	 to	 occur.	 The	 substance	
changes	from	one	state	to	another.	
For	example,	when	butter	is	heated	it	
becomes	a	liquid.	Some	substances,	
such	as	butter,	return	to	their	original	
state	when	cooled.	Others,	such	as	
bread	or	 eggs,	will	 remain	 in	 their	
new	state.

Materials and change  ~ Activity 1Changing by heating

Week 3
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. The following should be ticked: an opening paragraph, 
paragraphs of information, maps and images  

 2. latitude, altitude, winds, distance from the sea, ocean 
currents  

 3. (a) vegetation (b) animals
(c) thinner (d) rain
(e) invisible lines running horizontally across the earth’s 

surface
(f) height above sea level  

 4. spread over a wide area  
 5. The air is thinner and cannot hold heat as easily.  
 6. Coastal regions get more rain because moisture from the sea 

forms clouds and falls as rain or evaporates before it reaches 
the inland regions.  

 7. Answers will vary. 
 8. Polar regions would get hotter because the sun’s rays would 

have a shorter distance to travel.

Word Reading 

 1. (a)	 affected—influenced	or	touched	by	something;	
effected—caused	to	happen;	bring	about	

	 	 (b)	 current—a	body	of	water	or	air	moving	in	a	different	
direction; 
currant—a	small	dried	fruit	made	from	a	grape		

 2. (a)	 Latin—trans	(across),	portare	(carry);	transport–	carry	
across

(b) Answers may include: transfer, transit, translate, 
transplant  

 3. evaporates, colder, dispersed, climatic, precipitation, thinner, 
temperatures, territories, hotter

 4. (a) –ly (b) easily, easy
 5. (a) equator (b) horizon/horizontal

(c) add/addition/additional 
(d) pole

 6. (a) moisture (b) Teacher check

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C1 Ask the pupils to write a short summary of this 
explanation in bullet points. The summary should explain 
what climate is, and include a description of the five 
factors that affect climate.

C12 Pupils should write a list of questions they would like to 
have answered about the six climatic zones.

WR2 Say the following words out loud. Tell pupils to write them 
into two lists, according to whether they have the suffix 
‘-ture’ or ‘-sure’: 

adventure, treasure, measure, moisture, creature, assure, 
furniture, picture, pleasure, enclosure

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	activities	on	page	47	focus	on	definitions	of	words,	dictionary	
usage, a range of suffixes and root words.

Introduction

•	 Reread	the	text,	but	first	explain	to	pupils	that	the	focus	will	be	on	
words. While reading, ask pupils to find and circle words ending 
in ‘-er’. (larger, colder, further, cooler, thinner, lower, milder, hotter, 
wetter). Explain to pupils that words that end in ‘-er’, if being used 
to compare something to one other thing, are called ‘comparatives’. 
Ask pupils if they know the word ending that is used to compare 
something to more than one other thing (-est). Tell pupils these 
words are called ‘superlatives’. Can pupils see any superlatives in 
the text? (lowest, highest).

Development

•	 Ensure	pupils	are	 familiar	with	 the	term	‘homophone’.	Give	some	
examples (berry/bury, scene/seen, plain/plane). Elicit some 
examples from the pupils. Pupils suggest sentences for pairs of 
homophones, to be written onto the board; for example, main/mane 
= He is walking down the main road./That horse has a beautiful 
mane.

•	 Look	at	words	with	the	suffix	‘-ly’.	Tell	pupils	that	this	suffix	is	added	
to an adjective to form an adverb. Explain that usually the suffix 
is added straight onto the end of most root words; for example, 
sadly, finally. However, there are exceptions, which should also be 
explained to the pupils: 

 (1) If the root word ends in ‘-y’ with a consonant letter before it, the 
‘y’ is changed to ‘i’, but only if the root word has more than one 
syllable; for example, happily.

 (2) If the root word ends with ‘-le’, the ‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly’; for 
example, simply.

 (3) If the root word ends with ‘-ic’, ‘-ally’ is added rather than just 
‘-ly’; for example, basically. An exception is ‘publicly’.

 (4) The words truly, duly and wholly.

•	 Discuss	the	word	reading	activities	on	page	47,	then	allow	pupils	to	
complete the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 Explain	that	the	prefix	‘trans-’	means	‘carry	across’.	Ask	pupils	how	
the word ‘transport’ has this meaning.

•	 Pupils	should	use	a	dictionary	to	find	other	words	with	this	prefix.	
They should write the words in a sentence, using the correct 
context.

•	 More	able	pupils	should	find	more	words	with	the	prefix	‘trans-’	and	
write more complicated sentences.

Review

•	 As	a	class,	compare	the	sentences.

Assessment and Answers
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Answers

Comprehension

 1. … give brief biographies of three landscape painters.
 2. Answers may include six of the following: name, date of birth 

and death, birthplace, when and where studied, painting style, 
notable achievements, famous paintings.

 3. Gainsborough—merged	human	figures	with	landscapes;	used	
observations of nature to paint, not formal rules.
Constable—brilliant	colour	and	lively	brushwork	to	show	light	
and movement in clouds and sky.
Turner—‘painter	of	light’—emphasised	light	and	colour	in	
paintings. 

 4. (a)	 inspired—filled	with	the	urge	to	do	something	creative
  (b) notorious—famous	or	well-known	for	some	bad	quality	or	

deed 
  (c) preliminary—	preceding	or	done	in	preparation	for	

something
  (d) topographical—relating	to	the	arrangement	or	accurate	

representation of the physical features of an area 
 5. To become well-known (or make a name for himself) so that 

he could continue to work as an artist. 
 6. Many brief points of information can be included. 
 7. Gainsborough and Turner

Word Reading 

 1. Answers may include any from the following list: landscape, 
portrait(s), artists, engraving, painted, painter, figure, painting, 
oil, watercolour, techniques, colour, brushwork, light, sketches, 
water colourist, sketched, pencil, exhibit.  

 2. Answers will include eight from the following list: landscape 
painter, portrait painter, weaver, merchant, water colourist, 
printmaker, barber, wig maker, architect, topographical 
draughtsman. 

 3. (a)	 favourite—best-liked
(b)	 lively—energetic
(c)	 observations—ideas		

 4. good fortune
 5. watercolour, brushwork, printmaker, draughtsmen, fishermen, 

shipwrecks, sunlight
 6. (a) techniques 

(b) Answers could include: antique, boutique, unique.
 7. notorious, famous
 8. Latin ‘prae’ meaning ‘before’ and ‘limen’ meaning ‘threshold’; 

‘pre-’ means ‘before’.

Notes and Guidance 
(continued)

Assessment

C1 Ask the pupils to write a list of ten things they learnt from 
the biographies. Were there any facts in the text that they 
already knew?

C5 Ask the pupils to write definitions of the following words:

biography, portrait, merchant, notorious, lively, architect, 
exhibition, catastrophe

WR2 Present the following list of words to the pupils and ask 
them to sort them according to whether they have a ‘gue’ 
or ‘que’ ending:

technique, antique, analogue, tongue, boutique, unique, 
league, catalogue, barbeque

Word Reading

Teacher Information

•	 The	 activities	 on	 page	 53	 focus	 on	 specialist	 vocabulary,	
synonyms, antonyms, compound words, the /k/ sound spelt 
‘que’, the suffix ‘-ous’ and word origins.

Introduction

•	 Reread	the	text,	but	first	explain	to	pupils	that	the	focus	will	be	
on words. While reading, ask pupils to circle words that are the 
names of occupations. Discuss which of these occupations are 
still common today.

Development

•	 Ensure	 pupils	 are	 familiar	 with	 the	 terms	 ‘synonym’	 and	
‘antonym’. Give some examples (happy: synonym is glad, 
antonym is sad). Elicit some examples from the pupils. Pupils 
suggest sentences for pairs of synonyms and antonyms, to be 
written onto the board; for example, happy = glad/sad. Ben was 
glad he had homework, but Krista was sad.

•	 Tell	 pupils	 that	words	 ending	 in	 ‘-que’	 have	 a	 ‘k’	 sound	 and	
are French in origin. Say some ‘-que’ words aloud, and have 
pupils repeat them, to hear the sound. For example, technique, 
boutique, unique, antique.

•	 Look	at	words	with	 the	suffix	‘-ous’.	Discuss	 that	sometimes	
there is not an obvious root word; for example, ‘poisonous’ has 
the root word ‘poison’, but there is no root word for ‘jealous’. 
Explain that whilst ‘-ous’ can be added to many root words, 
‘-our’ is changed to ‘-or’ before ‘-ous’ is added; for example, 
humorous, glamorous.

•	 Tell	pupils	that	the	prefix	‘pre-’	means	‘previous	to’	or	‘before’.	
Ask pupils to find the word beginning with this prefix in the text 
(preliminary). Ask them to explain what ‘preliminary’ means. 
Pupils should suggest other words that start with this prefix.

•	 Discuss	 the	 word	 reading	 activities	 on	 page	 53,	 then	 allow	
pupils to complete the page independently.

Differentiated Individual/Paired/Group Work

•	 Pupils	should	find	and	discuss	the	compound	words	in	the	text.	

•	 Pupils	should	think	of	other	compound	words	that	contain	the	
words ‘sun’, ‘light’, ‘work’ and ‘ship’, and write a list for each 
word.

•	 More	able	pupils	should	write	a	longer	list	than	less	able	pupils.

Review

•	 As	a	class,	compare	pupils’	lists	of	words.	Which	of	the	words	
has the greatest number of compound words? Was it easier to 
find compound words with the chosen word at the beginning or 
end? Why do pupils think this is?

Assessment and Answers

World Climatic Zones Great British Artists

Week 4
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Parts of speech
Comparatives and superlatives

Focus

Comparative and superlative adjectives

Definitions

•	 Comparative adjectives are words used to 
compare two things, usually by adding the suffix er.

 Example:

tall, taller

•	 Superlative adjectives are words used to compare 
more than two things, usually by adding the suffix 
est.

 Example:

brave, bravest

Explanation

•	 If	the	adjective	has	two	or	more	syllables,	‘more’	or	
‘most’	is	usually	added	before	the	adjective.

 Example:

terrible, more terrible, most terrible

•	 But	if	the	adjective	of	two	or	more	syllables	ends	in	
‘y’,	er or est is usually used.

 Example:

ugly, uglier, ugliest

•	 Some	comparative	and	superlative	adjectives	are	
irregular.

 Example:

bad, worse, worst
good, better, best

Worksheet information

•	 Use	the	information	at	the	top	of	page	17	to	discuss	
with	the	pupils	how	‘er’	and	‘est’	are	added	to	
adjectives	to	compare	things.	Use	qualities	of	
common objects in the classroom or pupils to 
practise the concept; e.g. identify three pupils—a 
pupil with long hair, a pupil with longer hair and a 
pupil with the longest hair.

	 Note	how	‘the’	is	often	used	before	the	superlative	
form (the longest hair).

•	 Pupils	complete	the	paragraph	in	Activity	1,	
changing the adjectives when necessary by adding 
‘er’	or	‘est’.	Remind	them	to	change	the	‘y’	to	‘i’	
before	adding	‘er’	or	‘est’.

•	 Use	the	information	above	Activity	2	to	discuss	how	
‘more’	and	‘most’	are	also	used	before	adjectives	
when comparing. To complete Activity 2, pupils need 
to	identify	when	to	add	‘er’	,‘est’,	‘more’	or	‘most’	to	
an	adjective.	Remind	them	again	to	change	the	‘y’	to	
‘i’	before	adding	‘er’	or	‘est’.

•	 Activity	3	provides	practice	in	using	the	correct	
comparative or superlative form of adjectives. 
Compare answers.

Ideas for further practice

•	 Pupils	compile	two	lists	of	comparative	and	
superlative	adjectives—one	where	‘er’	and	‘est’	is	
added	and	the	other	where	‘more’	and	‘most’	are	
used.	They	could	work	in	small	groups	and	make	
decisions about which words use either form by 
putting the words in sentences and saying them 
aloud. This is often a good way to decide. Expect a 
few	giggles	when	someone	says	something	like	‘My	
sandwich is deliciouser	than	yours!’

•	 The	activity	above	will	probably	help	pupils	to	
identify irregular forms of the comparative and 
superlative.	These	include	‘good/better/best’,	‘many/
more/most’;	‘bad/worse/worst’	and	‘little/less/least’.	
Pupils	could	use	these	words	in	spoken	or	written	
sentences or paragraphs in pairs or groups.

Answers

	 1.	 wavy,	cheeky,	wavier,	cheekier,	waviest,	cheekiest

 2. (a) tidy, tidier, tidiest
  (b) famous, more famous, most famous
  (c) narrow, narrower, narrowest
  (d) horrible, more horrible, most horrible
  (e) wonderful, more wonderful, most wonderful

	 3.	 Teacher	check
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Parts of speech
Adverbs

Focus

Common adverbs of manner and time

Definition

•	 An	adverb is a word that adds information, usually 
to a verb and can tell how (manner), when (time) or 
where (place) something happens.

 Example:

Today (time), the boys rudely (manner) 
interrupted the concert by running upstairs 
(place).

	 Note:	Adverbs	can	modify	(add	information	to)	any	
words that are not nouns or pronouns. (These are 
modified by adjectives.)

Explanation

•	 Adverbs	can	clarify	meaning	by	telling	more	about	
the action, allowing for greater precision and adding 
interest to writing.

Worksheet information

•	 Discuss	the	things	some	family	members	can	
do really well and how sometimes other family 
members	do	not	have	the	same	talents.	Introduce	
the concept and discuss ways in which some 
members of a family can be opposites; for example, 
in	height,	hair	colour,	personality,	likes,	dislikes,	
interests and habits.

•	 Read	the	text	then	discuss	why	some	words	are	
in bold. Remind pupils that words telling about 
something someone does or things that happen are 
called verbs (see pages 6–11) and that these words 
are all verbs.

•	 Some	pupils	may	need	assistance	to	understand	
the meaning of some of the adverbs used in the 
text. They should be encouraged to use contextual 
information. 

•	 Identify	‘sang’	(the	first	two	verbs	in	bold)	and	
discuss the words that tell how	Dave	and	Dad	sang.	
These are adverbs and should be underlined.

•	 Identify	the	adverbs	that	tell	how each boy played 
and underline them. 

•	 Pupils	complete	Question	1	by	identifying	and	
underlining the adverbs that describe each of the 
verbs in bold in the text .

•	 Revise	adjectives	(see	pages	12–17)	before	pupils	
change	the	adjectives	to	adverbs	in	Question	2.

•	 As	many	of	the	adverbs	are	quite	long	and	may	not	
be easy for some pupils to spell, encourage them to 
copy the words carefully from the text.

•	 Explain	that	adverbs	cannot	only	tell	how something 
happened, but they can also tell about when and 
where, it happened. 

•	 In	Question	3,	pupils	will	need	to	identify	the	adverb	
telling when the verb happened, then change it and 
rewrite the sentence so it has the opposite meaning. 

Ideas for further practice

•	 Pupils	work	in	pairs	to	mime	one	action	completed	
in	opposite	ways.	Other	pupils	should	identify	what	
they are both doing and how they are individually 
doing it; for example, ‘You are both brushing your hair, 
but one is brushing slowly and the other is brushing 
quickly’.

•	 Demonstrate	the	function	of	adverbs	by	writing	a	
simple sentence on the board.

 Example:

The boys walked.

	 Ask	the	question	how and add different adverbs 
of	manner	after	‘walked’.	Then	ask	when they 
walked and add possible answers at the beginning 
of	the	sentence.	Individual	pupils	then	take	turns	at	
compiling a sentence from the possibilities listed on 
the board.

 Example:

Recently, the boys walked sadly.

Answers

 1.  The following adverbs should be underlined: 
beautifully, woefully, enthusiastically, reluctantly, 
swiftly,	easily,	slowly,	awkwardly,	neatly,	carelessly,	
patiently,	perfectly,	quickly,	messily

 2.  (b) woefully (c) enthusiastically (d) carelessly 
(e) patiently (f) messily

 3. Answers may include:

  (a) earlier  later

  (b) After  Before

  (c) always  never
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• the report is 
written in the 
third person; 
e.g. Elise, she

• information is 
organised into 
paragraphs

• the present 
tense is used; 
e.g. appears, 
travels

• technical 
vocabulary 
is used; e.g. 
short corners, 
tackling

1 Reports TEACHERS NOTES

Conclusion – 
a personal comment 
about the subject

Title

Classification – 
general statement 
about the subject of the 
report

Fairview Hockey Club

Progress report – Elise Brown – mixed under 12

Elise plays hockey for the Fairview Hockey Club. She is a member of the 
mixed under 12-year-old team.
Elise attends training every week and is always punctual. She remembers her 
hockey gear, including her hockey stick, mouthguard and shin pads. During 
games, Elise is always in the correct Fairview hockey uniform. 
Although this is only Elise’s second season playing hockey, she is learning 
important skills such as passing, hitting and dribbling.
Elise is gaining an understanding of the positions on the field and the player’s 
roles in these positions. Playing left wing for two years now, Elise appears 
quite confident in the role. She travels with the ball down the left side of the 
field and passes it off to her team mates. Next season, Elise needs to work on 
travelling with the ball into the D and scoring goals. With confidence, Elise will 
be able to do this. 
Elise positions herself well during short corners and is gaining some tackling 
skills. She is progressing well as a hockey player and continues to improve her 
skills. 

Well done on a great season, Elise! Keep it up!

Description – 
provides accurate 
description and facts

Structural and language features are shown on the left and right of the text below.

Teacher information

• Read the progress report with the pupils and discuss the 
features of a report.

•	 Work through the analysis on page 40 with the class. 
Explain that	I,	we,	my,	our	are examples of the first	
person,	you	and	yours	are examples of the	second	
person	and	he,	she,	it,	they,	their	and	names	are examples 
of the third person; for example:

	 I	hit the hockey ball. – first person
	 You	hit the hockey ball. – second person
	 James	hit the hockey ball. They hit the hockey ball – third 

person

• Before pupils attempt to plan and write their own progress 
report, model this process with the whole class. Suggested 
topics could include a dance recital report, school report or 
a piano exam report.

• Pupils should use page 41 to plan and write their own 
progress report. Suggest to the class they should choose 
the sport they know the most about.

• If the pupils have written their progress report about a well-
known athlete, find pictures of the athlete and display the 
reports with the pictures. Alternatively, pupils could draw the 
subject of their report playing the sport they have chosen. 
(Publishing/Display/Purpose)

• Choose the best or most humorous report and publish it 
in the school’s weekly newsletter. Ask a group of pupils to 
write a paragraph explaining the task to accompany the 
report. (Audience/Purpose)

• The activity can be integrated with health and physical 
education. Discuss the importance of feedback and 
guidance when learning a new sport. (Context/Purpose)

Answers

Page 40

1. Fairview Hockey Club

2. (a) True

 (b) False

 (c) True

3. (a) 5

 (b) (i) Paragraph 2

  (ii) Teacher check

 (c) (i) plays

  (ii) attends, is

 (d) (i) Elise positions herself well during short corners.

 (e) Teacher check

4. (a) Elise’s hockey coach

 (b) Teacher check
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The Trojan horse
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for proper nouns
• Full stops
• Grammatical commas

Grammar

• Verb tenses – past tense
• Adjectives
• Nouns – common nouns, plural nouns

Spelling

• Confused words: quiet/quite, sale/sail, 
bought/brought

• Misspelt words

Vocabulary

• Synonyms

Teacher information

 A recount is a retelling of past events in time order.

Answers

Queen Helen of Greece was kidnapped by Prince Paris who took her back to his 
home in Troy. The Greek people were very upset and sent Ulysses and his 
warriors to Troy to get their queen back.

Athena, the goddess of war, told Ulysses to build a 
huge wooden horse and to leave it outside the gates 
of Troy. The Greeks pretended to leave Troy 
but instead they hid inside the huge horse.

The Trojans discovered the horse and brought 
it into their city. Believing the war was over, they had a huge 
celebration. Afterwards, when everyone was tired, they all fell asleep.

When all was quiet, the Greeks opened the wooden horse and attacked the 
Trojans. They rescued Queen Helen and set sail for their home in Greece.

1. Missing punctuation is in bold type.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
upset, pretended, instead, brought, Afterwards, quiet, sail

3. (a) The past tense of each verb is underlined.
to send – sent, to tell – told, to bring – brought, 
to discover – discovered, to open – opened, to rescue – rescued

 (b) The fi rst 3 are irregular, complete word changes. The last 3 are regular, add -ed.

 (c) (i) huge, wooden

  (ii) home, people, warriors, queen  

  (iii) Possible answers: people, warriors, gates, Greeks, Trojans

4. (a) Teacher check, possible answers include: enormous, gigantic, immense

Comparing Things Adverbs

Report

The Trojan Horse

Week 4
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Pottery houses
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Full stops
• Commas in a list
• Colons – recognition

Grammar

• Adverbs
• Pronouns

Spelling

• Misspelt words
• Silent letters

Writing

• Rewriting a list as a sentence

Teacher information

 A procedure shows how something is done. Instructions are written using command verbs, usually 
at the beginning of sentences. 

Answers

Materials:

• pencil • scissors

• paper • rolling pin

• string • a ball of clay

• skewer • carving tools

• knife • 2 fl at, thin pieces of wood

Instructions:

1. Roll the clay between the pieces of 
wood until it is an even thickness.

2. Use paper about the same size as 
the clay to draw a house shape.

3. Cut out the house, place it on the 
clay and trace around it with the 
knife. Remove the extra clay.

4. Use the tools or excess clay to add 
detail to the house shape.

5. Poke a hole near the top with the 
skewer.

6. Allow to dry and hang by the string 
to display.

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in 
bold type.

 (b) The colons are circled.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in 
italic type.
pencil, scissors, skewer, 
pieces, thickness, trace, knife

 (b) knife

 (c) Teacher check

3. (a) Teacher check

 (b) (i) girl: she, her, hers 

  (ii) boy: he, him, his

  (iii) parents: they, them, theirs

  (iv) toy: it, its

4. Teacher check

Pottery Houses
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Monkeynaut
Teachers notes

Lesson focus

Punctuation

• Capital letters for sentence beginnings
• Capital letters for proper nouns
• Full stops
• Grammatical commas

Grammar

• Verb tenses

Spelling

• Misspelt words

Vocabulary

• Compound words
• Synonyms
• Shortened forms

Teacher information

 A recount is a retelling of past events in time order. 

Answers

Gordo, the squirrel monkey, was launched into space by the United States Army 
on 13 December 1958 inside the nose-cone of a spacecraft called Jupiter AM-13. 
Scientists wanted to see if a human being could survive a fl ight into space.

Gordo wore a special helmet and was strapped into a chair. 
He had buttons and levers to press during the fl ight to see if 
he could perform jobs as well as survive the fl ight.

Gordo survived the fl ight but, when the spacecraft touched 
down in the Atlantic Ocean he drowned, because the device 
that was supposed to keep him afl oat did not work and sank.

1. (a) Missing punctuation is in bold type.

2. (a) Spelling errors are in italic type.
launched, Scientists, special, fl ight, drowned, afl oat

3. (a) Answers may include:

  (i) is launching, launches

  (ii) is strapped, straps, is strapping

  (iii) survives, survive, is surviving, are surviving

  (iv) is supposed to

4. (a) Answers may include: nose-cone, spacecraft, because, afl oat

 (b) Teacher check

 (c) (i) December (ii) United States

 (d) (i) Rd (ii) km

Monkeynaut

Week 4
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Rounding Numbers to 10

TEACHER INFORMATION
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N
Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Objective
•	 Round	any	number	to	the	nearest	10.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Round	numbers	using	a	number	line;	for	example,	

point	to	a	number	(23)	and	ask	which	are	the	
nearest	tens	(20	and	30).	Count	to	decide	which	is	
the	nearest	to	the	number	(20).

•	 Discuss	what	the	units	digit	should	be	to	round	
down	(1,	2,	3	or	4)	or	up	(5,	6,	7,	8	or	9).

•	 Give	pupils	a	number	between	1	and	99	and	ask	
them	to	verbally	round	it	to	the	nearest	10.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	
this	copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Rounding	numbers	to	10	(page	25)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Estimate	the	answers	to	simple	addition	sums	by	

rounding	the	numbers	first.

•	 Estimate	the	answers	to	simple	subtraction	sums	
by	rounding	the	numbers	first.

•	 Answer	word	problems	on	rounding;	for	example,

	 Ben	is	on	page	62	of	his	reading	book.	Is	he	nearer	
to	page	60	or	70?

	 It	is	44	miles	from	Edinburgh	to	Glasgow.	What	is	
this	to	the	nearest	10	miles?

	 Rose	has	25p	and	Sophie	has	14p.	How	much	
money	do	they	have	altogether,	to	the	nearest	
10p?

Answers
1.	 (a)	10	 (b)	10	 (c)	30	 (d)	50	

(e)	30	 (f)	70	 (g)	20	 (h)	100	
(i)	40	 (j)	30	 (k)	80	 (l)	50

2.	 (a)	0	 (b)	30	 (c)	50	 (d)	50	
(e)	80	 (f)	100

3.	 (a)	10	+	10	=	20	 (b)	20	+	10	=	30	
(c)	20	+	20	=	40	 (d)	20	+	30	=	50	
(e)	30	–	10	=	20	 (f)	40	–	20	=	20	
(g)	60	–	30	=	30	 (h)	80	–	30	=	50

Challenge:	 (a)	17	 (b)	25	 (c)	34	 (d)	55	
	 (e)	18	 (f)	14	 (g)	35	 (h)	41

Rounding Numbers to 100

TEACHER INFORMATION
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N
Number

NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE

Objective
•	 Round	any	number	to	the	nearest	100.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Round	numbers	using	a	number	line	marked	in	

hundreds;	for	example,	point	to	a	number	(234)	
and	ask	which	are	the	nearest	hundreds	(200	and	
300).	Count	to	decide	which	is	the	nearest	to	the	
number	(200).

•	 Discuss	what	the	tens	and	units	digits	should	be	to	
round	down	(01–49)	or	up	(50–99).

•	 Give	pupils	a	number	between	1	and	999	and	ask	
them	to	verbally	round	it	to	the	nearest	100.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	
this	copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Rounding	numbers	to	100	(page	29)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Estimate	the	answers	to	addition	sums	by	

rounding	the	numbers	first.

•	 Estimate	the	answers	to	subtraction	sums	by	
rounding	the	numbers	first.

•	 Answer	word	problems	on	rounding;	for	example,

	 Kelly	is	on	page	162	of	her	maths	book.	Is	she	
nearer	to	page	100	or	200?

	 It	is	315	miles	from	Aberdeen	to	York.	What	is		
this	to	the	nearest	100	miles?

	 David	has	£5.25	and	Jack	has	£3.15.	How	much	
money	do	they	have	altogether,	to	the	nearest	
pound?

Answers
1.	 (a)	0	 (b)	100	 (c)	400	 (d)	300	

(e)	400	 (f)	700	 (g)	200	 (h)	1000	
(i)	700	 (j)	800	 (k)	600	 (l)	600

2.	 (a)	0	 (b)	300	 (c)	700	 (d)	400	
(e)	1000	 (f)	800

3.	 (a)	300	+	100	=	400	 (b)	200	+	100	=	300	
(c)	400	+	300	=	700	 (d)	300	+	500	=	800	
(e)	900	–	400	=	500	 (f)	700	–	700	=	0	
(g)	800	–	300	=	500	 (h)	800	–	500	=	300

Challenge:	 (a)	464	 (b)	247	 (c)	669	 (d)	837	
	 (e)	511	 (f)	48	 (g)	425	 (h)	336

Addition Word Problems

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

TEACHER INFORMATION
N

Number
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Objective
•	 Solve	addition	two-step	problems	in	contexts,	deciding	which	methods	to	use	and	why.

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Solve	more	complicated	addition	word	problems	in	

writing.
•	 Make	up	addition	word	problems	for	a	given	

addition	sum;	for	example,	6	+	18	+	8	=	32

•	 Complete	the	missing	operation	sign	in	sums	with	
it	missing;	for	example,	16	?	18	=	34.

Answers
1.	 (a)	53	birds	 (b)	71	oranges	
	 (c)	53	km		 (d)	71	books	
	 (e)	58	pencils		 (f)	18	pups

2.	 (a)	41,	Teacher	check	 (b)	126,	Teacher	check

Challenge:	Teacher	check	

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Give	pupils	a	selection	of	three	single-digit	

numbers	to	add.	Discuss	whether	it	matters	what	
order	the	numbers	are	added	in.	Discuss	whether	
it	is	easier	to	add	some	numbers	before	others;	for	
example,	larger	numbers	before	smaller	numbers,	
and	why.

•	 Say	an	addition	fact	and	ask	pupils	an	inverse	
subtraction	fact,	and	vice	versa.

•	 Say	a	multiplication	fact	and	ask	pupils	for	an	
inverse	division	fact,	and	vice	versa.

•	 Say	a	number.	Ask	pupils	to	double	or	halve	the	
number.

•	 Round	given	numbers	to	the	nearest	10,	100	or	
1000.

Main teaching activity
Addition	word	problems	(page	53)

Measuring in Square Centimetres

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	perimeter, distance, edge, area, 

surface, covers, footsteps, hand spans, digits, strides, 
centimetres, square centimetres (cm2).

•	 Demonstrate	how	to	measure	the	area	of	a	small	
object	(e.g.	book)	using	squared	centimetres.

•	 Demonstrate	how	to	measure	the	area	of	a	larger	
object	(e.g.	rug)	using	squared	centimetres.

Main teaching activity
Measuring	in	square	centimetres	(page	21)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Draw	simple	shapes	on	squared	paper.	Count	the	

squares	inside	the	shape	to	discover	the	area.

•	 Cover	objects	(e.g.	greetings	card)	with	a	transparent	
centimetre-squared	grid	and	count	the	squares,	to	
work	out	the	area.

•		 Estimate,	measure	and	record	the	areas	of	small	
objects	using	square	centimetres.	Record	results	in	a	
simple	table.

•	 Order	areas	from	smallest	to	largest,	and	vice	versa.

•	 Draw	a	range	of	different	shapes,	all	with	an	area	of	
20	cm2,	onto	squared	paper.	Measure	the	perimeter	of	
each	shape,	and	write	it	in	the	centre	of	the	shape.

Answers
	1.		(a)	4	cm2		 (b)	7	cm2		 (c)	8	cm2		 (d)	10	cm2		

(e)	9	cm2		 (f)	6	cm2		 (g)	5	cm2		 (h)	12	cm2

	2.		a,	g,	f,	b,	c,	e,	d,	h

	3.		Teacher	check

Challenge: 	 Teacher	check

Objective
•	 Find	the	area	of	rectilinear	shapes	by	counting	squares.

Area and Perimeter

TEACHER INFORMATION
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M
Measurement

MEASUREMENT

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	perimeter, distance, edge, area, 

surface, covers, footsteps, hand spans, digits, strides, 
centimetres, square centimetres (cm2).

•	 Demonstrate	how	to	measure	the	perimeter	and	area	
of	a	small	object	(e.g.	book)	using	centimetres	and	
squared	centimetres.

•	 Demonstrate	how	to	measure	the	perimeter	and	area	
of	a	larger	object	(e.g.	rug)	using	centimetres	and	
squared	centimetres.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	this	
copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Area	and	perimeter	(page	23)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objectives
•	 Draw	simple	shapes	on	squared	paper.	Count	the	

squares	inside	the	shape	to	discover	the	area	and	
count	the	squares	around	the	outside	of	the	shape	to	
discover	the	perimeter.

•		 Estimate,	measure	and	record	the	areas	and	
perimeters	of	small	objects	using	square	centimetres	
and	centimetres.	Record	results	in	a	simple	table.

•		 Order	perimeters	and	areas	from	smallest	to	largest,	
and	vice	versa.

•		 Draw	a	range	of	different	shapes,	all	with	a	given	
area,	onto	squared	paper.	Measure	the	perimeter	of	
each	shape,	and	write	it	in	the	centre	of	the	shape.

•		 Draw	a	range	of	different	shapes,	all	with	a	given	
perimeter,	onto	squared	paper.	Measure	the	area	of	
each	shape,	and	write	it	in	the	centre	of	the	shape.

Answers
	1.		(a)	A	=	8	cm2,	P	=	12	cm	

	 	 (b)	A	=	9	cm2,	P	=	12	cm	

	 	 (c)	A	=	12	cm2,	P	=	16	cm	

	 	 (d)	A	=	12	cm2,	P	=	16	cm

	2.	Teacher	check
Challenge:	 Teacher	check

Objectives
•	 Measure	and	calculate	the	perimeter	of	a	rectilinear	figure	(including	squares).

•	 Find	the	area	of	rectilinear	shapes	by	counting	squares.

Ordering Angles

TEACHER INFORMATION
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	right angle, 90˚, 180˚, 360˚, 

quarter turn, half turn, whole turn, degree.

	•		Look	for	right	angles,	half	right	angles	and	straight	
line	angles	in	the	classroom.

•		 Use	geo-strips	to	demonstrate	right	angles	and	
straight	line	angles.	

•		 Sort	a	selection	of	angles	from	smallest	to	largest,	
and	vice	versa.

Interactive whiteboard activity
Interactive	whiteboard	activity	available	to	support	this	
copymaster.	Visit	www.prim-ed.com.

Main teaching activity
Ordering	angles	(page	67)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Sort	2-D	shapes	according	to	whether	they	have	right	

angles.

•		 Fold	a	piece	of	paper	to	make	a	right	angle.	Use	it	to	
find	right	angles	in	the	classroom.	Write	a	list	of	right	
angles	found.

•		 Use	two	geo-strips	to	make	right	angles,	straight	line	
angles,	angles	smaller	than	a	right	angle	and	angles	
greater	than	a	right	angle.

•		 Look	at	an	assortment	of	angles.	Sort	them	into	two	
groups;	angles	which	are	smaller	than	a	right	angle	
and	angles	which	are	larger.

•		 Draw	and	label	classroom	objects	that	have	right	
angles.

•		 Use	a	set	square	to	draw	angles	of	45˚	and	90˚.

•		 Sort	a	selection	of	drawn	angles	from	smallest	to	
largest,	and	vice	versa.

•		 Write	a	list	of	angles	in	order	from	smallest	to	largest,	
and	vice	versa;	for	example,	20˚,	45˚,	90˚,	180˚.

Answers
	1.		(a)	45˚		 (b)	90˚		 (c)	180˚

	2.		(a)	1		 (b)	4		 (c)	3		 (d)	2

	3.		(a)	4		 (b)	1		 (c)	2		 (d)	3
Challenge: 	 Teacher	check

Objective
•	 Identify	acute	and	obtuse	angles	and	compare	and	order	angles	up	to	two	right	angles	by	size.

Classifying Angles

TEACHER INFORMATION
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PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

G
Geometry

Objective
•	 Identify	acute	and	obtuse	angles	and	compare	and	order	angles	up	to	two	right	angles	by	size.

Oral work and mental calculation
•	 Use	the	vocabulary:	right angle, acute angle, obtuse 

angle, straight line angle, 90º, 180º, 360º, degree.

•	 Look	for	right,	acute,	obtuse	and	straight	line	angles	
in	the	classroom.

•	 Use	geo-strips	to	demonstrate	right,	acute,	obtuse	
and	straight	line	angles.

Main teaching activity
Classifying	angles	(page	69)

Additional activities suitable for developing 
the objective
•	 Sort	2-D	shapes	according	to	whether	they	have	

right,	acute	or	obtuse	angles.

•	 Fold	a	piece	of	paper	to	make	a	right	angle.	Use	it	to	
find	right	angles	in	the	classroom.	Write	a	list	of	right	
angles	found.

•	 Draw	and	label	classroom	objects	that	have	right,	
acute,	obtuse	and	straight	line	angles.

•	 Order	a	set	of	angles	from	smallest	to	largest,	and	
vice	versa.

Answers
	1.	90º	angles:	(a),	(c)	and	(e),		

less	than	90º	angles:	(d)	and	(f),		
more	than	90º	angles:	(b),	(g),	(h)	and	(i)

	2.	 (a)	Red:	rectangle	and	square		
(b)	Yellow:	triangle	and	trapezium		
(c)	Blue:	octagon	and	trapezium

	3.	Teacher	check

Challenge: Teacher	check

Minibeast Hunt
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Objective

•	 observe	and	develop	an	
awareness	of	living	things	in	a	
range	of	habitats	in	local	and	
wider	environments

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating	

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

•	 Making

Background information

The	purpose	of	this	topic	is	to	
use	a	small	animal	or	insect	
to	develop	observation	and	
experimenting	skills	in	the	pupils.	
The	animal	selected	is	secondary	in	
importance;	however,	the	following	
guidelines	should	be	adhered	to	
and	made	clear	to	pupils.

(i)	 All	care	should	be	taken	when	
observing	and	collecting	
minibeasts.

(ii)	 If	minibeasts	are	to	be	collected,	
suitable	storage	should	be	used	
and	 the	minibeasts	 released	 as	
soon	as	activities	are	complete.

(iii)	Collect	only	enough	minibeasts	
as	required.

(iv)	Some	insects	can	sting.	Avoid	
direct	contact	at	all	times.

Minibeasts	suitable	for	this	topic	
include	worms,	slugs,	snails,	
woodlice,	grasshoppers,	beetles,	
flies,	caterpillars,	butterflies.

Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Jars	 with	 lids,	 nets,	 clipboards,	 notepaper,	 reference	 materials	 for	 use	 in	
identifying	minibeasts.

Preparation

•	 Identify	suitable	locations	in	the	school	environment	to	collect	and	observe	a	
variety	of	minibeasts.

•	 Organise	pupils	in	groups.

The lesson

Stimulus

•	 Explain	to	pupils	that	the	lesson	will	entail	going	on	a	‘hunt’	to	observe	and	
collect	a	variety	of	minibeasts.	Discuss	with	the	pupils	the	definition	of	minibeasts	
and	explain	clearly	their	correct	treatment.

What to do

•	 Review	the	worksheet	so	pupils	are	aware	of	the	recording	needed.	During	the	
hunt,	notes	and	diagrams	should	be	recorded	on	notepaper.

•	 Have	 pupils	 go	 to	 an	 allocated	 area	 and	 observe	 and	 collect	 two	 different	
minibeasts.

•	 Each	group	returns	to	class	and	completes	the	worksheet,	transferring	notes	
and	drawing	a	picture.

•	 Discuss	the	findings	and	observations	of	each	group.	Identify	minibeasts	collected	
and	decide	if	it	is	possible	to	keep	the	insects	for	further	observation	or	whether	
they	should	be	returned	to	the	environment.

After the lesson

Answers

•	 Teacher	check	

Additional activities 

•	 Classify	the	different	minibeasts	into	categories	based	on	shape,	size,	movement,	
colour	etc.

•	 Build	adequate	shelters	for	selected	minibeasts.

Display ideas

•	 Take	photographs	of	pupils	 ‘hunting’	and	observing	minibeasts.	Display	 the	
completed	 worksheets	 with	 the	 photographs	 and	 a	 caption	 written	 by	 the	
pupils.

Caring for my locality  ~ Activity 2

Minibeast hunt

Looking at Minibeasts
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Hand	lens,	minibeasts	in	an	appropriate	enclosure.

Preparation 

•	 Ensure	minibeasts	are	available	in	enclosures	for	observation.	If	minibeasts	are	
to	be	removed	for	observation,	ensure	trays	are	available.

	 Note:	With	the	majority	of	minibeasts,	a	‘moat’	of	water	around	a	platform	
will	prevent	‘escape’.

The lesson

Stimulus

•	 Review	 findings	 from	 Activity	 2.	 Ask	 pupils	 what	 were	 the	 most	 popular	
minibeasts.	Which	are	best	suited	for	observation?	Allocate	groups	to	different	
minibeasts.

What to do 

•		Discuss	observation	as	a	skill.	Explain	how	hand	lenses	can	take	observation	to	
another	level.	Review	the	requirements	of	the	copymaster.

•	 Pupils	make	observations	of	their	minibeast	based	on	the	worksheet.

•	 Groups	report	back	to	the	class	on	the	observations	made	of	their	minibeast.

After the lesson

Answers

•	 Teacher	check

Additional activities

•	 Discuss	common	elements	of	minibeast	observations.

•	 Set	up	an	earthworm	farm.	Place	different	shades	of	soil	in	layers	in	an	aquarium.	
Pupils	help	collect	earthworms.	Keep	the	soil	damp	and	add	leaves	and	grass	
clippings.	Pupils	will	be	able	to	observe	how	the	earthworms	‘eat’	through	the	
soil	and	how	the	layers	become	less	distinctive.

Display ideas

•	 Make	a	collage	or	3-D	models	of	minibeasts	and	display	with	labels	of	body	
parts	and	a	short	description	of	special	features.	

	

Objective

•	 observe	and	develop	an	
awareness	of	living	things	in	a	
range	of	habitats	in	local	and	
wider	environments

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	
experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating	

Designing and making

•	 Exploring

•	 Making

Background information

The	purpose	of	this	topic	is	to	use	
a	small	animal	or	insect	to	develop	
observation	and	experimenting	skills	
in	the	pupils.	The	animal	selected	is	
secondary	in	importance;	however,	
the	following	guidelines	should	be	
adhered	to	and	made	clear	to	pupils.

	 (i)	 All	care	should	be	taken	when	
observing	and	collecting	
minibeasts.

	 (ii)	 If	minibeasts	are	to	be	
collected,	suitable	storage	
should	be	used	and	the	
minibeasts	released	as	soon	
as	activities	are	complete.

	(iii)	 Collect	only	enough	
minibeasts	as	required.

	(iv)	 Some	insects	can	sting.	Avoid	
direct	contact	at	all	times.

	 	M in ibeas t s 	 su i tab le 	 fo r	
this	 topic	 include	 worms,	
s lugs , 	 sna i l s , 	 woodl i ce ,	
grasshoppers,	 beetles,	 flies,	
caterpillars,	 butterflies	 etc.

Caring for my locality  ~ Activity 3Looking at minibeasts

Saving Water
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Stimulus	pictures	of	places	with	dry	climates,	magazines	to	cut	out	pictures,	
large	sheet	of	art	paper	per	pupil,	water	aids	(tap,	shower	head,	tap	washers,	
washing	up	dish).

Preparation

•	 Have	all	the	material	ready;	set	up	the	water	aids	to	demonstrate.

•	 Check	with	the	canteen/kitchen	if	you	are	visiting.

•	 Contact	the	local	water	authority	to	see	if	they	can	help	with	printed	or	video	
resources	or	visits.	(Optional)

The lesson

Stimulus

•	 A	visit	to	a	kitchen	(school	canteen	or	nearby	home)	would	allow	the	pupils	
to	see	firsthand	the	water-saving	ideas	which	are	being	discussed.	(The	more	
practical	demonstrations	the	pupils	can	see,	the	more	effective	this	lesson	
will	be.)

What to do

•	 Show	pictures	of	dry	places.	Discuss	and	allow	pupils	to	answer	Question	1.

•	 Discuss	ideas	for	water	conservation.

•	 Discuss	and	demonstrate	the	ideas	promoted	on	the	worksheet.

•	 List	suggestions	on	the	extra	ideas	and	direct	pupils	to	complete	those	of	their	
choice.

•	 Allow	pupils	to	plan	their	posters.

•	 Pupils	can	create	their	posters	on	a	separate	sheet	of	paper,	using	a	variety	of	
media	and	aids.

After the lesson

Answers

•	 Teacher	check

Additional activities

•	 Learn	about	the	water	cycle.

•	 Keep	goldfish	 in	a	bowl	and	discuss	 the	quality	of	water	needed	to	sustain	
life.

•	 Pupils	can	prepare	talks	using	their	poster	and	other	aids.	With	the	poster	as	
a	central	part	of	the	design,	pupils	could	also	collect	pictures	of	those	items	
which	are	heavy	water	users	and	those	which	are	water-saving,	and	create	a	
collage.

•	 Collect	the	water	dripping	from	a	tap	for	an	hour	and	measure	the	amount.	
(Make	sure	you	use	the	water	afterwards.)

Display ideas

•	 The	posters	would	make	a	good	display	in	the	library	or	administration	area.

Objectives

•	 realise	that	there	is	both	an	
individual	and	a	community	
responsibility	for	taking	care	of	
the	environment

•	 identify,	discuss	and	implement	
simple	strategies	for	improving	
and	caring	for	the	environment	

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Predicting

•	 Investigating	and	experimenting

•	 Recording	and	communicating

Background information

Our	lifestyle	depends	upon	a	clean,	
plentiful	supply	of	water.

Water	 is	 a	 precious	 and	 limited	
resource.	The	demand	for	this	water	is	
greatest	during	the	summer	months.	
‘Water-saving’	is	a	very	efficient	way	
to	 reduce	 our	 use	 of	 water.	 This	
stretches	 our	 supplies	 further	 and	
protects	our	 supply	 sources.	Using	
less	 water	 also	 reduces	 pressure	
on	 our	 sewage	 treatment	 facilities	
and	 requires	 less	 energy	 for	water	
heating.	 The	water	we	 use	 comes	
from	surface	water	(reservoirs,	lakes	
etc.)	or	ground	water	(aquifers).

Water	is	used	to	transport	food	and	
oxygen	in	and	out	of	our	cells.	Water	
is	 also	used	 to	 remove	waste	 from	
the	cells	of	our	body.	The	importance	
of	water	 to	 life	 is	demonstrated	by	
the	fact	that	humans	can	do	without	
food	 for	several	weeks,	but	cannot	
survive	without	water	for	more	than	
a	few	days.

The	 chemical	 process	 known	 as	
photosynthesis,	 by	 which	 plants	
create	 food,	 requires	water.	Water	
can	be	 a	destructive	 force	 as	well,	 	
causing	 erosion.	 There	 are	many	
useful	Internet	sites	with	water-saving	
ideas.

Saving water
Caring for my locality  ~ Activity 7

All About Recycling
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Before the lesson

Materials needed 

•	 Various	samples	of	recyclable	material,	ready	to	demonstrate	with;	e.g.	paper	
with	staples	in	it,	bottles	and	tins	with	lids,	a	mixture	of	kitchen	scraps,	a	bucket	
with	water	for	rinsing.

Preparation 

•	 Set	up	the	demonstration	material	at	the	front	of	the	room.

The lesson

Stimulus 

•	 Show	the	unrecycled	rubbish	to	the	pupils.	Discuss	the	amount	of	rubbish	thrown	
out	worldwide	and	examine	why	we	must	reuse	most	of	our	‘rubbish’.	

What to do 

•	 Demonstrate	how	to	prepare	each	item	for	recycling.	Explain	that	the	items	
have	to	be	prepared	to	make	recycling	easier	and	cheaper.

•	 Have	 pupils	 complete	 the	 top	 cloze	 section	 of	 the	worksheet.	 Spend	 some	
time	explaining	about	the	foodstuffs	and	how	the	animal	products	have	to	be	
separated	to	prevent	vermin	and	disease.

•	 The	pupils	can	complete	the	worksheet	with	drawings	and	labels.

After the lesson

•	 Discussion	ideas:	What	about	other	rubbish	items	not	mentioned	here?

Answers 

	 1.	 (a)	 new	 (b)	 shredded	 (c)	 cans

	 		 (d)	Empty	 (e)	 worms

	 2.	 Teacher	check

Additional activities

•	 Make	a	class	display	of	the	recyclable	materials.

•	 Discuss	other	rubbish	items	not	mentioned.	How	can	they	be	recycled?

•	 Have	pupils	present	an	oral	 report	on	 recycling	 to	another	 class,	using	 the	
worksheet	as	stimulus.

Display ideas

•	 Pupils	 create	 a	 collage	 of	 cut-outs,	 grouping	 into	 recyclable	 and	 not	
recyclable.	

Objectives

•	 realise	that	there	is	both	an	
individual	and	a	community	
responsibility	for	taking	care	of	
the	environment

•	 identify	and	help	to	implement	
simple	strategies	for	protecting,	
conserving	and	enhancing	the	
environment

Working scientifically

•	 Questioning

•	 Observing

•	 Recording	and	communicating

Background information

The	 sorts	 of	materials	 now	 being	
recyc led	 inc lude: 	 s tee l 	 t ins ,	
glass,	 newspapers/magazines/
advertising	 brochures,	 aluminium,	
liquid	 paperboard	 (milk	 and	 juice	
cartons),	 PET	 (soft	 drink	 bottles	
etc.),	 polypropylene	 (ice-cream	
containers)	 and	 mixed	 plastics.

Some	councils	have	a	system	where	
you	 have	 different	 bins,	 boxes	 or	
bags	 for	 different	 types	 of	waste,	
for	 example,	 paper,	 glass,	 tins,	
garden	waste,	 clothing,	 shoes	 and	
other	 general	 	 household	 rubbish.

All about recycling Caring for my locality  ~ Activity 8
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